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MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF THE LITHIUM~ALUMINUM, 
IRON SULFIDE BATTERY 

Richard Pollard 

Materials and Molecular Research Division, 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and 

Department of Chemical Engineering, 
Universi of California, Berkeley. California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

The LiAl/LiCl,KCl/FeS high temperature battery is a candidate for 

off-peak energy storage and for electric vehicle propulsion. A mathema-

tical model is presented which is able to predict the operational 

characteristics of the cell and obtain pertinent information for its 

design and optimization. Material balances and flux equations, based 

on the macroscopic theory of porous electrodes, are derived for the 

binary molten salt electrolyte. These equations, together with Ohm's 

law and relationships for electrode kinetics, are used to describe the 

time-dependent and position-dependent behavior of the system. 

The model considers a whole prismatic cell which consists of 

negative electrode, separator, electrolyte reservoir,and positive 

electrode. Physical phenomena described are ohmic potential drop and 

diffusion potential in the electrolyte, changes in porosity and 

electrolyte composition due to electrochemical reactions, local reaction 

rates. and diffusion, convection, and migration of electrolyte. In 

addition, the analysis includes finite matrix conductivities, variable 

physical properties, and the possibility of specific simultaneous 

reactions in the positive electrode. 



i i 

The theoretical results show many of the trends in behavior 

observed experimentally. The effects of state of charge, initial 

electrolyte composition, cell temperature. and current density are 

presented, and factors that can limit cell performance are identified. 

The influence of a period of relaxation between the end of discharge 

and the subsequent charge is also investigated. Furthermore, a 

separate, analytic treatment of porous electrodes is developed in order 

to clarify the nature of the highly nonuniform initial reaction distri

butions that are obtained with high exchange current densities, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The current awareness of the developing shortage of inexpensive 

energy sources has given new impetus to the development of more 

efficient methods of energy conversion and storage. Flexible stationary 

energy storage systems are needed to store off~peak electrical energy, 

or energy from intermittent sources, for later use during peak demand 

periods. In addition, alternative techniques for vehicle propulsion 

are being sought to reduce the dependence on the availability of 

petroleum feedstocks. 

Several rechargeable batteries show promise in being able to meet 

the performance, lifetime, and cost requirements for economical energy 

storage and electric vehicle propulsion. At present, only the lead 

acid battery is available as a commercial system for the electric 

vehicle. However, there are a number of alternatives that could, with 

developments and improvements, become competitive. For near-term 

applications, the nickel/zinc and nickel/iron couples are being 

considered, whereas, in the longer term, the lithium/iron sulfide and 

sodium/sulfur high temperature batteries may be able to combine even 

1 2 
better performance with lower costs. ' 

The lithium/iron sulfide battery offers several potential 

advantages for electric vehicle applications, such as the apparent 

safety of the system, the absence of noxious exhaust gases, and a high 

theoretical specific energy. However, long lifetime and high per-

formance have not yet been achieved in the same cell and therefore 

it is necessary to analyze the system closely in an effort to reduce 



the number of design uncertainties and to identify parameters that 

could have a impact on cell performance. 

3 The battery cells that are currently under development consist 

of LiAl or LixSi negative electrodes, FeS or Fes 2 positive electrodes, 

a porous. ceramic separator to provide electrical isolation of the 

electrodes, and molten LiCl-KCl electrolyte. The melting point of 

the electrolyte at the eutectic composition is 352°C and cells are 

usually operated at temperatures between 400 and 500°C. The present 

system, and the prismatic cell design, evolved from earlier work on 

4 lithium/sulfur cells, which had several engineering problems, including 

capacity decline due to loss of sulfur from the positive electrode 

and reaction of lithium with the electrolyte in the negative. The 

substitution of lithium alloys and iron sulfides for the original 

reactants has considerable improved the cell stability at the the 

expense of reducing the cell voltage and maximum specific energy. 

The major requirements for an electric vehicle battery to be 

economically acceptable are high specific energy and energy density, 

long lifetime, and low cost, In addition, a peak power goal may be 

stipulated to ensure adequate acceleration. For energy storage applica-

tions, there is less emphasis on energy and power capabilities, but 

the cost and lifetime requirements are more stringent, In general, 

it is desirable to achieve the highest possible coulombic and energy 

efficiencies and to maximize the utilization of reactants. Additional 

considerations are reliability, reproduceability. safety, shelf life, 

and availability of materials. 



In the development of a battery for a specified application, it 

is necessary to identify the failure mechanisms that have hampered 

commercialization of the system, and to establish whether the problems 

are inherent or can be avoided with suitable design modifications, 

This procedure may necessitate a large experimental program, and a 

long lead time may be required to obtain an acceptable design, For 

this reason, it may be advantageous to develop models that can predict 

results that are costly, time-consuming, or difficult to obtain experi-

mentally, In this way, it should be possible to reduce the time 

required to bring the system to a point where its economic viability 

can be realistically assessed. 

In this dissertation, a one-dimensional mathematical model is 

developed that can predict the time-dependent and position-dependent 

behavior of the lithium-aluminum/iron sulfide cell, The model can 

be combined with experimental data, and with current collector design 

studies, 5 to determine the fundamental electrochemical characteristics 

of the system, and to provide a rational basis for design modifications, 

In chapter 2, concentrated solution theory is generalized to 

provide a framework for the description of isothermal transport pro~ 

cesses in binary molten salt mixtures, Electrochemical flux equations 

are derived for several, commonly-used reference velocities and non~ 

steady state material balances are also presented, The transport 

theory can be combined with relationships for the ohmic drop in the 

matrix and solution phases, and with information on electrode kinetics, 

to predict the behavior of the LiAl/FeS system. 
X 



Chapter 3 contains an analytic treatment of transient porous 

electrode behavior at short discharge times. for reactions with high 

exchange current densities. The simplified model is able to clarify 

the details of the highly nonuniform reaction distributions that are 

observed with the more sophisticated approach described in chapters 

4 and 5. Chapter 4 focuses attention on the constant current discharge 

behavior of the LiAl/FeS cell. whereas chapter 5 is concerned with 

the changes that take place during current interruption and charging. 



2. TRANSPORT EQUATIONS FOR A MIXTURE OF TWO BINARY 
MOLTEN SALTS IN A POROUS ELECTRODE 

Introduc 

Mass transfer in electrolytic solutions requires a description 

of the movement of mobile ionic species, together with material 

balances and equations for current flow and fluid mechanics. A 

consistent set of transport equations has been established for dilute 

6 
solutions of electrolytes. This theory can be extended, with the 

use of the multicomponent diffusion equation, to treat the effects 

of convection, diffusion, and migration in concentrated solutions 

with two or more electroactive constituents. 7•8 A parallel analysis, 

that employs the principles of irreversible thermodynamics, has 

considered transport phenomena in mixtures of two binary electrolytes 

with a common ion in a neutral solvent. 9 

For porous media, a macroscopic model has been developed which 

can describe the essential features of porous materials in terms of 

readily accessible system parameters. This model can be used in 

conjunction with concentrated solution theory to elucidate transport 

10 processes in porous electrodes. With this approach, detailed 

studies have been made of electrodes with sparingly soluble reactants 

11 in concentrated binary electrolytes, and of the zinc electrode 

12 in a ternary electrolyte. 

Recent interest in the development of high performance batteries 

and fuel cells with molten salt electrolytes has focused attention 

on the need for a rigorous analysis of transport phenomena in these 



systems. In particular, high temperature, lithium/iron sulfide 

batteries that are candidates for storage of off~peak electrical energy 

and for electric vehicle propulsion can use mixtures of binary molten 

salts with a common ion, such as the lithium chloride/potassium 

chloride eutectic. 3 These systems have been analyzed previously, but 

13 without due regard for the details of the transport phenomena. 

In this chapter, a consistent set of transport equations for mixtures 

of two binary molten salts with a common ion is presented. The 

equations can be applied to free electrolytic solutions or to electro-

lytes in porous media. 

Development of flux equations 

The analysis is based on the macrohomogeneous model for porous 

electrodes in which the solution and matrix phases are treated as 

superposed continua without regard for the actual geometric details 

14 of the pores. With this approach one can obtain a material balance 

for species i of the form 

3(sc.) 
l 

-~-=aj. -\l•N. ot 1.n --1. 

where ~i is the flux of species i in the pore solution averaged over 

the cross-sectional area of the electrode and where aj. represents 
ln 

the transfer rate of species i from the solid phases to the pore 

solution per unit electrode volume, In addition, the superficial 

current density in the pore solution is given by 

F L 
i 

z.N. 
J.-l 

(2-2) 



and the condition of electrical neutrality for each phase gives 

i 

\ L z.c. 
1 1 

0 (2-3) 

for the electrolyte solution and specifies that the divergence of the 

total current density is zero. Explicit relationships for the fluxes 

in terms of the thermodynamic potential driving forces may be derived 

by inversion of the multicomponent diffusion equation7 

c. VJl. 
1 1 

RT c,c. I vl._J. cv. ~ v.) 
CT j ij ~J - 1 

for each species in an isothermal, isobaric system. 

For a mixture of n species, a set of (n ~ 1) independent force 

balances defines the transport coefficients for binary interactions 

V . .• which are functions of temperature, pressure. and composition. 
lJ 

In porous media, each Vij is related to the transport coefficient V~j 

for the bulk'electrolyte by V .. = V~./T 2 , where Tis a tortuosity 
l.J l.J 

factor. This parameter is a characteristic of the microscopic electrode 

structure and is sometimes associated with the porosity by a relation 

of the form, , 2 1/;;. 10 The number of independent transport 

1 properties in Eq. (4) is 2 n(n 1) because V .. is not defined and, 
11. 

by Newton's third law of motion, V .. = V ..• Specific combinations 
l] ]1 

of these properties correspond to transport parameters that can be 

measured directly. The behavior of an electrolyte with three species 

can be described with a molecular diffusion coefficient, a transference 

number, and the bulk electrolyte conductivity, together with a single 



chemical potential or composition variable. 

Consider a binary molten salt electrolyte with a common ion. The 

stoichiometries for dissociation of the individual salts, A and B, 

are described by 

where M3 is the chemical symbol for the common ion and where the 

electroneutrality condition dictates that 

i 
I z.v~ 

l l 
0 

(2-5) 

(2-6) 

for the particular neutral salt, k. The chemical potential of each 

salt can then be expressed as a sum of the electrochemical potentials 

of the constituent charged species: 

(2-7) 

For this system, Eq. (4) yields two independent equations which 

may be rearranged, with the introduction of the superficial current 

density from Eq. (2), to give expressions for the fluxes based on a 

reference velocity characteristic of the bulk motion of the electrolyte. 

For example, if the velocity ~3 of the common ion is chosen as the 

reference velocity, the superficial fluxes in a porous electrode are 

given by 



A B c. 
s \)1\)3 v tl~2 
~~~ cA'V]JA +--+ cl_y:3 z F 

1 

B A ~c. 
s \)2\)3 v 

cB'V]JB 
1,;2~2 

(2-8) RT +--+ cz,:y-3 z2F 

where cA 

based on a thermodynamic driving force is defined as 

(2-9) 

where cT is the total concentration defined as cT = L c .. The 
i :L 

transference numbers t~ relative to the common ion velocity can also 
:L 

be expressed in terms of the coefficients V .. as, 
l] 

(2-10) 

Equations (9) and (10) are directly analogous to the definitions of 

6 transport properties in concentrated binary electrolytes. In contrast 

13 to previous work on molten salt electrolytes, the transport param-

eters defined by the flux expressions (Eq. (8)) are measurable state 

properties, independent of the fluxes and driving forces for mass 

transfer. 
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In parallel with the transport theory for concentrated binary 

1 1 h 1 1 . 7h 1' 8 e ectro ytes, t e mo ar average ve oc1ty, t e mass average ve oc1ty, 

or the volume average velocity15 can be used as alternative reference 

frames for the diffusion fluxes. With the molar average velocity, 

y* = i !i/cT, mole fractions of the salts, defined by xA = cA/(cA + cB) 

and xA + xB = 1, become a convenient way to express concentrations. 

The chemical potentials can be related to the composition variable 

by suitable definitions for activity coefficients of the salts, that 

are in turn linked through the Gibbs-Duhem equation. For example, 

if dissociation of the electrolyte is disregarded, 16 one can obtain 

RT ln (x:~y AA~) 

RT Jn (~~yBA~) 
(2-11) 

where the activity coefficients yk of the salts are based on the mole 

fraction of the molten salt mixture. The effective diffusion coeffi-

cient based on a gradient of mole fraction is then related to the 

thermodynamic diffusion coefficient by 

D = V V + . 
( 

c 3 ) ( A d ln Y A ) 
cA + cB 1 d ln xA 

(2-12) 

Consequently. for the molar average reference velocity, we have 



N -1 

2 B A 
c(cA + cB) D ~2~ 

cT 

c(cA + cB)2n(~~~B -~~~A) 
CT 

(2-13) 

A A A B 
where v ~ v

1 
+ v

3
, ~ 

B B 
v2 + v3 • and where the transference numbers 

are given by 

A B c A B ) 
* ~1~ c3tl - ~3~2cl 

t1 = 
A B 

~1~3cT 

( B A c A B ) 
* 

~2~ c3t2 - ~1~3c2 
t2 ::;:: 

B A 
~2~3CT 

t* = 
3 

1 - t* -
1 

t* 
2 

With a mass average reference velocity defined by v = Z w.v. 
·- i 1-l 

(2-14) 

it is appropriate to use a mass fraction w. as a concentration variable, 
l 

Equation (8) can then be rearranged to give 

A 
cpn~1 

Jv1 
A 

(2-15) 



where w1 "" c1M/p• wA"" cAMA/p, and I w,Q, = 1. The molecular 
,Q,=i or k 

k 
weight of either salt is defined by ~ = t viMi' and expressions for 

the transference numbers based on the mass average velocity. analogous 

to Eq, (14). are 

1!11 
Finally, the volume average velocity, v = l: V .N .• may be used, 

i ].-]. 

even though the partial molar volumes of individual ionic species are 

not accessible to experimental determination. It is required that 

the quantities V. combine to yield partial molar volumes for the salts 
l 

according to 

~ v~. • 
l l ]. 

(2-17) 

where k represents either salt A or salt B. The flux relations are 

( t~ ) i2 
-£ Dl/ c + - - c Q =- + c

2
v 1!1 

2 z
2 

2 F 

(2-18) 



where Q is taken to be the quantity 

Q I 
i 

c~ 

t.V. 
l l 

z. 
l 

This quantity cannot be measured independently but, if the transference 

numbers are arbitrarily chosen to satisfy 

(2-20) 

it may be shown, by combination and rearrangement of Eqs. (19) and (20), 

that a consistent definition for Q would be 

(2-21) 

Material balances and conservation equations 

The flux relations given by Eqs. (13). (15). and (18) reflect the 

dependence of the motion of charged species on the driving forces for 

diffusion, migration, and convection in porous electrodes. Each set 

of flux expressions, relative to a specific reference velocity can 

be incorporated into the general material balance, Eq. (1), to give a 

continuity equation for the electrolyte in the absence of thermal and 

pressure diffusion. For salt A, these relationships are presented 

in Table 1 for the mass average, molar average, and volume average 

reference velocities, and for a reference frame based on the velocity 



Table 2-1. Material balance equations for a mixture of two b molten salts 
with a common ion. 

Mass average reference velocity: 

3W 
A p --- + v• = V•(spDVW) + r + ---3t - A AB z3F 

Molar average reference velocity: 

+ cB) 
dX CT 
__!::_ + • = --+~ c 
3t - cA B (

s(c + c )2 
V• A B 

Volume average reference velocity: 

3cA 
s --+ dt •VcA V•(sDVcA) + 

Common ion reference velocity: 

dXA 

+ -- i 
z F -2 

3 
-

----
B 

\)3 

+ !2 - B 
+ z F "V3 3 

CASD 
+ --

cBVB 

(cA + cB) F + ~3 
c3 

CA + CB (

s(c + c )2 
V• A B 

c3 + 
!z (~ c + --· - Vt z

3
F A 1 

\)3 

XA 
-13 

\)3 

(2-22A) 

(2-22B) 

(2-22C) 

(2-22D) 

! 
1--' 
.!"
! 



of the common ion, These equations describe the time~dependent behavior 

of the electrolyte in terms of the composition variable most appropriate 

for the particular reference velocity used, The factor RA in Eq, (22-C) 

represents a combination of production terms of individual species. 

It is defined as 

(2-23) 

and is found to be independent of the reference frame, r. (Transference 

numbers with no superscript are relative to the mass average reference 

velocity.) The corresponding production terms, RAB and rAB' for the 

alternative reference frames are chosen to simplify the form of the 

material balance equations. They are directly related to the parameter 

RA by: 

(2-24) 

In Eq. (22), it has not been assumed that s is constant in either 

position or time. Equations (1), (2), and (3) can also be combined 

with the flux relationships to give overall conservation or "continuity" 

equations, which indicate how the reference velocity and porosity 

change as a result of electrode reactions, migration, and changes in 

solution composition. For the four reference velocities considered, 

the corresponding conservation equations are given in Table 2, where 



Table 2-20 for a mixture of molten salts with a 
common ion. 

Mass average reference velocity: 

i 
l§:_ + V•v = 
Clt 

- -2 
VASA+ + z3F Vtl + -

B 
\)3 

Molar average reference velocity: 

i as 8t + V·y:_* - * --z * VASA+ + ZF Vtl + B 
3 \)3 

Volume average reference velocity: 

as + V•vfflj 
t 

- Ill 

VASA+ + z
3

F 

Common ion reference velocity: 

l§:_ + \j. ::!._3 
Clt 

- c - c 
VASA+ VBSB + z

3
F 

VB 
+

B 
\)3 

v 
Vtc B 1 + --~~-~-

\)B 
3 

+ -

sDVcA -
•\/VA 

+ -

\j 

c3 

( 

(2-25B) 

(2-25C) 

(2-25D) 

i 
1-' 
G\ 
i 
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r 

sr a ( 
tl 

I z .j. ) A A Jln ~ zl i 
l ln 

\)1 

and 

(i2n -
r 

zij in) sr a t2 
I -

B B z2 \)2 i 
(2-27) 

for a specified reference frame, r, The parameters SAr and Sr might 
B 

be regarded as effective rates of production of the salts per unit 

volume with due acco~nt for the influence of migration, The combination 

r~ r~ 

SAVA + SBVB that appears in Eqs, (25~A) to (25-D) is not independent 

of reference frame, in contrast to the modified production terms RA, 

RAB' and rAB in the material balance equations. On the other hand, 

RAB can be expressed in terms of sr and S~ in the form 

(2~28) 

which is equivalent to Eq. (23) and which involves a combination of 

r r 
SA and SB that is independent of the choice of reference frame. 

The equations in Tables 1 and 2 can be compared with the corres-

10,11 ponding relationships for concentrated binary electrolytes and 

with the equations of change for multicomponent, nonelectrolytic 

17 
syst~1s. The equations presented reduce to simpler forms under 

various special conditions. For example, for a free electrolytic 

solution (outside a porous electrode), the conservation equation will 

only depend on time indirectly, through changes in composition, and 

transport properties for the bulk electrolyte should be used. If 

either the current density is zero or the transference numbers are 



~18-

independent of composition then Eqs. (22-A) and (22-C) reduce to forms 

analogous to the binary diffusion equations for nonelectrolytes. The 

term RAB in Eq. (28) could be regarded as an effective difference in 

rates of production of species A and B which takes the influence of 

migration into account. If Eqs. (22-A) and (22-B) are rewritten for 

the mole fraction and mass fraction of salt B, it may be shown that 

(2-29) 

does not depend directly on the stoichiometries for either dissociation 

of the salts or the electrode reactions. 

Several factors can dictate the choice of reference frame for a 

given application of the material balance equation. The relative 

complexity of the equations, the form in which data are available for 

transport properties and activity coefficients, the appropriateness 

of the composition variable, and the nature of any other equations 

in the stated problem can all be important criteria., For example~ 

the volume average reference velocity would enable concentration units 

to be used directly • but there is an ambiguity in the definition of 

liJ 
v associated with the parameter Q and Eq, (22-C) is in a noncanonical 

form, Fluid mechanical equations are invariably written in terms of 

the mass average velocity, but the molar average may be preferred if 

the velocity is determined from stoichiometry alone or if pertinent 

data are correlated with the mole fraction. However. with a mole 



~19-

fraction scale one must decide how to treat the dissociated electrolyte. 

The noncanonical diffusion terms in Eqs. (22~B) and (25~B) result from 

the divergent definitions for the mole fraction and the molar average 

velocity. The sum cA + cB' as distinct from the total concentration 

cT. is equal to the inverse of the molar volume of the salt mixture V 

where V = I xkVk. Transference numbers are usually measured relative 
k 

to the solvent velocity and, for binary molten salt mixtures, this 

gives some support for the use of a common ion reference velocity, 

The potential in the pore electrolyte can be measured with a 

suitable reference electrode with an electrode reaction defined by 

z. 
I s.M.l + 

l l 
i 

ne 

This potential can be used as a driving force for the current, and 

(2-30) 

combination of Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) with the thermodynamic relation 

I S,V)J. i 1 l 

yields a modified Ohm~s law expression for the superficial current 

density in the pore solution. This is given by 

(2-31) 

(2-32) 

where the second term includes the diffusion potential. Integration 

of this equation across the electrode shows that the ohmic potential 



drop in the solution phase is directly related to the distributions of 

concentration and reaction rate. The effective conductivity within the 

pores may be written in terms of the binary interaction parameters V . . , 
1J 

as 

(2-33) 

Conclusions 

The macroscopic transport equations derived for a mixture of two 

binary molten salts with a common ion provide a consistent framework 

for the description of mass transfer of electrolytes of this type in 

free solutions or in porous media. The analysis also provides rational 

definitions for the transport properties that characterize the system 

behavioL The results presented, together with information on electrode 

kinetics, can be used to predict the time-dependent and position-

dependent behavior of electrolyte concentration, porosity, current, and 

reaction rate within porous electrodes. 



3. TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF POROUS ELECTRODE 
WITH HIGH EXCHANGE CURRENT DENSITIES 

Introduction 

Many porous electrodes in commerically important batteries have 

high values for the product of the electrochemically active specific 

interfacial area and the exchange current density. This permits 

operation at high superficial current denstties without excessive 

surface overpotentials that would lower the energy efficiency of the 

system. 

Previously~ the distributtons of current and electrochemical 

reaction in porous electrodes have been considered under various 

' 1 d' ' 14,18 spec1.a con 1t1ons. Mass transport of reactants and the effective 

conductivities of the matrix and solution phases have a strong influence 

on electrode behavior, The current distribution becomes nonuniform 

for large values of active surface area, exchange current density, 

electrode length, and current density and for small conductivities. 

Particular attention has been paid to the electrodes of the lead~ 

19~22 
acid battery, and several of the proposed models make the 

. f 'bl k' . 21,22 assumpt1on o revers1 e 1.net1.cs, Wit]:I this assumption, it has 

been shown that highly nonuniform reaction distributions can be 

obtained, especially for high rate discharges .21 This can result in 

an increase in internal cell resistance because local changes in 

electrolyte composition lower the elec conductivity, Under 

some circumstances the electrode could become totally passivated. 

It has also been shown that, in principle, a fraction of the total 

reaction will be restricted to the electrode/separator interface. 21 
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Another study allows all the current to penetrate the electrode, and 

concludes that models with reversible kinetics are inferior because 

they cannot take proper account of transport of external acid into 

22 the electrode pores. 

This chapter considers the nature of the current and reaction 

distributions for electrode processes with high, but not infinite, 

exchange current densities. A simplified model is developed in order 

to give an analytic solution to the governing differential equations. 

The results obtained illustrate the important features that would be 

observed with a more sophisticated approach. The method used in this 

study complements a computer solution which is able to account for 

many complications not considered here, but which cannot easily clarify 

the highly nonuniform reaction distribution at moderately short times 

that results from a high value of the exchange current density. The 

model can also be used to assess quantitatively the validity of the 

assumption of reversible kinetics for a particular electrode system. 

Analysis 

The system considered is a porous electrode in contact with an 

inert porous separator. The electrode is treated as two superposed 

continua which represent the solution and matrix phases independently. 

The actual geometric details of the pores have been disregarded and 

only variations of parameters in a direction normal to the electrode 

face are considered. Each phase is taken to be electrically neutral, 

and consequently the divergence of the total current density is zero. 



The analysis is restricted to a single electrode reaction with 

stoichiometry represented 

~ ne (3-1) 

A polarization equation of the form 

j (3-2) 

can be used to express the dependence of the reaction rate at any 

point in the electrode on the local potential jump at the matrix/ 

solution interface. The potential of the pore solution ¢
2 

is 

measured with a reference electrode of the same kind as the working 

electrode. The composition dependence of the exchange current 

density can be assumed to have the form: 

i ioR rr ~; (3~3) 0 
i 

where i ranges over the ionic species. Solid phase activities are 

taken as constant, and initial concentrations are used for the 

reference condition, R . The possibility of homogeneous chemical 

reactions is not considered, and double layer charging effects are 

ignored. To simplify the analysis further, it is assumed that transport 

properties and pore structure do not change as the reaction proceeds. 

Under these circumstances, the major concentration changes are caused 



by electrochemical reaction and by diffusion of electrolyte. Therefore, 

a nonsteady state material balance for species i becomes: 

(3-4) 

For times over which equation (4) is to be applied, the parameter 

B is taken as a constant, dependent on the system considered. Relation-

ships for B, for the positive plate of a lead-acid battery and for the 

negative electrode in a high temperature LiAl/LiCl, KCl/FeS battery, 
X 

are derived in Appendix A. The molecular diffusion coefficient D can 

be characterized by 

D (3-5) 

Also, it is assumed that the tortuosity factor ~ is directly related 

. by·. 23 to poros1ty 

where the constant q is taken as 1.5. 

(3-6) 

The driving force for the current can be specified in terms of 

the potential in the pore solution ~ 2 measured with a reference 

electrode. With this definition, a modified Ohmws law for the pore 

electrolyte is 

(3-7) 

where the second term on the right includes the diffusion potential. 

In this analysis, the parameter W is regarded as a constant, dependent 
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on the electrode studied (see Appendix A). The effective conductivity 

K is estimated from 

K 

together with Eq. (6). 

The movement of electrons in the matrix phase is governed by 

Ohm's law. However, it is assumed that the matrix conductivity is 

large (0/K >> 1) so that the matrix potential can be taken to be 

uniform. With this condition, the initial electrode reaction will be 

confined to a region adjacent to the electrode/separator interface. 

This reaction zone can be characterized with a penetration depth L 

which, for linear kinetics and constant matrix potential, is defined 

10 as: 

~ ( KRT )l/Z 
L ~+ a )ai RF ' 

a c o 

where i
0

R is evaluated at th.e initial composition, 

(3-9) 

When the discharge process begins there is a rapid and substantial 

change in current distribution, caused by changes in composition. 

Nevertheless, the concentrations have only altered significantly from 

the standpoint of concentration overpotential, and the ratio c./c.R 
1 1 

has not changed enough to affect appreciably the exchange current 

density given by Eq. (3). In this restricted range of investigation 

it is appropriate to define a set of dimensionless variables 

2 
T = Dt/L , .J 

0 
Ft:D (c. ~ c.) /ILB , 

1 1 . 



that have values of order unity. After these definitions have been 

substituted into the governing equations, it becomes possible to 

identify those terms which can be neglected as i becomes large. 
0 

When the exchange current density, or the product ai , is large, 
0 

the local surface overpotential for a specified superficial current 

density I is expected to be low. Consequently, it is reasonable to 

reduce Eq. (2) to the form 

J 

( 

ILB8. )y i 
II 1 + 1 

0 
i EDFci 

(3-10) 
n 

As the exchange current density is raised, the penetration depth 

decreases and, for 8. = 0(1), the right side of Eq. (10) approaches 
1 

unity. Under these circumstances, Eq. (10) can be simplified further 

to give 

J n . (3-11) 

It might appear that Eq. (11) can be obtained directly from Eq. (2) 

provided that (<t> 1 ~ <t> 2)F/RT « L However, the analysis above 

emphasizes that it is necessary to verify that the composition 

dependence of the exchange current density does not alter this result. 

For small concentration changes, it becomes valid to linearize the 

concentration dependent term in Eq. (7). Combination of Eqs. (7) and 

(11) then gives, on differentiation: 



J 

where Y ~ y/L and 

K RT BW 
00 

Q "' 

In Appendix A, it is sho"~Am that only one concentration variable 

is required for Eq. ), and, therefore, the subscript on the 

dimensionless variable e. can be dropped. 
1 

The material balance, Eq. (4), can be rewritten in dimensionless 

form 

The governing differential equations (12) and (14), are subject 

to the initial condition 

8(Y, (3-15) 

and the boundary conditions 

e (Y. + 0 as 

at the interface ~ 0) 

( 
e continuous, 
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For condition (i), the electrode is assumed to be considerably thicker 

than the penetration depth so that its length can be regarded as in-

finite. The last boundary condition assumes that the reaction rate is 

not a Dirac cS function at the origin,' 

Equations (12) to (16) define the dependence of concentration and 

transfer current on time and distance through the porous electrode for 

a constant current discharge. The reaction zone is restricted to the 

region immediately adjacent to the separator, and this limits the 

applicability of the results, as discussed below. The equations refer 

to systems with high exchange current densities or small penetration 

depths, but it should be emphasized that the macrohomogeneous model on 

which the analysis is based will breakdown if the reaction zone is 

significantly smaller than the characteristic dimensions of the micro-

scopic porous structure. 

and Discussion 

In terms of Laplace transforms, the solution to the stated problem 

may be written as: 

J-(Y,s) -EY 1 ( As) -Y~/E "" Ae + -- 1 - E e • 

EJS 
(3.!.17) 

where the variable s is defined by: 

00 

f(s) 
-sT e F(T) dT , 

0 

The parameters A and E are related by the imposed requirement that 

integration of Eq. (17) across the electrode gives the superficial 

current density, viz: 



co 

J(Y,s)dY 1 
=-

s 
(3-19) 

0 

Equations (5), (6), (15), (16), and (19) may be combined to specify 

the coefficient A and E as 

(3-20) 

and 

( 
~2s::____ __ ~-~)1/2 

E- 1 + s + Q + [(1 + s + Q) 2 ~ 4sJ 112 
(3-21) 

where 

(3-22) 

Equation (18), together with the definitions ofT and 1, indicates 

that the variable s is inversely proportional to the exchange current 

density, Consequently, inversion of Eq. (17) in the limit as s + 0 

should give a moderate time solution for the dimensionless transfer 

current. Two terms in the inverse Laplace transform for Eq. (17) are 

J ll + Q /..e ~/l+Q Y + 1 - ;>.. e -n2 

/rr(l + Q)T. 
(3-23) 

where 

(3_:.24) 
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and 

n = Y/2/(1 + Q)'r • (3- 25) 

The variables Y and n can be regarded as inner and outer 

perturbation parameters, respectively. In the region Y ~ 0(1) , 

Eq. (23) describes the reaction zone immediately adjacent to the 

separator, whereas in the region n ~ 0(1) it describes the progressive 

penetration of the reaction through the electrode. The first term 

in the equation represents a time-independent spike in J which is 

largest at the separator and which penetrates a relatively short 

distance into the electrode. The factor /1 + Q in the exponent 

reflects the influence of diffusion on the spike shape. 

The fraction of the total current associated with the spike, A 

is an important parameter in the description of an electrode process 

with a high exchange current density. If A is small, most of the 

current will be progressively distributed through the electrode 

whereas, as A approaches unity, it becomes more acceptable to 

disregard the time-dependent term in equation (23) and to assume that 

the reaction is restricted to the spike alone. The spike is sharper 

for larger exchange current densities, and in the limit of infinite 

exchange current density it will become a Dirac 6 function (with 

area AI) at the electrode/separator interface. Consequently, in 

electrode models that neglect the surface overpotential (reversible 

kinetics, = oo), only a fraction (1- A) of the total current 

should be distributed through the electrode. 



Two examples have been chosen to illustrate these concepts; the 

positive plate of a lead~acid battery and the negative electrode of a 

LiAl/FeS high temperature cell with molten LiCl, KCl electrolyte. 
X 

For the lead~acid system, it is assumed that the electrolyte dissociates 

completely. The reaction for discharge of the lead dioxide electrode 

is then 

1 + 1 ~-2 Pbo2 + 2H + 2 so4 + e 

The stoichiometric coefficients defined in accordance with Eq. (1) 

are, s "' -2, s + With the electrode 

parameters given in Table 1, the model proposed indicates that 39% 

of the superficial current density is associated with the time~ 

independent spike in Eq. (23). Alternatively, if incomplete dissocia-

tion of electrolyte were assumed, it would be necessary to change the 

stoichiometric coefficients for the electrode reaction, the cation 

transference number, and the activity coefficient for the electrolyte 

in a consistent manner. 

The reaction at the LiAl electrode of the high temperature 

battery is 

LiAl -+ Al + Li + + e (3-27) 

and therefore, s = -1 s = 0 s = 0 and n = 1 • + • - • 0 Table 1 lists 

system parameters for discharge with an electrolyte of eutectic 

composition. The analysis shows that 85% of the total current is in 

the spike. Figure 1 gives the dependence of the dimensionless transfer 
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Fig, 3~1. Solution in the inner region for the dimensionless transfer 
current at different times, 1, for the LiAl electrode, as 
predicted with Eq. (23). The solution at 1"" 0 is from 
Eq, (28). 

time-independent spike. 



Table 3-1. Typical parameters for Pb02 and LiAl electrodes 

Parameter Pbo2 
LiA1 Parameter 

K
00

(mho/cm) 0.91 1. 75 K (mho/em) 
00 

5 2 3.33 
5 2 

D xlO (em /s) 3.03 D x10 (em /s) 
00 00 

T(K) 298.15 723.15 T(K) 

0 0.56 0.75 
0 

E E 
s s 
0 0.52 0.20 

0 
E E 

a = a 0.50 0.50 a = a 
a c a c 

3 0 3 5.00 0.58 
0 

10 c (mol/em ) XA e 

p(g I cm3) 1.29 33.92 
~ 3 
V(cm /mol) 

1 + d 1n y 
d ln YA 

d ln m 
2.30 1.92 1 + 

1n xA 

0 0.73 0.29 * t+ tl 

p 1.10 5.22 p 

Q 6.17 1.60 Q 

A 0.39 0.85 A 

L(cm) 0.42 L32X10-3 L(cm) 
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current on the inner perturbation parameter Y for the LiAl electrode. 

For small values of Y, the major contribution to J is from the time-

independent term in Eq. (23), and the distance over which the spike 

is dominant increases with time for T ~ 10. At progressively larger 

times the reaction penetrates further into the electrode, and J falls 

locally in response to the requirement of constant total current. 

Eventually the material closest to the separator will become depleted 

of reactant, and the narrow reaction zone will then move through the 

electrode as the available material is consumed. At this stage, the 

analysis presented here will no longer be valid. Additional complica-

tions can arise if local changes in composition significantly affect 

the exchange current density through Eq. (3). For example, if i is 
0 

most sensitive to the reactant concentration, it is expected that the 

spike will become more diffuse as the reaction proceeds. This is not 

accounted for by the model, although concentration changes are 

included in the nonsteady state material balance, Eq. (14). 

The zero time solution of Eq. (17). 

J = 
-Y 

e 

is also shown in Fig. 1 in order to emphasize how the reaction distri-

bution becomes separated into two components that correspond to the 

two terms in Eq. (23). The apparent agreement between the zero time 

solution and the reaction distribution at T = 1 is coincidental; the 

moderate time solution cannot be extended to T < 1 and, moreover, an 

assessment of the influence of higher order terms not shown in Eq. (23) 

is needed to establish its validity at T = 1. 
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Figure 2 shows the inner solution at moderate times for the Pbo2 

electrode. The different values for the parameters Q and A, in 

comparison with the LiAl electrode, both make the penetration of the 

spike smaller and hence reduce the contribution of this term to the 

total transfer current at a given position in the electrode. The 

penetration depth for the Pb0 2 system, as calculated with Eq. (9), is 

approximately 0.4 em, which is considerably larger than the corres-

pending value for the LiAl electrode (see Table 1). Since the assump-

tion, 1 << 1, is used in the high current density analysis for the 

Pb0 2 electrode, the results should be treated with caution and, in 

particular, the assumption of reversible kinetics that has been used 

. 21 22 prev1ously ' requires some justification. 

The outer solution for J for the LiAl electrode at moderate 

times is given in Fig. 3 in terms of the outer perturbation parameter, 

n. The incomplete curves show the contribution of the time-dependent 

term in Eq. (23). The intercepts of these parabolae represent inner 

limits of the outer expansion, given by (1- A) /n/(T+ Q)T. This is 

also seen in Fig. 1 as the magnitude of J in the region where the 

current associated with the spike is negligible. The dimensionless 

distance within which half the current that penetrates is to be found 

is given by 0. 98/(1 +Q)T. This dependence indicates that the process 

is dominated by diffusion but that interactions between diffusion and 

reaction modify the current distribution. 

The reaction rate distribution at very short times is obtained 

as a power series expansion in T, by inversion of Eq. (17) in the 

limit as s -+ oo It is found that 
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Fig. 3~2. Solution in the inner region for the dimensionless transfer 
current at different times, T, for the PbOz electrode, as 
predicted with Eq. (23). The solution at T = 0 is from 
Eq. (28). 

time~independent spike. 
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• 3-3. Solution in the outer region dimensionless transfer 
current at times, T~ for the LiAl electrode as 

with Eq. (23) • The solution at -r ""'0 is from 
Eq. (28). 
----- time-dependent term in Eq. (23). 
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(3-29) 

where a= /2QTY • z = /1 + Q n • and Iv(a) is a modified Bessel 

function of the first kind and of order v . 

For short times, e.g. T < 0(10~2 ) • J can be predicted adequately 

by the zero time solution, Eq. (28). At first sight, the 
~Y 

e term 

in Eq. (29) would seem to be equivalent to the spike observed in the 

moderate time solution. Numerically. however, the clear distinction 

between the two contributions at moderate times has not developed at 

the short times for which Eq. (29) is valid. This range of validity 

can be assessed by a comparison of the first order, short-time 

approximation for J with the approximations accurate to orders T 

and 3/2 
T respectively). Figure 4 shows that, for the 

LiAl electrode, the validity of Eq. (29) becomes questionable for 

T > 0.1 . At T = 0.1 • inclusion of the 
3/2 

T term causes a 

relatively minor shift in J 2 . At T = 0.5 • the difference between 

J 2 and J
3 

indicates that higher order terms are needed to obtain a 

satisfactory solution. For the Pb0
2 

electrode. the range of validity 

of Eq. ( is restricted to even smaller values for T because the 

parameter Q is significantly larger than for the LiAl system 

Table 1). 
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Fig. 3-4. Reaction rate distribution for LiAl electrode at short times, 
as predicted with Eq. (29). Jl• J2• J3, are first, second. 
and third order approximations, respectively. 
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The distinct differences in short and moderate time behavior 

predicted by Eqs. (23) and (29) preclude the formation of a combined 

perturbation expansion that would provide an acceptable link between 

the two time regions. A more general inversion of the solution in 

Laplace space, Eq. (17), is needed to be able to predict this inter

mediate behavior. 

Conclusions 

A simplified macrohomogeneous model can be used to elucidate the 

transient behavior of porous electrodes with high exchange current 

densities, The highly nonuniform initial reaction distribution changes 

at moderately short times due to the influence of concentration over

potential. The analysis presented can be used to predict the magnitude 

of these changes and to characterize the time-dependent and time

independent components of the transfer current at a given position 

within the electrode. The results show clearly the association 

between high exchange current densities and nonuniform reaction 

distributions which can, in turn, have a significant impact on battery 

performance. 



4. GALVANOSTATIC DISCHARGE BEHAVIOR OF THE 
LITHIUM-ALUMINUM, IRON SULFIDE CELL 

Introduction 

The LiAl/LiCl,KCl/FeS high temperature battery is a candidate 
X 

for off-peak electrical energy storage and for electric vehicle propul-

sion. A mathematical model is needed to predict the operational 

characteristics of the system and to assess the influence of changes 

in design parameters on the cell performance. 

Many models have been proposed to describe the behavior of flooded 

porous electrodes, and current and reaction distributions in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the separator have been considered in great 

d '1 10 eta1 , The electrode can be regarded as a homogeneous mixture of 

14 matrix and electrolyte or as a single pore, provided that proper 

. 11 24 averages are taken over a cross-sectlon. • 

The macrohomogeneous model has been applied to several specific 

battery electrodes. An analysis of the constant current discharge 

behavior of electrodes with sparingly soluble reactants, such as the 

Ag-AgCl and Cd-Cd(OH) 2 couples, has elucidated the relative importance 

of different failure modes in these systems. 11 Transient and failure 

analyses have also been made of the zinc electrode12 and the lead 

dioxide electrode. 21 •22 An assessment of steady-state composition 

profiles in lithium/sulfur battery analogues has been made, but the 

25 results are restricted to non-porous systems. 

Far less effort has been directed towards modeling complete cells 

and, up until now, only the lead·-acid cell has been considered in 
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d '1 19,26-28 eta1 .. In this chapter, a one~dimensional model is presented 

for the LiAl/FeS system, which is currently being developed at the 

3 Argonne National Laboratory, A whole prismatic cell is considered, 

consisting of negative electrode, separator, electrolyte reservoir, 

and positive electrode (see Fig. 1). The model can be used to identify 

system limitations and to help guide experimental research, 

Model Development 

The analysis is based on the macroscopic theory of porous 

electrodes in which the solution and matrix phases are treated as 

superposed continua without regard for the actual geometric details of 

14 
the pores. With this approach, one can obtain a consistent frame~ 

work for the description of isothermal transport processes in the 

molten salt electrolyte (see chapter 2), 

A material balance for species i is given by 

3 (sc,) 
l 

3t 
aj, 

ln 
V•N 

-i 
(4-1) 

where N, is the flux of species i in the pore solution averaged over 
-l 

the cross-sectional area of the electrode and where aj, represents 
1n 

the transfer rate of species i from the solid phases to the pore 

solution per unit electrode volume. In addition, the superficial 

current density in the pore solution is due to the movement of 

charged species: 

(4-2) 
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and, as a consequence of the condition of electrical neutrality, the 

divergence of the total current density is zero: 

0 ' (4-3) 

For j simultaneous reactions of the form 

I 
i 

zi 
s .. M. + n.e 
lJ 1 J 

Faraday's law can be expressed as 

s .. 
aj. =-I~ ai 1n . n.F nj 

J J 

provided that double layer charging can be ignored. The last term 

on the right hand side of Eq. (5) represents the removal of species 

i from the electrolyte as a result of precipitation of salt k The 

transfer current per unit electrode volume V·l2 is related to the 

individual average transfer current densities by 

I (ai ) . , 
n J j 

(4-6) 

A material balance on the solid phases indicates how the electrode 

porosity changes with the extent of reaction at each location within 

the electrode: 

~ 

Cl(s+s ) 

2: 
s .. v. p I ~ (ai ) . (4-7) 

Clt n.F ' j solid J 
n J 

phases 



where s ~ I s k' 
p k p 

The flux of mobile species in the electrolyte can be attributed 

to the combined effects of diffusion, migration, and convection. For 

the LiCl-KCl electrolyte, the fluxes of lithium and potassium ions 

are given by (see Eq. (2-13)): 

~1 
sD 

-- \/x + V A 

* 
e:D t2 i2 * 

~ -- Vx + + xB(cA+cB)~ V B F 

These relationships can be substituted into Eq. (1) to give. 

respectively, 

where 

* For the special case where t 1 

sD 
-:::- \/xA] v 

aj. 
1n 

(4-10) 

(4-11) 

dependence of Eq. (10) and (11) on current density is removed. The 

molar average velocity has been chosen as the reference frame because 

physical data for LiCl-KCl mixtures are often correlated with the mole 

fraction (see Appendix B). 



The movement of electrons in the matrix phase is governed by Ohm's 

law 

where o is the effective conductivity of the matrix, In the electro-

lyte, the variation in solution potential is given by 

I( 
(4-14) 

where ¢ 2 is measured with a reference electrode that has stoichiometric 

coefficients si and number n of electrons transferred, and VA is the 

chemical potential of LiCl (see Appendix B), Equations (13) and (14) 

may be combined to obtain variations in the overpotential n = ¢
1 

- ~ 2 
directly, 

Polarization equations are needed to express the dependence of 

the local rate of each reaction on the various concentrations and on 

the potential difference driving force at the reaction interface, 

Electrode kinetics do not follow fundamental laws that can be expressed 

as reliably as Ohm's law or the law of conservation of matter. Con-

sequently, the polarization relationships will be subject to further 

refinement, as one tries to account not only for the mechanism of the 

charge transfer process but also for the morphology of the electrode, 

the formation of covering layers. and the transport of species to and 

from the reaction site, 

It is common to begin with a polarization equation of the form 



i . 
nJ 

a .Fn ./RT 
[ e aJ SJ 

i . 
OJ 

~a .Fn ./RT 
e CJ SJ ] 

where n .is the local value of the surface overpotential, nsJ· 
SJ 

n ~ u. , 
J,O 

and where the exchange current density i . can be written as 
OJ 

i . 
OJ i . f TI OJ , re i ( )

y. 
c. l 

l 1 0 

ci,ref 

20 
The theoretical open circuit cell potential for reaction j is given by 

7 

u 
j,o 

+ _E!:_ 2: 
n F l. re 

s. 
l,re 

ln a. 1,re 
RT 

F 
\ s .. ln a. 

nj r l,J l,O 

The discharge reaction in the negative electrode is 

LiAl + Li+ + Al + e 

In the fully charged state, it is assumed that the negative matrix 

(4-17) 

I 

consists of non-porous, spherical particles of S-LiAl. On discharge, 

the outermost region of a particle reacts first and a layer of a-Al 

is established which thickens gradually, at the expense of B-LiAl, 

as the reaction proceeds. The Butler-Volmer equation (15) should be 

modified to include the diffusional overpotential for mass transport 

of lithium across the a-phase to the solid-electrolyte interface. 

The parameter 

s 3.87(1-s)I 
- s 2 nFc

1
.La D 
1 a 
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can be used as a criterion to assess the importance of solid state 

diffusion within a LiAl particle. 30 Small values of S indicate that 

the time required for diffusion is much shorter than the time needed 

for complete utilization of the particle. Even though S ~ 0(0.1) for 

this system, the influence of solid state diffusion may be appreciable 

at high current densities or with low specific interfacial areas, 

particularly towards the end of discharge. However, for S < 1, it 

is reasonable to invoke the pseudo-steady state approximation to 

evaluate the composition profile within the a-phase. With this 

assumption, and with unit activity coefficients, the surface concentra-

tion of lithium can be written as (see Appendix C): 

a 
(cL.) \1. 1z 
__ l_O = l _ 

( a ) ('V•i2)1. , 
eLi sat - lm 

The diffusion-limited transfer current is given by 

(V·iz) 1' - liD 

4TINFD (ca ) 
a Li sat 

where ra and rs can be related to the state of charge, 

of Eq, (6), (15), (19), and (20) gives 

2 
4TINr 

a 

aaFn/RT -acFn/RT 

i o,ref 

- e 

(4-19) 

(4-20) 

Combination 



wh.ere n is measured with a reference electrode of the same kind as 

the working electrode, but with a fixed lithium activity corresponding 

to saturated B-phase (see Table 1). Implicit in Eq. (21) are the 

assumptions that there is no more reaction after the B~LiAl is complete-

ly transformed to a-Al and that there are no variations in electrolyte 

composition between the center of a pore and the adjacent solid surface. 

The complicated discharge processes in the positive electrode 

are represented by two simultaneous reactions: 

+ -2FeS + 2Li + 2e ~ Li
2
Fes 2 + Fe IIA 

IIB 

Equation (15) is used to describe the rate of each reaction and the 

reference electrode is taken to be the same kind as reaction liB 

(see Table 1). More sophisticated models for the positive electrode 

kinetics could include additional intermediate reactions, diffusion 

of reactants and products to and from reaction sites,and crystallization 

overpotentials for the formation of soli.d products. However, the 

detailed mechanism of the reactions and the juxtaposition of the dif-

ferent phases have not yet been formally established and are the subject 

32 
of a separate study. At the high operating temperatures of the 

lithium/iron sulfide system, and with the relatively high concentration 

of lithium ions in the electrolyte, the rate of reaction is expected 

to be high and, therefore, the simplified kinetic analysis may be 

adequate. 
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Table 4-1. Kinetic parameters used in model 

Negative Electrode Positive Electrode 

Parameter Value Value Parameter 

a a 0.5 1.0 a aj"' acj a c 

n 1.0 2.0 n. 
J 

sl -1.0 -2,0 sl . 
•J 

83 0.0 0,0 s3 . 
.] 

(xA)ref 0.58 LO (xA)ref 

YLi+ 0.5 1.0 YLi+ 

i (A/ cm2) 2.8 3 (ai ). 3 2.0xl0 (A/em ) 
0 0 J 

D (cm2/s) 31 4.0xl0-10 0.0326 u (V) a IIA.o 
-a 0.05 0.0 u (V) xLi IIB.o 



The governing differential equations for the lithium-aluminum/iron 

sulfide system are subject to the following boundary conditions 

(see Fig. 1): 

(i) at the current collectors; 

(a) _!ii = 0 , 

(b) .li = 0 • 

(c) ! 2 = 0 , 

(ii) at the negative electrode/separator interface; 

(a) _!_2 = I , 

(b) continuous 

(c) 

(iii) at the positive electrode/reservoir interface; 

(a) 1z "' I • 

(b) xA continuous 

(c) VR 3xAR = (ED 3xA) - (ED 3xA) 
A 3t 3y 3y ' 

e s 

where VR/A can be estimated from 

3(VR/A) ·.;, * 
v ' 3xA 

v v +_B. dlnV 
t --s ·~e A dxA t 

(4-22) 

( 4-24) 

(4-25) 
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The electrolyte composition is assumed to be uniform across the 

reservoir, It should also be noted that alternative formulations can 

be used for the boundary conditions a.t the front of the electrodes. 

These choose control volumes for the material balances that avoid the 

need for separate evaluation of the composition gradients a.t the inter-

faces (see Appendix D). In the separator, the governing equations 

can be simplified in accordance with: 

a.) 1.2 = 

b) V•i -2 

c) c = 

The initial conditions are taken as: 

(i) 

(ii) c 
e 

0 
c 

e 

(iii) v • (Vg) 

I, 

o. 

c 
s 

where Eq, (27(iii)) is derived from Eq. (10) and (11), 

(4-26) 

(4-27) 

During discharge the temperature is assumed to be uniform through-

out the cell sandwich,but it can change with time in response to 

reversible heat effects, Joule heating, overpotentials associated with 

electrode reactions, and precipitation or dissolution of electrolyte. 

The first law of thermodynamics gives 



m C 
__ P s}T 

A dt (4-28) 

where the transfer coefficient h is based on estimated heat losses 
0 

for a battery module, 

The LiAl/LiCl,KCl/FeS system can be described by the local 

variables xA, s, ~2 • _g_, andn,and by the governing Eqs, (7), (10), 

(11), (14), and (15), subject to the specified boundary conditions, 

These relationships constitute a set of coupled, ordinary, nonlinear 

differential equations at each time step which are cast into finite 

difference form accurate to O(h2), and solved simultaneously by a 

' 1 h . 6 numerlca tee nlque. Each nonlinear equation is linearized properly 

to assure convergence,and each time~dependent equation is programmed 

symmetrically between the old time step and the present one, in order 

to attain stability, 

Results and Discussion 

Electrolyte Compositio~ 

Figure 2 shows composition profiles across the cell sandwich for 

several times during a constant current discharge of 41.6 mA/cm2. A 

lithium-rich electrolyte is used,and the dimensions and capacities 

of the fully charged electrodes correspond to those of the Argonne Nat-

3 ional Laboratory Mark lA cell. When the discharge is started, lithium 

ions are introduced into the electrolyte at the negative electrode 

and transported across the porous separator to the positive electrode, 

where they can react cathodically to form Fe and Li
2
Fes

2 
or Li 2S. 
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Fig. 4-2. Position dependence of mole fraction of LiCl at different 
discharge times. Dashed line represents saturation limit 
for LiCl at 450°C. Simulation parameters: N = 1.1 x 108 cm-3; 
Table 4-1; Table B-L 
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Since the transference number of Li+ is not unity, a concentration 

profile develops, and diffusion aids migration in the transport of 

lithium ions. An almost constant composition gradient is established 

across the separator that corresponds to the flux of lithium ions 

needed for the specified current density. The presence of the 

reservoir attenuates composition changes at the front of the positive, 

but, within the electrode, the composition variations are accentuated 

by local porosity changes. 

The details of the composition variations can be attributed to 

the combined effects of diffusion, migration, convection, and electro~ 

chemical reaction. The contribution of convection, which arises 

primarily from the influx or squeezing out of electrolyte as the 

* -5 porosity alters, is expected to be small for this system (y ~ 0(10 ) 

cm/s). However, convection is included in the analysis to ensure 

that the accuracy of the electrolyte material balances is retained. 

The importance of ~ was tested by repeating the simulation in 

Fig. 2, with the temperature dependence of the electrolyte molar volume 

included in a manner that caused oscillation in y*. without adversely 

affecting the material balances. The results differed by less than 

0.2%, except in the region with KCl precipitation, where the largest 

error in s was 5%. The sensitivity of precipitation to temperature 
p 

and composition indicates that a significant proportion of this error 

should be associated with changes in V, rather than v*. 

If the cell temperature remains constant, the model predicts that 

the electrolyte composition in the negative electrode would cross 



the solubility limit for LiCl (indicated by the dashed Hne) after 

L5 hours" However, the average temperature rises by approximately 

l5°C during this period, and therefore precipitation of LiCl is 

avoided, Nevertheless~ at about 54% depth of discharge, the composi~ 

tion has fallen markedly in the positive electrode and precipitation 

of KCl is predicted, This is illustrated in Fig, 3, which shows the 

variations in maximum and minimum electrolyte concentrations during 

the discharge, in comparison with the saturation compositions, The 

prediction of large variations in electrolyte composition during 

discharge emphasizes the need for inclusion of variable physical 

properties in the theoretical analysis, 

The fraction of active material utilized within the negative 

electrode is shown in Fig, 4, at several discharge times, The large 

electrode surface area and the high operating temperature help to 

create fast reaction kinetics, As a result, a highly nonuniform 

reaction distribution 1 dominated by ohmic effects, is obtained .. 

Initially, the sharp reaction front is restricted to the electrode/ 

separator interface because an infinite matrix conductivity has been 

assumed for the simulation (see chapter 3), This reaction zone 

gradually moves through the electrode as active material is consumed 

and the potential required for the reaction becomes more positive" 

At the back of the electrode, the transfer current rises slowly in 

response to the composition dependent term in the Ohm's law relation~ 

ship for the electrolyte. 
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Fig. 4-3. Comparison of in saturation limits for LiCl & 
KCl and maximum & minimum electrolyte concentrations. 
Parameters as in . 4-2. 
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at different discharge times. Parameters as in Fig. 4-2. 
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The complementary reaction distributions for the positive 

electrode are presented in Fig. 5. Reaction IIA starts first, and 

after two hours it has proceeded about two~thirds of the way through 

the electrode. The FeS is fully converted to Li
2
FeS

2 
behind this 

reaction front~ which is itself relatively narrow. Subsequently, a 

front for reaction IIB begins to move through the electrode, and its 

influence on the composition can be seen in Fig. 2 at 2.5 hours. 

The distance that the first reaction penetrates the electrode 

before onset of the second front is dependent on the operating con

ditions. Table 2 indicates that the distance between the fronts is 

smaller, and hence the reactions are less distinct, with higher current 

densities or with lower initial electrolyte compositions. 

The microstructure in the positive shortly after the second 

reaction has begun is shown in Fig. 6. In this example, the initial 

composition is that of the eutectic, 58 mole percent LiCl, and pre

cipitation of KCl occurs at a relatively low depth of discharge .. 

Precipitation is responsible for the extremely small value of the 

porosity s at a distance of about 0.075 em which effectively blocks 

off the back portion of the electrode. In this isolated region, self

discharge reactions can take place as a result of composition varia~ 

tions in the electrolyte and potential gradients in the matrix. The 

diagram shows that, in the depth of the electrode, reaction IIA has 

occurred to some extent, producing a certain volume fraction eX of 

Li2FeS 2 and slightly decreasing the porosity from its initial value 

of 0.5. Behind the central reaction front, there is a plateau for 
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Table 4-2. Characteristics of reaction fronts in positive electrode. 

0 0.58 0.667 XA 
-~------

2 I(A/cm ) 0.0416 0.1 0.0416 0.1 

1 /L+ 0.40 0.18 0.63 0. 30 gap 

lOOtf/tf 22.7 12.2 33.6 17.7 
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Fig. 4-5. Fraction of active material utilized in positive electrode 
at different discharge times. Parameters as in Fig. 4~2. 
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Fig. 4~6, Volume fractions of solid phases and electrolyte in positive 
electrode. Parameters as in Fig. 4~2. except as indicated. 
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the values of ex• c, and cFe that corresponds to completion of reaction 

IIA. At distances less than 0.01 em the consequence of reaction liB 

can be seen; Li2Fes2 is consumed, Li
2

S is produced, and the porosity 

drops to a small value. 

As the first reaction front moves back through the positive 

electrode, the precipitated region does so also, and it remains as 

a sharp spike located in the region of highest transfer current. With 

the progression of the second reaction, the region of precipitation 

spreads to affect a larger part of the electrode. The local reductions 

in porosity that result from the large molar volume of the Li2S and the 

precipitation of KCl lead to a reduction in local electrolyte con-

ductivity in accordance with Eq. (3-8). Consequently, a significant 

potential drop can develop across the low porosity region that may 

severely limit utilization of the electrode. The plugging of porous 

electrodes has been cited as a possible cause of failure in other 

12,33 electrodes. In the zinc electrode, for example, a large volume 

fraction of ZnO can be produced at the front face early in a discharge, 

particularly if the reaction distribution is highly nonuniform. 

Initial El ion 

An important consideration in the development of the LiAl/LiCl, 

0 KCl/FeS battery is the choice of initial electrolyte composition, xA. 

The dependence of composition changes on x~ is illustrated in Fig. 7. 

at two different depths of discharge. The difference between the 

maximum and minimum electrolyte compositions is larger for smaller 

0 xA. and this effect becomes magnified as the discharge proceeds, The 
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Fig. 4-7. Dependence of composition variations on initial electrolyte 
concentration. Parameters as in Fig. 4-2 9 except as indicated. 
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composition changes have a direct influence on the extent of pre-

cipitation and on the Nernst relationship for the cell potential. 

With pure LiCl, there is no concentration polarization, but the 

minimum operating temperature would be 609°C. For molten salt mixtures 

with Li+ as a common ion, the composition changes in the Li/FeS cell 

are expected to be small. The transport theory developed in chapter 2 

can be applied directly to binary electrolytes such as LiCl-LiF. It 

also applies to more complicated mixtures, such as LiCl-LiF-LiBr, 

provided that it is reasonable to assume that, from a mass transport 

standpoint, the anions can be lumped together to give only a single 

independent composition variable, 

If the anions do not participate in the electrode reactions, the 

production term in the material balance Eq .. (2-22B) is given by 

For electrolytes with unit stoichiometric coefficients, and for 

transference numbers that are directly proportional to concentration, 

Eq. (29) reduces to RA "" 0 and, therefore, the electrolyte composition 

is constant. In practice, RA is still expected to be small even with 

transference numbers not exactly proportional to concentration, and 

successful cell operation may be possible at temperatures much closer 

to the melting point than are permissible with the LiCl-KCl electrolyte. 



curves 

An important capability of the rnodel is to ict the dependence 

of total cell voltage on state of charge. Discharge curves for the 

Argonne Mark lA cells are presented in Fig. 8, for several different 

operating conditions. The upper curves are for a current density of 

41.6 mA/cm2• and the highest of these is for a lithium-rich electrolyte, 

which has a larger bulk electrolyte conductivity than the eutectic 

mixture. Two curves are shown for the eutectic, which is the composi·· 

tion actually used in the Mark lA cell design. Curve A takes account 

of precipitation of either component of the electrolyte, whereas 

curve B does not, For all three curves, the sharp reduction in cell 

voltage can be attributed to the localized porosity reductions in the 

fully reacted region of the positive electrode. Precipitation reduces 

the porosity still further, and the decline in voltage is corresponding~ 

ly more acute. In practice, the porosity changes may not be quite so 

dramatic because it is possible for the electrodes to swelL Expansion 

may occur by compaction of the separator and displacement of the can 

walls during the formation cycles of the cell~ or by motion of the 

electrodes relative to one another during a particular charge or 

discharge. The extent to which swelling can take place will depend 

on the stresses generated within the cell and the physical restraints 

on the container. 

At the high current density. the initial cell voltage is con~ 

siderably reduced as a result of the finite grid resistanee (see 

Appendix B). Also, the cell voltage declines more rapidly since there 
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Fig. 4-8. Theoretical discharge curves for Argonne National Laboratory 
Mark lA Cells. Parameters as in Fig, 4-2. except as 
indicated. 



is less time available for diffusional processes to take , and 

becat1se the reaction distr:Lbution in the tive electrode is less 

uniform (see Table 2). 

The triangles in Fig, 8 indicate the onset of precipitation of 

KCL 
0 

They show that 9 at lower I or higher xA' precipitation is 

delayed, The exact time when precipitation begins is largely 

dependent on the deta::Lls of the heat balance used to estimate the 

average cell temperature, Eq. (28). Small changes in the rate of heat 

loss from the battery module or slight differences in initial cell 

temperature, could have a significant impact on the extent of pre~ 

cipitation and, possibly, on the cell performance, In the examples 

shown, precipitation of LiCl ::Ls not predicted, even though the 

maximum composition is close to the solubility limit (see Fig, 3), 

Careful consideration of precipitation is needed for several 

additional reasons. The rate of mass transport from the electrolyte 

in the bulk of the pores to the matrix surface may influence the 

rate at which precipitation takes place, This has been included in 

. d. f 1 d . h . 1 1 bl 34~36 prevlous stu 2es o e ectro es wlt spar2ng y so. u e reactants, 

but the effects may not be so important in molten salt systems 

because the salt concentrations are generally much higher" The 

morphology of the prec may be important, particularly if it 

forms as a passivating layer over the active material, Furthermore, 

local thermal effects may influence the extent and nature of 

precipitation; heat generated as precipitate forrns will tend to 

retard the process, 



In Fig. 9, an experimental discharge curve is compared with 

theoretical predictions obtained at a similar current density. The 

experiment was done with a bic (2 negative electrodes with a 

central positive plate) that was built with electrodes designed for 

37 
the Mark lA battery program. The computer simulation is based on 

the electrode capacities specified in Fig. 8, but it is assumed that 

the positive and negative electrodes have expanded 12,5% and 23%, 

respectively, It is also assumed that the heat transfer coefficient 

h is twice as large as the value assumed for the Mark lA battery model. 

The ambient temperature used in the model remains at 25°C, whereas it 

may be closer to 450°C in the experiments, 

The two theoretical curves in Fig. 9 indicate the influence of 

initial cell temperature on the predicted system behavior, The cell 

temperatures rise by l8°C and 26°C during the discharge. for low and 

high T • respectively. Even with high operating temperatures and 
0 

swollen electrodes, the maximum predicted utilization is still con-

siderably below the experimental observations. Two possible reasons 

for this discrepancy are: 

a) Additional expansion of the positive electrode either during 

the formation cycles or on discharge. 

b) Reduction in amount of precipitation due to: (i) high local 

temperatures; (ii) mass transport limitations; (iii) modifica-

tion of the equilibrium solubility limit by the presence of 

sparingly soluble species in the electrolyte or due to super-

sa~uration; (iv) circulation of electrolyte caused by free 

convection" 
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A separate study may be needed to establish the detailed composition 

variations across the cell under closely controlled experimental con~ 

ditions. 

One can also speculate on the reasons for the differences between 

experiment and theory shown in Fig. 9, at low utilizations, The 

experimental curve rises more sharply than the model predictions at 

depths of discharge below approximately 25%. This can be attributed, 

at least in part, to the presence of about 15% Cu2s in the positive 

electrode. Copper sulfide was added to the Mark lA electrodes to 

minimize the formation of an intermediate sulfide~ LiK
6

Fe 24s26ci 

38 (J-phase), which can adversely affect cell performance. There is 

now evidence to suggest that J~phase can also be suppressed by the use 

39 of lithium-rich electrolytes and increased operating temperatures, 

Elimination of cu2s from the positive would be advantageous because 

gross movement of Cu2s to the separator, with subsequent cell shorting, 

40 can take place. 

Small quantities of lithium are sometimes added to the negative 

to augment the electrode capacity. As with cu2s, addition of lithium 

tends to raise the total cell voltage. However, the lithium activity 

is increased and this may cause operational difficulties, such as 

displacement of potassium from the electrolyte, dendrite formation, 

shift of charge range in cycling, or failure to achieve full charge" 

The small discrepancy between experiment and theory at approxi~ 

mat ely 30% utilization could result, amongst. other reasons • from 

uncertainty in the estimation of the current collector and terminal 
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resistance (see Appendix B). The finite conductance of the grid 

lftrill also lead to nonuniform current and potential distributions across 

the face of an electrode, which are not included explicitly in the 

one~dimensional cell model. A separate study has been made of ohmic 

drop in current collectors in order to help provide a rational 

5 basis for scale-up of cells, 

An analysis of local variations in potential across the cell 

sandwich can provide additional insight into the behavior of the 

individual electrodes~ Figure 10 shows potentials at different 

positions across the cell described in Fig. 9, relative to a saturated 

6-LiAl/LiCl,KCl reference electrode placed at the front face of the 

negative. The separator potential ¢ is almost unchanged throughout 
s 

the discharge, in keeping with the constancy of the composition 

profile across the separator (see Fig. 2). The open circuit potential 

difference (¢s)I=O' that would be measured by a reference electrode 

at the front face of the positive electrode, indicates the influence 

of concentration polarization, which is characterized by the composi~ 

tion dependent term in Ohm~s laM, Eq. (14), The curves marked ¢+ ,cc 

and CD represent the potentials of the positive and negative 
·-.cc 

current collectors, respectively. The difference between these 

potentials and their open circuit counterparts are the resistances of 

the individual electrodes. In the negative electrode, there is assumed 

to be no potential difference in the matrix phase~ and, in the 

positive electrode, the matrix potential difference is too small to 

be discernable in Fig. 10 because the effective matrix conductivity 
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calculated with Eq. (B-7) is large (a- 0(104)), throughout the dis

charge. 

The components of the potential for the experimental cell depicted 

in Fig. 9 are presented in Fig, 11. 37 Both experimental and 

theoretical results indicate that changes in total cell voltage are 

largely dependent on the variations in apparent open circuit cell 

potential u. and that changes in electrode resistances are relatively 

small. The experimental results show that the positive is polarized 

more strongly than the negative electrode, but that the negative 

electrode potential rises more sharply towards the end of discharge, 

This could be interpreted as a negative electrode 'limitation~. 

although this term has not been carefully defined, In this context, 

it is not possible to distinguish between limitations caused by 

inherent electrochemical factors or by changes in the useable capacity 

of an electrode over a number of cycles, It might be expected that, 

with a sufficient increase in excess capacity in the negative electrode, 

the positive would limit cell performance on both charge and discharge. 

For both electrodes, the model predicts resistances that are 

smaller than the observed values., This could be caused by over

estimation of electrochemically active interfacial areas, exchange 

current densities~ or matrix conductivities, Contact resistance or 

partial loss of electrical connectivity between electrode particles 

can lead to conductivities below those calculated from Eq, (B-7), 

which is based on the concept of parallel conduction paths. Separate 

experiments may be needed to establish the conductivity of each 
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electrode matrix as a function of state of charge. Contact resistances 

are not expected to be significant in the positive electrode during 

discharge because the large volume of solid products tends to increase 

the internal electrode pressure. Furthermore, the presence of Li
2
s 

at the front of the positive electrode may not influence cell behavior 

markedly, since all the current will be carried in the electrolyte 

across the fully reacted region. However, the formation of a poorly 

conducting layer adjacent to the current collector could have a more 

profound effect on the potential distribution. 

Despite the underestimates for the electrode resistances, the 

model still gives voltages that lie below the experimental results 

in Fig. 9. This is directly associated with the estimated value of 

the current collector resistance Rg, which is only included in the 

model to improve the accuracy of the heat balance. The estimate of 

Rg could be refined with more precise experimental data for the 

polarization conductance Y of a cell element. This parameter (Y) could 

be obtained directly in a small, open test cell with current collectors 

large enough to ensure insignificant current and potential variations 

across the face of a plate and with voltage taps placed in direct 

contact with the current collectors. 

Additional experiments may also be needed to elucidate the reasons 

for the observed rise in potential of the negative electrode towards 

the end of discharge (see Fig. 11). The theoretical calculations 

indicate that the increase in porosity as the discharge proceeds more 

than compensates for the additional distance the current must penetrate 
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the electrode, and that the current collector potential approaches 

a constant (see Fig. 10). The discrepancy between theory and experiment 

may result from: 

(a) reduction in negative electrode porosity caused by expansion 

of the positive, 

(b) gross morphology changes in the negative electrode, 

(c) reduction in the available electrode capacity and uncertainty 

in the state of charge caused by 

(i) segregation of active material from the bulk 

(ii) cumulative coulombic losses, 

(d) nonuniform initial distribution of reactants. 

Agglomeration would reduce the electrochemically active interfacial 

area and increase the diffusion overpotential for transport of lithium 

atoms across the a-Al. A computer simulation with the initial particle 

size r 0 increased by a factor of 4.5 shows an increased electrode 
0 

resistance at a particular depth of discharge but, contrary to observa-

tions, the open circuit potential (0-.cc)I=O does not alter appreciably. 

The influence of the initial variation in state of charge across the 

negative electrode could be investigated by comparing potential dis-

tributions obtained during two experiments; one where a considerable 

time interval was introduced between the discharge of interest and 

the previous charge, and the other where the discharge followed the 

charge immediately, but the overall initial state of charge matched 

the first experiment. 



It should also be noted that a considerable quantity of lithium 

can be retained in the a-Al after the 13-phase has been completely 

utilized, For the example with highest utilization in Fig. 9, the 

characteristics of particles at the front of the electrode when the 

cutoff voltage is reached are: -3 
r

13 
= 0.474x 10 -3 em. r = 1.115 x 10 em. 

a 

a I a and ( c1 . ) ( c
1 

. ) = 0 , 7 8, 
l o l sat 

This indicates that the reaction is not 

limited by diffusion of lithium across the a-Al and that a minimum 

of approximately 7.8% of the total theoretical capacity could be stored 

in the a-Al when no 13-LiAl remains. Consequently, the available 

capacity in the negative electrode may be significantly lower than 

the theoretical estimate. and this could contribute to the apparent 

limitation observed in this electrode. 

Polarization Characteristics 

In many applications it is important to know the effect of dis-

charge rate and depth of discharge on the useable capacity of the cell. 

Figure 12 shows polarization curves that represent a voltage sweep 

of a cell that has been discharged at a specified constant current 

density for a given period of time. It should be emphasized that this 

is not simply across-plot of a number of constant current discharges. 

Before discharge begins, there is a single current-potential 

curve, but the polarization characteristics will alter during the 

discharge in a manner that depends on the total applied current. In 

general, polarization is greater at larger depths of discharge. and 

for higher current densities at a given depth of discharge. 
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Fig. 4-12. Effect of state of charge on theoretical cell polarization 
behavior. Simulation parameters as in Fig. 4~9 9 T =470°C. 
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An important feature of the curves in Fig. 12 is that they are 

substantially straight, and there is little error in approximating 

them by the equation 

(4-30) 

where Y is the polarization conductance, given by the reciprocal of 

the slope of the lines, and U is the apparent open circuit cell 

potential, given by the ordinate intercept. In this way, the polariza-

tion characteristics of the LiAl/FeS cell can be summarized by the 

dependence of U and Y on the operating conditions. 

Figure 13 shows the dependence of electrochemical resistance on 

state of charge for several different current densities. Each curve 

shows that, in an overall sense, the resistance increases as more 

active material is consumed. 2 
However, for I = 0.1 A/em • there is 

an almost discontinuous reduction in 1/Y at a time that corresponds 

to the onset of reaction liB (X + 2Li+ + 2e + 2Li
2

S + Fe) in the 

positive electrode. At lower current densities the drop in resistance 

is neither as marked nor as abrupt, and it occurs later in the dis-

charge (see Table 2). At each current density, the resistance rises 

again as porosity variations in the positive electrode lower the 

effective electrolyte conductivity. In practice, there is much less 

distinction between the intermediate reaction steps in the positive 

electrode. Consequently, it is not expected that the sharp changes 

in resistance predicted with the model, will be observed experimentally. 

It should also be emphasized that the model does not include the 
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possibility for reaction of additives such as Cu
2

s or Cos 2, or for 

additional intermediates, such as J~phase, in the conversion of FeS 

to Li2S and Fe. 

The dependence of the apparent open current cell potential on 

state of charge and discharge current density is presented in Fig. 14 

and Fig. 15, for theory and experiment, respectively. In both cases, 

the value of U drops markedly during the discharge. The experimental 

results lie above the model predictions as a consequence of the 

presence of additives, such as Cu2s, which raise the equilibrium open 

circuit cell potential. For less than about 30% utilization, the 

experimental curves show no systematic dependence on current density, 

At greater depths of discharge, U changes more markedly at higher I, 

as predicted in Fig. 14. 

The reduction in U during the discharge can be associated with 

concentration polarization caused by nonuniform utilization of active 

material. In the negative, lithium is preferentially removed from 

the front of the electrode first, as illustrated in Fig. 4, and a 

maximum in electrolyte composition can develop part of the way through 

the electrode. At open circuit, the region with highest electrolyte 

composition becomes cathodic with respect to the rest of the electrode, 

and local concentration cells are set up which act in a manner that 

tends to reduce the composition variations. These variations can be 

more substantial at higher discharge rates, for a given state of 

charge, and, consequently, the open circuit resistance can be higher 

in the negative electrode, leading to smaller values for U, 
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In the positive electrode, the situation is complicated by the 

pos of simultaneous reactions. Before reaction liB begins, 

(1> ) is controlled by· local concentration cells that result from +,cc J>~O 

electrolyte composition variations, in much the same way as described 

for the negative electrode. When reactions liA and liB both occur, 

a corrosion potential can be established on open circuit, which cor·~ 

responds to cathodic formation of Li
2
Fes

2 
in the back of the electrode, 

and anodic formation of Li
2

FeS
2

, towards the front. These reactions 

would be observed on current interruption, even in the absence of a 

composition gradient in the electrolyte. As the second reaction (liB) 

progresses, the mixed corrosion potential shifts towards the equili-

br:ium potential U IIB,o" 

The positive electrode behavior is the major factor that leads 

to the predicted reduction in U. At higher current densities, reaction 

IIB begins earlier in the discharge and therefore U declines more 

rapidly. The less marked dependence of U on current density observed 

experimentally is further evidence to suggest that there is less 

distinction between the positive electrode reactions in practice. 

Conclusions 

A mathematical model has been developed that can describe the 

tirne~dependent and position~~dependent behavior of a complete LiAl/ 

LiCl,KCl/FeS celL Composition and reaction distributions can be 

predicted, as well as variations in volume fractions of individual 

phases and electric potential within the electrodes. The results of 

the theoretical analysis shmv many of the general trends in discharge 
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behavior that are observed experimentally. The model predicts that 

high internal resistance can develop in the positive electrode as a 

result of low local porosities which are, in turn, caused by large 

volume reaction products or precipitated KCl. This implies that, with 

the electrode capacities currently being considered for electric 

vehicle applications, swelling may be a prerequisite for successful 

operation and thermal management of battery modules may also be 

important. Furthermore, an investigation of the potential distribution 

across the cell sandwich indicates that, before porosity reductions 

become critical, variations in total cell voltage are controlled more 

by changes in apparent open circuit cell potential than by changes 

in resistance across the individual electrodes. 



5. THE INFLUENCE OF RELAXATION TIME ON THE CHARGING 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LITHIUM~,ALlJMINUM, 

IRON SULFIDE CELL 

Introduction 

The mathematical model developed in Chapter LJ, can also be used 

to investigate the behavior of the LiAl/FeS cell during relaxation 

and charging. The changes that take place under these conditions 

could influence the dependence of cell performance on the number of 

completed cycles, 

In the laboratory, current interruption techniques can be used 

to assess the resistance within the electrodes, separator, and grids. 

Furthermore, in some experiments, such as post~mortem cell examina-

tions, a period of relaxation may be needed before the temperature 

is low enough to begin the analyses, Current interruption may also 

be important in modules for electric vehicle propulsion, where it js 

anticipated that there will be significant periods when the battery 

is not in use. Cell behavior on charge can control the overall energy 

efficiency of the system and may also directly affect the nature of the 

. 34 '36 subsequent cell dlscharge. Fm:- these reasons, it is necessary 

to identify the factors that can limit the system during the relaxation 

and charging modes of operation. 

The governing differential equations presented in chapter 4 can 

be used directly in the analysis, and it is only necessary to modify 

the model for negative electrode kinetics (see Appendix C) and to 

replace the initial conditions, Eq. (4-27(i)) and (4-27(ii)), with 
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the appropriate composition and porosity distributions, 

Results and Discussion 

Relaxation 

Figure 1 shows composition profiles across the cell sandwich for 

several times after interruption of the current at the end of a dis-

2 charge with I = 41.6 r.1A/cm , The concentration variations diminish 

in both electrodes and, after 2 hours, the electrolyte composition 

is practically uniform. In the negative, the region with highest 

xA, at the back of the electrode, becomes cathodic with respect to 

the front portions. Local concentration cells, with the reaction 

LiAl # Li+ + Al + e 

are established that reduce the initial composition variations. 

I 

However, there is no driving force for equalization of the local state 

of charge within the a~Al, S-LiAl alloy, and the reactions that take 

place to give a uniform electrolyte composition accentuate the non~ 

uniform utilization of reactants. The magnitude of this effect is 

dependent on the composition profile and the depth of discharge before 

current interruption, 

In the positive electrode, the situation is complicated by the 

possibility of simultaneous reactions and by precipitation of 

electrolyte. Initially, the electrolyte concentration is almost 

uniform across the majority of the electrode due to precipitation of 

KCl as two spikes adjacent to the reaction fronts, and self~discharge 
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Fig. 5~,1. Position dependence of mole fraction of LiCl at different 
times after current interruption. Simulation parameters: 
Q~"" 2800 C/cm3, Q+"' 4630 C/cm3, L~ ""0.32 em, L6 =0.16 em, 
L+ = 0.18 em, N ~ 5.5 x 107 cm~3, h0 = 8. x lO~L W/m2.K, 

= 1~55 Q cm2, h = Oo004 em, w = 0, CLSi/(eLSO) ~ 100~ 
~8 2 1 sat 

Ds = 4 x 10 em /s. Parameters at start of previous 

discharge: _ = 0.39, Es = 0.75, £~ ~ 0.555, T
0 

= 470°C, 

I ~ 41.6 mA/cm2, x~ ~ 0.58. Initial state of charge, 

1-(t""O) "" 47 .9%. Additional parameters specified in 
Table 4~1 and Table B~l. 
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reactions in the isolated regions behind the spikes. Adjacent to the 

current collector, FeS reacts with lithium ions according to 

IIA 

whereas, near the front of the electrode, Li 2S reacts anodically with 

iron, thus: 

The transformation of Li
2

S and FeS to the intermediate sulfide 

reduces the local variations in state of charge although, once all 

liB 

the FeS has been removed, it is not possible for the remainder of the 

Li
2

S to react further. Consequently after approximately 1 hour, there 

are no more reactions in the positive, and the composition now relaxes 

under the influence of diffusion alone. 

Characteristic times for other relaxation processes can also be 

identified from the composition profiles, In Fig. 1, the electrolyte 

concentration changes by less than 1% across the separator after 

1.3 hours, whereas the 1% condition is achieved in the negative 

electrode after only 0.8 hours. This reflects, to some extent, the 

influence of the electrochemical reaction on the relaxation time. 

However, the 1% criterion is rather arbitrary and, even though the 

composition is fairly uniform at 0.8 hours, the concentration in the 

negative still needs to drop by another 2.5%, as diffusion takes place 

across the separator. In the positive, an additional characteristic 

time can be distinguished. Self-discharge reactions take place in 



the region where Li
2
Fes

2 
is only partially converted to Li2S. Here, 

the portion closest to the front of the electrode becomes preferential

ly cathodic and, after approximately !+ minutes, a sharp reaction front 

for the second reaction has been formed. 

Heat i.s not generated in the cell during relaxation, and the 

temperature falls in accordance with the specified rate of heat transfer 

to the surroundings. As a result, the saturation concentration for 

KCl can rise faster than the minimum electrolyte concentration and, 

under these circumstances, the total volmne of precipitate becomes 

greater than the value at current interruption, However, the reduction 

in minimum composition soon dominates and, in this example, all the 

KCl has dissolved after 1500 s. 

Figure 2 shows the variations in total cell voltage that take 

place after the current is switched off. for the tvw simulations 

described in Fig. 4-9. Curve A is for the example that had a tempera

ture of 450°C at the start of discharge, and that achieved 39.2% 

utilization before the cutoff voltage was reached. The second example 

had a higher initial temperature (470°C), and a greater utilization 

was attained before the termination of discharge. In both cases, there 

is an initial instantaneous rise in cell voltage. The magnitude of 

this step change can, in principle, be used as a basis for estimation 

of cell resistance. However, the numerical predictions cannot be used 

directly because the effects of double layer capacity are not included 

in the model, and because the final total cell voltage, prior to inter

ruption, can be much lower than expected in practice, due to the acute 
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Fig. 5-2. Dependence of total cell voltage on relaxation times 
simulation parameters as in Fig. 5-l, except as indicated. 
Curve A: A(t~O) = 60.8%, R1 = 0.15 ~ cm2, T(t=O) = 468.2°C, 

T0 (at start of previous discharge) = 450.0°C. 
Curve B: A(t=O) = 47.9%. Rr = 0.14 ~ cm2, T(t=O) = 496.2°C, 

T0 (at start of previous discharge) = 470°C. 



nature of the predicted failure mechanism, Therefore, separate cal-

culations are necessary to estimate the interrupter resistance, 

At the instant of interruption, there is no change in the composi·~ 

tion profile, The potential profile retains the same shape within 

the negative electrode, and the potential difference cP
1

-cP
2 

in the 

positive is constrained to maintain the same value because of the 

double layer capacity. Consequently, at any point in the system, Ohm's 

law gives 

,0 ,0 

.:!:1 
a 

.:!:z 
K 

(5-1) 

where the superscript refers to conditions just before interruption, 

Since i 1 + ! 2 = 0 and 1~ + !~ = I, one may write 

I a 
a+1< 

which indicates that the resistance of matrix and solution are 

effectively in parallel, even though each segment of the electrode 

is in series, Combination of Eq. (2) and Ohm's lmv for the matrix 

phase gives the change in cell voltage, 6(V-V0
), as 

0 

(5-2) 

(5-3) 

where the left hand side represents the interrupter resistance, R
1

. 

In the computer calculations, R1 is dominated by the resistance across 
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the separator because the matrix conductivity is assumed to be infinite 

in the negative and high in the positive electrode, The separator 

resistance changes only slightly during operation of the cell, in 

response to variations in electrolyte conductivity, 

It should be emphasized that the theoretical models for the 

LiAl/FeS cell5 do not include double layer effects since they are not 

generally regarded as being significant in the normal operation of 

a cell, Therefore, for the purpose of measuring the cell polarization 

characteristics (i.e, Y and U in Eq, (4-30)), one may prefer the 

resistance to be measured after charging of the electric double layer 

has been completed. For this system, the double layer relaxation time, 

from point to point within an electrode, is estimated as approximately 

5 50 ms, whereas relaxation of concentration profiles by diffusion 

and reaction is on the order of 3000 s (see above), 

After interruption, the voltage gradually approaches the equili-

brium open circuit cell potential. The shape of the curves is deter-

mined by the details of the reactions that occur in the individual 

electrodes. In particular, a corrosion potential is established in 

the positive by reactions IIA and liB, In example A, all the Li 2S 

has been converted to Li2Fes
2 

after approximately 2450 s,and the 

voltage rises sharply to the open circuit value, U = 1.34 V. Curve 
0 

B does not show this effect because some Li 2S still remains when 

reactions IIA and liB are completed. In this case, the voltage slowly 

approaches the open circuit potential, U
0

-UIIA,o = 1.3074 V, as the 

electrolyte composition becomes more uniform. It should also be noted 



that the small initial rate of rise of cell voltage shown in the 

examples is atypical, and it results from potential drop across the 

sharp spike of precipitate that was responsible for the rapid decline 

in cell voltage before current interruption. Both theoretical and 

experimental results indicate that the initial voltage rise is more 

rapid when the current is interrupted before the cutoff voltage is 

reached. 37 

Charging 

Figure 3 shows simulated composition profiles at different stages 

of a constant current charge. A relaxation time of two hours was 

included between the initial discharge and the start of the charging 

process. The parameter A represents the overall state of charge; when 

the cutoff voltage of 1.65 Vis reached, 89.3% of the total theoretical 

capacity is available for the next discharge. 

In contrast to discharge, lithium ions are now introduced into 

the electrolyte at the positive electrode and transported across the 

separator to the negative electrode, where they are incorporated into 

the LiAl alloy. The composition profiles represent the combined effects 

of diffusion, migration, and electrochemical reaction. An almost 

constant composition gradient is established across the separator, 

but the electrolyte concentration in the reservoir rises significantly 

during the charge. The model predicts that the electrolyte composition 

is almost uniform behind each reaction front. 

The variations in electrolyte concentration in Fig. 3 can be 

compared with those in Fig. 4, for the same cell, but without relaxation 
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Fig. 5~3. Position dependence of mole fraction of LiCl at different 
states of charge for a constant current charge of ~41.6 
mA/cm2. A relaxation time of 2 hours is included between 
the end of the previous discharge and the beginning of 
the charging process. Simulation parameters: T(t=O) ~ 
480.4°C, see also Fig. 5~1. 



between discharge and charge. At A= 77.6, the profiles are very 

similar in the two cases, and there is little trace of the composition 

profile before the charge was started. 

The average cell temperature in Fig. 3 falls from 753,5 to 740.0 K 

during the charge, as a result of reversible heat effects and heat 

transfer to the surroundings, Consequently, the saturation limit for 

KCl rises, and precipitation begins at the reaction front in the nega

tive electrode when A= 85.9. The temperature of the cell in Fig. 4 

also falls, but over the range 769.4 to 751.6 K, and precipitation is 

delayed until A=9Ll. For this reason, 93.7% of the theoretical 

capacity can be recovered before the resistance across the precipitated 

region becomes excessive, and the cutoff voltage is reached. 

The difference in charging behavior caused by the temperature 

drop during relaxation emphasizes the need for careful thermal manage~ 

ment of battery modules. At lower charging current densities the 

temperature falls even more dramatically, but the maximum and minimum 

concentrations are smaller at a given state of charge, and precipita~ 

tion of KCl no longer controls the final value of A. For the cell 

characteristics used in the simulations, a current density of ~70 mA/cm
2 

is needed to keep the average cell temperature reasonably constant. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the fraction of active material utilized 

within the negative electrode, at several overall states of charge, 

for the examples in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. A comparison 

of the curves at A= 47.9 (t=O), shows the increase in nonuniform 

utilization of reactants that results from relaxation of the electrolyte 
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Fig. Position dependence of mole fraction of LiCl at different 
states of charge for a constant current charge of -41.6 
mA/cm2. No relaxation between the end of the previous 
discharge and the start of the charging process. Simula-
tion T(t~O) = 496.2°C, see also Fig. 5-l. 
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• 5~6. Fraction of active material utilized in negative electrode 
at different overall states of charge during a constant 
current charge of .6 mA/cm2. No relaxation between the 
end of the discharge and the start of the charging 
process. Simulation as in Fig, 5-l, 
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composition. The general charging mechanism is similar in the two 

cases: the region closest to the electrode/separator interface is 

recharged first. and the reaction front moves back through the 

electrode as the alloy is completely reconverted to S-LiAl. Further 

reaction of the S-LiAl is not included in the model because the 

necessary increase in overpotential of 0.3 V cannot be obtained with 

the specified cutoff voltage. Diffusion of lithium in the S-phase 

is considerably faster than in a-Al, and only very small concentration 

differences are predicted across the outer S-LiAl layer (see 

Appendix C). 

The complementary reaction distributions for the positive electrode 

are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The results at A = 47.9 show 

explicitly the equalization in local state of charge that takes place 

during relaxation. Figure 7 shows that reaction IIA occurs pre

ferentially at the front of the electrode, adjacent to the reservoir, 

and that a sharp reaction front moves through the electrode as Li2Fes 2 

is consumed. This mechanism also predominates in Fig. 8, although 

the final distribution of unreacted material is shifted from the back 

of the electrode. Figure 8 also indicates that. early in the charge 

and at a distance of approximately 0.14 em, FeS reacts cathodically 

to form X-phase, in accordance with reaction IIA. This self-discharge 

process corresponds, in part. to the charge equalization predicted 

during relaxation. The effect is more pronounced at lower current 

densities. 
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Fig. 5~7. Fraction of active material utilized in positive electrode 
at different overall states of charge during a constant 
current charge of ~41.6 mA/cm2. A relaxation time of 2 
hours is included between the end of the previous discharge 
and the beginning of the charging process. Simulation 
parameters as in Fig. 5-l. 
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The variations in total cell voltage for several constant current 

charges are presented in Fig, 9. In each case, there is a relatively 

sharp rise in electrode potential when reaction liB is completed in 

the positive electrode, Also, precipitation of KCl in the negative 

electrode is predicted, and the local reduction in electrolyte con

ductivity that results causes a sharp increase in resistance at the 

higher current densities. At I= -20 mA/cm2 , charging is completed 

before precipitation effects dominate. The time for onset of precipita

tion is sensitive to the cell temperature, and this is largely responsi

ble for the lower final states of charge that are predicted when a 

period of relaxation is included in the operating cycle, 

Experiments on the charging behavior of LiAl/FeS cells 37 show 

that the positive electrode current collector potential, measured 

relative to a reference electrode placed adjacent to the separator, 

can rise sharply towards the end of charge. The rate of change of 

this potential can be larger than that of the negative electrode cur

rent collector, and this might be interpreted as a positive electrode 

limitation on charging. There are several possible reasons for this 

apparent discrepancy between experiment and theory: 

(a) reduction in positive electrode porosity caused by expansion 

of the negative, 

(b) reduction in available electrode capacity and uncertainty 

in state of charge, 

(c) development of high matrix resistance in the positive 

electrode due to poor electrical connectivity of the phases 

or large contact resistances. 
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Fig, 5-9, Dependence of total cell voltage on state of charge during 
constant current charges, Simulation parameters as in 
Fig. 5-l and A(t=O) = 47.9%. 
---~: charge begins immediately after discharge, 

T(t=O) = 480,4°C, 
-----: 2 hours relaxation between discharge and charge. 

T(t=O) = 496.2°C, 
6 onset of precipitation of KCl in negative electrode. 
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Additional experiments may be needed to obtain a clearer picture of 

the factors that limit the charging behavior and to assess the validity 

of the numerical predictions. The nature of overcharge reactions, 

and the potentials at which they become thermodynamically feasible, 

may also need to be investigated. 

Conclusions 

A mathematical model of the LiAl/FeS cell has been used to 

investigate the influence of relaxation on the charging characteristics 

of the system. The analysis indicates that composition variations 

become less pronounced during relaxation, but the local state of charge 

within the electrodes can become more nonuniform. The concentration 

changes induced on charging mask the effects of current interruption 

and the effect of relaxation on cell temperature can be more important. 

The model shows that precipitation of KCl in the negative electrode 

can cause a rapid rise in applied potential towards the end of charge, 

but that the effect is not critical at low current densities. The 

results obtained are sensitive to the details of the heat balance used 

in the calculation, and this reflects a need for precise thermal 

management of LiAl/FeS battery modules. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

-1 
a interfacial area per unit electrode volume (em ) 

ak relative activity of species k 

A variable in s domain defined by Eq. (3~20) 

A cross-sectional area of electrode (cm
2

) 

A parameter defined by Eq. (D-4) 
0 

B parameter in Eq. (3-4) 

c. 
l 

c 
p 

D 

v 

v .. 
lJ 

concentration of species i (mol/cm3) 

3 
total ionic concentration (mol/em ) 

specific heat (J/g.K) 

diffusion coefficient (cm2/s) 

effective diffusion coefficient of electrolyte in porous medium 

for thermodynamic driving force (cm2/s) 

2 
transport coefficient for binary interactions (em /s) 

E variable in s domain defined by Eq. (3-21) 

F Faraday's constant (96487 C/equiv) 

ll variable defined by Eq. (4-12) 

G parameter defined by Eq. (3-39) 

h mesh size (em) 

h heat transfer coefficient (W/m2.K) 
0 

i exchange current density (A/cm
2

) 
0 

i -2 

2 superficial current density in matrix phase (A/em ) 

2 
superficial current density in pore phase (A/em ) 

total current density due to reaction j (A/cm2) 

I superficial current density to an electrode (A/cm2) 



j 

J 

J 

L 

L 

m 

m 

M. 
l 

M. 
l 

n 

n. 
J 

N 

p 
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3 = 9·!2 , transfer current per unit electrode volume (A/em ) 

pore wall flux of species i (mol/cm2.s) 

dimensionless transfer current 

dimensionless transfer current in s domain 

electrode thickness (em) 

penetration depth (em) 

latent heat of fusion of salt k 

width of cell sandwich (em) 

mass of cell (kg) 

molality of electrolyte (mol/kg) 

symbol for the chemical formula of species i 

molecular weight of species i (g/mol) 

number of components in electrolyte solution 

number of electrons transferred in electrode reaction j 

-3 number of LiAl particles per unit electrode volume (em ) 

superficial flux of species i (mol/cm2.s) 

parameter defined by Eq. (3-22) 

q parameter defined by Eq. (3-6) 

Q parameter defined by Eq. (3-13) 

Q parameter defined by Eq. (2-19) 

r. radius of B-LiAl in LiAl pellet (em) 
l 

r radius of LiAl pellet (em) 
0 

rAB parameter defined by Eq. (2-24) 

R universal gas constant (8.3143 J/mol.K) 



R 
A 
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R parameters defined by Eqs. (2~22). (2~23), and (2~33) 
AB 

RB 

R 
g 

s 

s 

t 

2 resistance (~ em ) 

variable defined by 

stoichiometric coefficient of species i in electrode reaction j 

parameter defined by Eq. (4~~18) 

parameters defined by Eqs. (2-26) and (2-27) 

time(s) 

final time(s) 

time between start of discharge and onset of reaction IIB in 

positive electrode (s) 

transference number of species i with respect to the mass average 

velocity 

r t. transference number of species i with respect to reference frame, r 
1 

0 ti transference number of species i relative to solvent velocity 

T absolute temperature (K) 

TA temperature of surroundings (K) 

T initial temperature 
0 

U apparent open circuit cell potential (V) 

U. theoretical open-circuit potential for reaction j at the composi
J,o 

tion prevailing locally at the electrode surface, relative to 

a reference electrode of a given kind (V) 

u8 standard electrode potential for reaction j (V) 
j 



U open circuit cell potential (V) 
0 

v mass average velocity (em/ s) 

y3 velocity of common ion in molten salt mixture (cm/s) 

molar average velocity (cm/s) 

1!!1 
v 

v 

v. 
l 

w 

w 

y 

y 

y 

z 
i 

superficial volume average velocity (cm/s) 

3 molar volume (em /mol) 

partial molar volume of species i (cm3 /mol) 

partial molar volume of salt k (cm3/mol) 

3 reservoir volume (em ) 

reservoir width (em) 

parameter defined by Eq, (3~7) 

mole fraction of salt k 

distance through electrode measured from separator (em) 

dimensionless distance through porous electrode measured from 

separator 

~1 ~2 
polarization conductance (Q em ) 

valence or charge number of species i 

Greek Letters 

a transfer coefficient in anodic direction 
a 

a transfer coefficient in cathodic direction 
c 

y mean molal activity coefficient 

yi exponent in Eq, (3~3) and Eq. (4-16) 

yk activity coefficient of salt k 

s porosity or void volume fraction 



c. volume fraction of species i 
J~ 

c total volume fraction of precipitate 
p 

cpk volume fraction of precipitate of salt k 

L; tortuosity defined by Eq. (3~6) 

n outer perturbation parameter defined by Eq. (3-25) 

n dimensionless surface overpotential 

n 2 

8 dimensionless concentration 

K effective solution conductivity (mho/em) 

A parameter defined by Eq, (3~24) 

A state of charge (%) 

A~ property that expresses the secondary reference state for salt k 

)Je chemical potential of electrolyte (J/mol) 

)Ji electrochemical potential of species i (J/mol) 

)Jk chemical potential of salt k (J/mol) 

k 
\J total number of ions produced by dissociation of a mole of salt k 

k 
\J, number of ions of species i produced by dissociation of a mole 

1 

p 

w. 
1 

of salt k 

density (g/cm3) 

effective matrix conductivity (mho/em) 

dimensionless ti.me 

electric potential in the matrix (V) 

electric potential in the solution (V) 

mass fraction of species i 

mass fraction of salt k 
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Subscripts 

A salt A, e.g, lithium chloride 

B salt B, e.g, potassium chloride 

cc current collector 

e electrolyte; electrode 

i species i (numbered 1, 2, 3) 

j reaction j 

k salt A or B 

lim limiting value 

m-1 previous time step 

0 at the electrode surface 

0 solvent 

OS in separator at electrode/separator 

oe in electrode at electrode/separator 

ref reference electrode 

R reference condition 

s separator 

s saturation value 

a a-Al 

[3 [3-LiAl 

+ positive electrode 

negative electrode 

oo bulk solution property 

boundary 

boundary 
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A salt A, e.g. LiCl 

B salt B, e.g, KCl 

c relative to common ion reference velocity 

o initial value 

r relative to reference frame r 

a a-Al 

1111 relative to volume average reference velocity 

* relative to molar average reference velocity 

average value 
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APPENDIX A 

Derivation of Parameters for Analytic Model of 
Porous Electrodes with High Exchange Current Densities 

Positive plate of lead~acid battery 

In the Pb0 2 electrode, a nonsteady state material balance for 

species i may be combined with Faraday's law to give 

3(sc.) s. 
___ l_ "" -v ·N - nFl j 

t -i 

for a single electrode reaction. 1° For a concentrated binary electro-

lyte, the superficial flux of species i can be expressed in terms of 

1!1!1 10,15 
the superficial volume average velocity v : 

N. 
-1. 

~sDVc. 
l 

0 
t. 

+ 1. • 

z.F ~2 
1. 

1!1!1 

+ c.v 
1.-

(A~2) 

Substitution into Eq, (1) and comparison with Eq, (3-4) defines the 

parameter B as 

B 
v.c v 

1. 0 0 

n 

Ohm's law can be used in the form 

i 
~-2 

K 
-VifJ + 

2 
B 

-~~- V\J 
\J.cVF e 

l 0 0 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 
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where ~ 2 is the potential in the pore solution measured with a reference 

electrode of the same kind as the working electrode. The chemical 

potential of the electrolyte can be defined with 

'V]J 
e 

vRT 

c v 
0 0 

where v is the total number of cations and anions produced by dis-

sociation of one molecule, Consequently, the parameter W in Eq, (3-7) 

is given by 

w 
v.(c V )2 

:1 0 0 

( 1 + ~ i~ ~) ' 

Negative electrode of LiAl/FeS Battery 
X 

(A-6) 

This high temperature system can use an electrolyte that comprises 

two binary molten salts with a common ion, such as the LiCl- KCl 

eutectic. In the derivation below, subscripts 1, 2, and 3 refer to 

Li+, K+, and Cl- ions, respectively, and scripts A and B refer, in 

turn, to the LiCl and KCl salts. The superficial flux of lithium ions 

based on the molar average reference velocity is 

2 A B 
c(c A + cB) Dv

1 
v 

CT 
(A-7) 

where xA = cA/(cA + cB) is the mole fraction of LiCl in the electro

lyte and cT is the total concentration defined by cT = c1 + c2 + c 3 , 
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Combination of Eqs. (1) and (7) gives, on simplification, Eq. (3-4) 

with 

B 

provided that the molar volume of electrolyte V is constant. Ohm's 

law for the pore electrolyte can be written in a form analogous to 

Eq. (4) as 

(A-9) 

where 

G (A-10) 

The activity coefficient of a salt in a binary molten salt 

electrolyte mixture is often defined without regard for dissociation 

d . f ' . 1 f . 1 f . 16 an 1n terms o 1on equ1va ent ract1ons or mo e ract1ons. (These 

A B 
composition variables are equivalent when v

3 
= v

3 
.) The gradient 

of chemical potential can be written as 

V = RT ( A d ln y A) V ln 
~A vl + d ln xA cA • (A-11) 

and with this definition the parameter W in Eq. (3-7) becomes 
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w -G ( 
A d ln y A) . 

\!1 + d ln xA (A-12) 

In the absence of experimental data for transference numbers it 

is assumed that transference numbers are directly proportional to the 

* electrolyte mole fraction, viz: t
1 

c 
tl ""XA' 
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APPENDIX B 

Physical Properties of the LtAl/LiCl,KCl/FeS System 

Electrolyte conductivity 

The dependence of bulk electrolyte conductivity on composition 

and temperature is described by 

where: 
41 42 

a= 18.9803; b = ~5.0170; c = 9.0903; E = 1425.76 K. • 

The effective conductivity in the porous medium is estimated from 

Transference number 

(B-1) 

Measurements of transference numbers in binary nitrate melts show 

that deviations from the relation t~ 
1. 

Experiments in LiCl-KCl melts44 also 

= x. are often relatively sma11. 43 
1. 

tend to substantiate the use of 

this assumption which, for the molar average velocity reference frame, 

* * gives: t 1 = xA/2; t 2 = (1-xA)/2. 

Act~ity coefficient 

If dissociation of electrolyte is disregarded, 16 the gradient 

of chemical potential of LiCl in the LiCl-KCl mixture can be written 

as 

( 
d ln YA) 

RT 1 + xA V ln xA . 
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Information from the LiCl-KCl phase diagram can be used to obtain the 

composition and temperature dependence of the activity coeffi~ 

. 45-47 48 c1ent. A relationship of the form 

(B-3) 

with a = -1023.84, b -1555.11, and n 3, has been chosen to 

represent the data. 

Molar volume of electrolyte 

The molar volume of electrolyte is defined as V = ~ Mkxk/p where 

the density pis given by p = 1.735- 0.15 xA. 

Diffusion coefficient 

For the special case where the diffusion coefficients for binary 

interactions are all equal. it may be shown that 

D 
co 

K
00 

RT V 

2F2 (l + d ln y A) 
d ln yA 

On this basis, it is assumed that 

D 
co 

-4 -E/T 
2.442 x 10 e (xA+0.4) 

(B-4) 

(B-5) 

over the composition and temperature range of interest. The molecular 

diffusion coefficient in the porous media can be characterized by 
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LiC1-KC1 phase diagram 

The equilibrium compositions that characterize the onset of 

precipitation of LiCl and KC1 are approximated by49 

~3 -6 2 
0,14615 + 1.9117 x 10 T ~ 1.948 x 10 T , 

Matrix conductivity 

In general, the matrix conductivity can be influenced by the 

volume fraction of the conducting phases, the inherent conductivity 

(B~6) 

of each solid phase, and the manner in which the particles of conduc~ 

ting phases are interconnected. As a first approximation, it has been 

assumed that parallel conduction pathways exist in the positive 

electrode so that 

and q is taken to be 1.5. In the negative electrode, the conductivi-

ties of the active materials and the supporting grid are each very 

5 ~1 ~1 5 ~1 ~1 
high ( crLi - L 0 x 10 16 em ; cr Al - 2, 2 x 10 16 em ; crFe -

2,3 x 104 16-1cm-1 , at T = 450°C) and consequently the matrix conducti-

vity is assumed to be infinite. 

The combined resistance R of the grid and terminal is obtained 
g 

from a preliminary estimate of the polarization conductance, as 
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defined by Eq, (4-30), The resistance~ of a bicell can be separated 

into electrochemical and current collector contributions, according 

to: 

In the calculations, it is assumed that ~ = 4mQ, Y 

2 and A = 316 em , This yields R 
g 

2 L55 Q em , 

(B-8) 
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Table B~l. Physical parameters used in analysis 

Parameter Value 

u (V) 1.34 
0 

au ;aT 
0 

(V /K) -1. 55xl0 -4 

cP (kJ/kg.K) 1.03 

h 2 -2 (W/m .K) 4.13xl0 
0 

TA (K) 298.15 

VLiCl 
3 (em /mol) 20.50 

VKCl 
3 (em /mol) 37.58 

3 18.55 v (em /mol) FeS 

VFe 
3 (em /mol) 7.11 

v 
X 

3 (em /mol) 46.23 

~1 -1 4 
°Fe 

(\1 em ) 8.23x10 

50 -1 -1 3 
°FeS (0. em ) 1.90xl0 

(\1-\m -1) 2 
0 5.00x10 

X 

3 2.70 Pa (g/cm ) 

3 1. 75 Ps (g/em ) 

V0 /A 
R 

(em) 0.03 
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APPENDIX C 

Derivation of Polarization Equations for Negative Electrode 

Discharge behavior 

As discharge proceeds, a layer of a~Al develops at the solid-

electrolyte interface (see Fig. 1). For a spherical particle, material 

balances for lithium and aluminum give, respectively, 

3 -B (r3 3 3 B 3s. Jt -a (ro) 1. 
17·!2 dt (C-1) r. eLi + r.) eLi = eLi + 

1 0 1 0 4TINnF 
0 

and 

3 6 (r3 3 -a 3 -B 
ri <:Al + r.) CAl = (ro) cAl (C-2) 

0 1 0 

-a where eLi is the average concentration of lithium in the a-phase and 

N is the number of pellets per unit electrode volume. The average 

compositions c~i and c~l are related by 

(C-3) 

~a -a 
provided that VAl and VLi are assumed to be independent of position. 

Substitution of Eq. (1) and (3) into (2) gives, on differention: 

3 dr3 
dr. I 

t
1 

+ dt
0 

= (C-4) 



) ischarge 

) h rge 

Fig. C~l. Schematic diagram of juxtaposition of phases in 
matrix. 
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where it is assumed that s. /n "" -1. It should be noted that derivation 
l 

of Eq, (4) does not necessitate an assumption of constant lithium 

concentration within the a-Al. This is not the case for Eq. (2) which, 

on differentiation, yields: 

3 dr3 dr. 
1.t-a o 0 t cAl dt"" . (C-5) 

An overall material balance for the solid phase can be written 

as 
3 

4nN dro 
dt 

A V• 
0 

Substitution of Eq. (4) and (5) into this expression gives 

which is independent of the assumed morphology. 

(G-6) 

(C-7) 

With these relationships. the characteristic radii. r
0 

and ri. 

can be related to the state of charge by 

and 

3 
r. 

l 

3 
r 

0 

rot Ao L \1·!2 dt . (C-9) 



At the a~B interface, a flux balance for each species may be 

writtert as 

The diffusion flux at 

Na 
. I . -_.:t 

is given by 

because N~ "' 0, Differentiation of Eq. (9) and substitution into 
-~:1 

, (11) gives 

at the inner boundary. 

At the solid~electrolyte interface, 

and 

dr 
~a o 

~ c 
Al 

Comb::Lnation of Eq. (13) and (14) gives 
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a 
a a * (1-xLi) 

NL. eLi v 
2 

V•i • - l --a 4nNFr -2 (C-15) 

0 

at the outer boundary, 

The psuedo-state state approximation is based on the hypothesis 

that 

D 
a 

a 
de. 

l 1 
'X-

2 • (C-16) 
r 

a 
where !iLi D 

a 
a dc./dr. 
l 

Integration of Eq, (16) across the 

a a-phase with eLi "" 0 at the outer boundary defines the limiting transfer 

current as 

(V•i2)1. - lm 

The surface concentration of lithium can be written in terms of 

(V•i2)1.: 
- lm 

a 
( cL.) f 

1 sur ace 

(c~i) sat 

Equation (18) can be substituted into the Butler-Volmer 

Equation (4-15) to give a modified polarization relationship that 

(C-17) 

(C-18) 

includes the effects of solid state diffusion of lithium through the 

a-Al layer and electrochemical reaction at the solid-liquid interface: 



a Fn/RT ~a Fn/RT 
a a e ~ e V·lz ~ ~~~~~~~~<~a~F~~n~:=----

a 

lim 

In Eq, (19), the reference concentration for lithium atoms is taken 

as (c a,) and the term ai 1 :Ls given by 
L1 sat o 

(G-20) 

in ( \1 • ) lim • and r are predicted from Eq. (17), (8), and 
0 

( , respectively, 

Behavior 

At any point in the electrode, it is assumed that an outer layer 

of S~LiAl forms immediately charging begins, and that the electrochemi-

'al reaction is restricted to the solid-electrolyte interface (see 

. 1), The analysis of diffusion of lithium through the B-phase 

and the gradual reduction in thickness of the a-Al region parallels 

the model for discharge. Equation (7) and (8) apply directly, but 

Eq. (9) should be replaced with 

and the limiting transfer current becomes 



('V·i2)1. 
- lffi 
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B 4nNFDQ(c
1

.) 
~-' l sat 

-s 1 1 (1-x .)(-- -) 
L1 r r. 

0 l 

(C-22) 

Equations (19) and (20) can also be used, but the reference concentra

tion in Eq. (18) should now be (c 13 ) Li sat 



APPENDIX D 

Treatment of Governing Equations for LiAl/FeS Cell 

The material balances are: 

where 

A , = 
OJ soli.d 

phases,i 

ln 
(D~l) 

(D-4) 

;hm 1 s law can be writ ten as: 

I RT 
( 1 

d ln y \) 

+ d ln x: VxA • 

In the finite difference procedure, Eq. (1) to (3) are programmed 

at a mesh point, where as Eq. (5) is calculated midway between mesh 

points. 

but both 

The variables xA' E:, n. and i . are defined at mesh points, 
nJ 

and ~ are specified between nodes, and placed in adjacent 

storage locations. 
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The numerical calculations can be simplified by eliminating the 

variables i . from the heart of the program. The difference equations 
nJ 

can be represented as (6) 

£ 

I: A. 1 (n)Ck(n~l) +B. k(n)Ck(n) +D. k(n)Ck(n+l) 1,< 1, 1., 

k=l 

G.(n) , (D-6) 
1 

and the central term can be subdivided into contributions from the 

variables Ck' that only appear at mesh point n, and variables Ck that 

appear at points n-1, n, and n+l: 

(D-7) 

In this way the polarization equation can be written as: 

(D-8) 

Inversion of Eq, (8) and substitution into Eq. (6) to eliminate Ck(n), 

gives modified expressions for B. k(n) and G.(n): 
1, 1 

B. k(n) 
1, 

G. (n) 
1 

B'.' (n) 
1,k 

(D-9) 

(D-10) 



The boundary conditions for the electrolyte material balances 

(L.,~25)) can be included directly, in integrated 

forms of the differential equations. At the current collectors, one 

may use: 

(N.) 
~1. 

= 6y /2 (aj. ) 
l.n 

where q refers to a location halfway between the two end mesh points 

and p refers to a location halfway between q and the boundary. The 

1 subscript m - 2 indicates a value averaged between the old time and 

the present one. 

Similarly, a flux balance at the negative electrode/separator 

interface yields. for each species: 

The subscripts -p and p in Eq. (12) correspond to the electrode and 

sides of the interface. respectively. 

At the front of the it is necessary to include the 

in volume of the reservoir: 



(lt [(ssv~xi_)_P ll~ s + (sxv't)P ~Y+ + ~~(~i) J + [ (N. ) - (~i) -q] 1 
_ z A V interface -l q rn- 2 

(D-13) 

p 

Here, -p and p refer to the separator and electrode, respectively. 
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APPENDIX E 

Computer Program 

Program BATRY calculates the time-dependent and position~dependent 

behavior of the LiAl/LiCl,KCl/FeS cell for a given set of operating 

conditions. The program uses three subroutines: BAND and MATINV6 

solve the set of coupled, linear difference equations that represent 

the physical problem, and PROPS specifies the necessary physical 

property information, Input parameters and some key variables are 

listed below: 

AA, AC 

AIOl, AI02 

ALPHA, ALPHC 

AON 

CRT 

CON 

CONV 

CPMA 

CRl 

DA,DB 

DELT 

DETA 

(a .)+. (a .)+ a,J c,J 

(aio)IIA' (aio)IIB 

(a ) , (a ) a ~ c ~ 

~A 
0 

main variable array. IG, II, IJ, IN, 
IX, correspond to~· !2• V•!2• 
n ~ ~1 - ~2• and xA, respectively, 

h 
0 

K 
00 

convergence criterion 

mCp/A 

(i ) 
0 ~ 



DOC CPT 

DSEPOT 

EFE 

EINIT, EINITB 

EN 

EONS, EONSB 

EPK, EPL 

ESEP 

EX 

FACTOR 

GAM 

HFUSEK, HFUSEL 

Hl, H2, H3 

MAX ITS 

NJl, NJ2, NJ 

RBINIT 

RGRID 

RINKEP 

iWA, ROB 

ROINIT 

ROUT A 

Sl. SlB 

S3, S3B 

SIGFE, SIGFES 
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(dU /3T) 
0 p 

~ u 
IIA,o 

N 

n , (n.)+ 
- J 

(sp)KCl' (sp)LiCl 

s 
s 

s 
X 

q"' 1.5 

LKC1' LLiCl 

h ' h • h+ ~ s 

maximum number of iterations 

number of mesh points from negative 
current collector to front of nega
tive, front of positive, and positive 
current collector, respectively. 

0 
r. 

l 

R g 

(r.) 1 1 m~ 

P a' Ps 
0 

r 
0 

r 
0 

(Sl)~, (Sl) + 

(S3)~, (S3)+ 

°Fe' °FeS 



SIGINV 

SIGX 

TAMB 

TCD 

TCV 

TIME 

TIN IT 

TSTOP 

UJO 

VFE,VFES 

VKCL, VLICL 

VOVERA 

VSTAR 

WIDTH 

XAINIT 

Xl\R 

XASK, XASL 

XD 
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1/rJ 

0 
X 

TA 

I 

v 

t 

T 
0 

final time 

u 
0 

~ ~ 

VFe' VFeS 

VKCl' VLiC1 

VR/A 

* v 

w 

X A, ref 

(xA,KCl)sat' (xA,LiCl)sat 
0 

xA-xA 
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~ROGRA~ eAT~Y(!~FUToOLTPlT,PUNCHI 

C PACGRA~ TO FI~C CURR~~T,CVERfOTENTlll I~C REACTION RATE 
C CISTRieUTIOI'i FCI' L HIL oFE~ CEll 

CI 1-:: NS 10~ A !I':,!': I ,B !6, E I, C! ~. t.O 11 ,c I!': ,13 I ,G ( 61 ,x II'>, f: I, Y IE,!) I • COL C! 4 
1 • II 01 l , D I ST ! ~ 0 11, V ( 40 1 I , DV)( !4 0 il • E P K KEPI 4011 , E SU H! 41)11, C HUS N 14 0 1 l • 
1C C ll I 4 0 1 I • C C i\ I 4 0 11 1 D CO ~X I 40 :U , EF E I 41H l , 
1CL NA C ! 4 0 1l • C 2 L I\ A C I 4 0 1 I , ZETA ( t 0 11 ,G ZF. Til X I 4 0 11 , E ::;L I( E F ! I. 0 1) • 
1Z E 1A L 0 ! 4 0 1 I • C K E E f' ! h 4 C 11 , P 8 E1' A ( 4 C 11 , R CUT a ( 4 C 1 I , EX I ~ 0 11 
1 • fi IN ( 4 G 1 I , RINKE P 14 C 1 I , C P CL 13 , 4 Oil , E FE'> ( 4 C 1 I ,I) ( 4 0 1 l 
:J.,CvJT (1.401! ,XQ!~C1),)1DKF.EPI4011,3IG!6l ,\ISHR l4Cilol<i(4G1l 
1 9 G !3 (3 •1 I, C J 11:. C 11 , C J 2 I 4 C 1 l 9 C J 1 K E P C 40 11 , C J 2K E F 14 Q 11, S S I 4, c I , 
1E1!6l,::l2!6), SIGH\114Q11,TALL!61 
1,ELIZSI40il, t\CNCI'!4011 
1 , R 11 4 0 U , ~ 2 I 4 C 11 , R II 1 l 4 0 1 I , RV 2 I !O 1l , E P L I 4 C 11 , i: P K I 4 0 11 , 0 ET ~ ! 4 ll1 l 

E QUI II AL ::. NCE ( E FE S I 11 , ld 1 II, ! EX ! il, RE:E T A ! 11 I , (ELI 2 S I 11, ~ H ! 1 I I 
1 , ( EF E ( 11 , PQt;TA f 1 I) , u· H·K E P ( il, CJ 2K E P! 1 I I 
CO~MON A,B,C,c,G,X.Y,~,NJ 

CC~MON/1/V,CII),C\IOT ,OJFUSI\,CCX ,SIGINII,CCI\, 
1CCONX,~LNAC,D2L~~C,ZcTA,CZETAY ,FACTOR,T,IX,I\Jioi\J2 
l,EX,EFES,EFE,SIG>oSIGFES,S~FE,PIN43 
CO~MON/2/R1,R2,R\11,~112 

CC~MON/31S,IOI\,ICP1,~CP2,CJi,CJ2,EXPA~O 
C~TA IX,IG,IE,I~,II,IJii,2,3,4,5o61,R,F,1IMti8.3143,~E4f7.0,C.O/ 

1,JCOUNT /0 I,CCEFFI1.0f•11/oCUTCFFI1.0/ 
100 FOI'MATI1H1l 
101 FC><rUT!3I5,5F1C.Ol 
102 FN'IATI" Ct!TCH VOLT~GE ;;:EAC!-EO"l 
103 FOI<MAT I"OME~!- ~I !E:S(o, 1oH2,1"3 l"':>>'"~l'~-'>:ER CF M'OSH ~'Cit>.TS~S)"'NUt<8EF< 0 

1F lTERtTI0~:':"3X .. CO~II~RGHCE Ck!TERl0N"4l!~TIMi::iSECSl"l 

10~ FC:fi'1AT {11- ,~F7.3,14li,1'0,20) 0 l'Oo11!XoE12o5oF16.&,1l 
1 0 ':' F 0 1''1 AT I 7 X" CIS T "1 3 X"'). A "14) "t:"' 15 li" II" 12X" I 2 ~ 11 X'" J" i 3)1 "ETA'~' 12'X"' J 1 "', I I 
10€: FO~Mt.T! .. Fi':O.Ol 
107 FOI'"1AT !7F10e0l 
101! FCP1AT<I2,2F1C.Ol 
109 FOI'<'1ATl1HO,'"IICl FRAC CL'R~EH CCLlt:CTCf.",l•" IN tolEG:::"',EH.~,4'l(, 

1"1~ POS="•E16,8,t,• ~2C·L10=•oE1Eoe,•voL13",1,• 1ST (UE5S FOR ElD• 
1"',E1&.i!,/l 

110 FOI<~AT l6Fi O. O,FEo 0) 
111 F 0 1<'1 AT ( 3E H: • 8, I '3 l 
112 FCF<"1AT!1H1,"'~>Ht\M£TEP~ FCR SlMUUP'lCIII CF U,ALIF'ES EATTEP'"'II"' ~Ji 

1•"',I3,4X,"'i'.:JZ••,I4,4> ,"'NJ:",I~.>,I," H1:::",E13,6," H2:::" oEi3•6•"' H3="• 
1E1~•col•" CEL T!SCCSI•",E13.E,~.>l',"TSTCP""•'::13.6,1l 

113 rc~'1AT 11~o."'~l~ETIC o~RA~ETERS"'I"' GA~•",f13.6,sx,"ALPHA•"·~1~.e.~x 
1o"AL 0 ~C=•,Ei3.6,!,~ CF<i:::",E14.7,/I 

114 F 0 R 1'1 A T ( 1 H G , "T C C::: " , E 1 2 • S , 4l<. , • VI t.::: " , E 12, :0 , I. l(, "'T IK I :::"' ,E 12 • ~ , 4X , 
1"FA:TOR•",E12.~,/l 

11'3 FOI<I'IAT!ii"O,"Si:•,FE.3,4X,"S3:",FE;.~,4X,"EONS="•F6.3,4X,I,• SiB•"• 
1FE,3,.,Y, 4 S3E:",FE,3,-.Jt,•tC~S9:::",F6.3,1J 

iH FOR'1AT!7E16o8l 
117 FC~'1AT(1~J,EX,"TCD",1~X,"TCV",1il<.,•CPHI2,SEP•,7X,"CF~!1oFOS•,6x, 

t•C!iN,hJ1l",7Y,•ci:N,~J21"oRY,•VCIIERA"l 

111:1 FCi<'1ATISE1~.3) 
119 FOR'1i!T 111-0 o"OCCF Ill'='" oE1~.E:,4X,"CCCCFT:•,Ci3.6,/," ~<ESEF<vO£'< WICTH 

1:•,:13.f,4~,·~~~i\ CfLL HlAT CA~AC!TY(J/C~2.~l:•,E1~.t,l," TA~e:~, 
1 E i!:, 7, 4 ~ , • t-' T C (WI C M 2 • K I =" , E 15 • 7 , II 

120 FOR'1AT(1~0,"NC. CF LI !:Pf"ERE'UCM3: 4 ,E13 ~.r..x,•OIF CCEFF. IN i\LP!-AI 
1C~21SECI:•,Et!•~•l•" lvG. CO~C OF LI IN ILPHA/CLIASAT ="oE13o~o4 
1X"~AR:•oE13.~,/I 

1 21 F 0 R'1 AT H H G, "':: HIT::: ", c 1 t. 8, A. )I,"£ I ~I H?::: •, E 16. 8, 4 X, '"E ~E F:::" ,E. 16. ~ • /l 
122 F0kl'li!Titi-0 0 "PCSITIV~ ElECTFOCf DAPtMETER~"olo" i!IOi:::•oE1Mo6 0 "1~~/C 

11'3•,4X,"AI02="•E14.6,4X,Io'" AU'A ll:~~',E14.6,4X,"ALFA {:",E14.E;,I, 
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1~ ~FE.VFES~vx~~.~E16eEo~C~3/~0l~9/•& CONfE,C~NFES9CC~x~~.JE1EoE• 

1~ /OHMICM~,I.~ Vli2SIC~31MCLl~~.E1Eo8olo~ VLIClg~oE1€o!o~X.~VKCl~~ 

1 0 1:. 1& • 8 ,II 
123 FORMAT IH1Zo0l 
124 fO~MAT16E1E.eoiEl 
125 FORMATiiHOo~CELl TEMP.IDEG.KI~~.Et~.a.x.~ HE4T LCSSIW/C~21~~.EiE.8 

i • 4 X • "'HE ill T G I! !ld ~ I C 1'21 "'"' • E 1 t; • I! d • ~ 1- EAT C I' P PTE I W I C I' 2 I K C l .L I C l"' "' • 
12E1&.Sl 

12€: FCRI1ATHYOo"'JCO!:t>.T""'•I2o"'F~A( ERR I"CLS U"'oi!U>.~o4X 0 "'F E~R I'OU K 
i~"'.E16oSol•"' I'ClS Ll IN SoPOS""'oE1Eo8o 
1~X XASL"'"'•E1to8o4A•"')~SK:"'oE16ol!ol•"' I'ClS LI IN s.~EG""'•E1So10o 
11o FRAC TOT Ll SOL lCST:"'oE1&o8~4J<,"'Cil.F NFG="',E16.S,4X,•CA1l PC~:~ 
1£16.61 

127 FCR'iAT (1H •"''H:1 CONVi" RGEC AT J:::"' ,I3,1o6EiSolhll 
126 FORMATI1!'-Q,"'H'l'EI<Rt;PiEfi :<ESISTAN(EIC!-!M.C1'2l"'"'9Eifl.6,11 
129 FOR'11HI• ACP1,AOf:2:"',2EH.Ill 
132 FOR'1AT!1H0 9 EY.~DIST"'1~)"'G"'14X~C"'9~"' ESUI' &8X~QEIEP~i2X~EfE"'10X 

1~1<0/EX"'~X"' CS IEFES~,/1 

131 FCRMAT~tHO,~~AR~A,E~•~e,CALECT,CLieET,CLlAS,CLIA~,CALA~,\AlA,VllA, 

110~oQF~INoClCLT,TGIP:"',1,5E16o8o1,5El6o8,1o3E1E.S,Il 

133 FOR'1~T 111"0 •"''<(~I C""•c i6.f' 0 4X,"'EX Tid\ CCNOLCTIIIITV I/Ci'11'/C141=",E Hel!l 
134 FORMATI1H •"'~EL1 H~L~ED"',4X,"'KEY:"',I2! 
13! F0~'1ATilHD,~NC~-CONV~AGEC SOLN AT"',E15.e,• SECS•,tl 
13!': FCFt.UT!"' HlTlAL 1/llll!ES. SLNC,SLP(J.AI'TLH.~MTKO=•,t,4EHl.91 
137 FOkMATI~ PARAI'Ei~RS AT R~ACTlCN fPC~T"'l 

138 FORMAT I" PSL'f':'> 0 f:Ui.!' ,4)1•"\ISIJM"~•EH:.!ll 
139 FCRMATI• PIN21,PIN22,CFC1,DFC2=•,4El6o81 
1110 FORMATH~>; •"'QI'Alle="•i: 16.1',4X,"'EFI!I:~L="'•F16.6,1oll'o ll>Qf'1AY="'•Ei">oel,/, 

1"' E INTi:RMECIATE:"',E!E.!Il 
READ 1Ct,NJ1o~J2,NJoTS 7 0° 0 ~1,H2o~3oOELT 
R Ell D 1 C 7 , Y Al ~IT , U I\ IT • E II\ ITB , ESE P, TI td: T , E C C N, E C C P 

kiAO 107 1 GA~,~LP~A,MLFHCoCRi,TGA~,ROA,RCE 
RE~D iudoMAX:T~,CO~V,ETAGES 
REOO 107,TCCo!:JOoDCCCFi,VCVE"A•FAClO~,CCtADOoRG~IC 

I<E~D !1J,Si,S3,EONS,31B,S3EoEOt>.SBoCB 
READ 105,WitT~oCFMA 0 1AuBoCHT 
~E~D 123oEN 1 Cf,CME~N,XAR,QF"INoDlC~T 
I<EAD 107,0SErcr,aiC1,AI02,AA,ACoVLICL,VKCL 
~EA~ 1Q7,\IFE,\IFESo\IA,\ILI2S 1 SIGFE,Sif,ff~.~IGX 
t>.J1=81 ~ NJ2=12i $ NJ~166 $ EI~IT~o.3q t EINIT~~o.~SS!X~INIT:o.~e 
~FU5EK~2550C.C f ~EV6:J '~F~SEL:134QO.O 

I'AXITS=H: 
Ci-'1::: 2.0 "CHT t Et-.=E N/2 .C 
ilHT:7"3• H 
TSTQP:35000oO 
TG IH': TG n ~""' 0 • G 14 H: IT CD 
1<£ S:: 0. !l 
F I< I rH 11 2 , N J 1 • N J 2 , NJ • 1'- 1 • ~ 2 ,I" ~ • 0 E l T • T S T 0 P 
FRINT i21,EI~IT.EI~ITE.ESEF 
FRINT 113 0 GAr1,ALI'H.: • .:.t;t:HC,CP1 
FRINT 120of.~oCA,CME~~.XAk 
F"lNT i22,~I01oA102,A~,AC,VFE.VFES,IIX,SI~FE,SIGFES.SlG),\LI2S 

1,VUCLoiiKCL 
PRitH 109, ECt::~ ,E CCP,O ~C:PCT ,EliGE ~ 
F~INT 114oTCD.VC~E~A.TINIT.FACTOf 

PRINT 11~,S1oS3,~0NSoS1S.~~B.tONS9 
F"INT 1l9,UJCoCOCCPT,~IDT~,C~M~,11Pe.C~T 

C EV.LUATION CF SC~E PARAMETEP~ USED THROU(HOUT PROGRI~ 

E~Q'1A~0.9"26.~~1~+0.1"'E.~3~ ~ BAwME~0.~2~"'26.981S+O.t7~"'€.9~~ 
CALBET o,SzS"'I<0916A~~E £ CLieET=0.475~ROE/BAR~8 
Cll~S= .t~RCA/81\~M~ ~ CLIA~~CMEAN"'CLIAS 

\ILIA=! iii::U'1t!I~Ce@o.5Z:J"'':ARI'AI0.91RCAIIIO i.7'5~Q.'52"i"'Oo1IOo91 



\ill LA: ( 1.0 -CL lEE T "VLI!l l /CAL!:E 1 $ CHAM"( i o 0-\/L IA""Cl !AMI/VIlLA 
ACh:::\ILik!F/(1.0-CAL~~~~CALSET""VAlA+CLieE1"VLIA-i.OI/ICALEET-

1CIH.i\M I I 
I'R IN T 1 H, ell Rt- A, ~{.;. I'<M :J , CA LBE T, CU 8E 1', C liil ~, C U AM, CAl A I', \iA LA, VL Ill , 

lACh,QFMIN,CTCLT 1 TGAP 
~JIMi ~Jl-1 f NJ2P1"~J2+1 • N=5 t JP:N+1 
Th0,02 li T2:::C.1 j; ThO.~ li T4:::1.0 t T5:::4.0 ~ T6:dO.C '~' T7:30.0 
1'1:::0.02 Jl F2=D•1 ~ F'i:::C.2 ~ F4:::io0 ; 1'5=~•0 ; F6:::i ld "'i'=30o0 
5:::-0.15 ~ Fe:::EC.G f Ti'::c6Q.G "PRlf\:T U3,~\><?IO,CO~ACC 
T10:::T1 $ T2C:::T2 t T30=T3 ~ T!Q=TL '!: T';0:::1'5 t T60:::T6 $ T7C:d7 
TeC:::T8 ~ TCTM:I-1"FLCATINJ1-1l 
TCTS=HZ"FLOAT lt-.J2-NJ11 t TCT l:::TOTI'HOTS+I"3"'FLOilT (f\:J=f\J2) 
TLAST"CoO ! IPCLAP:q <t TCA[O=Q,Q2 
RF~iX/F '! \IALi:RF"S:iiEOf':~ $ I/AL2:1<F~(1.r=S3/ECI\:;) 

hTINIT ll NJ1Fh>-:J1+! t .C.C::>2::0.a 
VIL1e=RF"S1~/ECNS9 r ~AL2B=PF•Ii.C=S!EIEONS~I 
ALI<lbd1LPHA/RF ~ ~LRC" HPf.C/RF f. llLR1:dA/I'F t ~L~2,AC/fH 

~J2~l=~J2-l 1 ESEPPh=tSE~""""FACTOR 'OELT2=~ELT/2,0 
~J~1=NJ 1 ~ AOFi:(VY.+VF~=2•C~VFESI~0.5/F 

~ooz,td)P1 

F~lNT i29,ACP1 9 AOP2 
I"It\b1.CI3.C t Flf\4:d2.~H37""EtJ 1 PlN4~::Pit<413.0 

FlN21:F:N43•F•IC£LEET•VALA+CLI8~l•VLIA-CALEET/CAL~PI/VLI~ 

FHS= =F IN4~ /ACN 
FI~?l~PIN5 i FIN52=PI~S 

C F C 1 = 2. 0 • PI 1\4 "'F" C k "C L 1 ~ S I I 1. C + I C L! eE TIC L l A '1 l/ ( I C L I t E1 I Cll A '1 I - ( 
1 CH3ET /CA LH' l l l 
CFC2:PI~4~F~1E"CLIEET * FI~22:PI~43~(1.0-CALA~/CALEE1l/ACN 
CFC1:::P!N4'~'F•QA"f:Lif.3/ 11. 0-C.l"'CMt:Al\l 
CFC2=Pih4""F•QE•CLIEtT/Q,52~ 

FRIHT 139 1 PIN21,FI~22,CFC1,DFC2 
><CI\IIT:: I 11. C-E I~ IT-t: COd/>' IN"~ I""'PH~1 
REINIT=F<C!f-IIT 
L1=1CLIEET+!VtL~·cAL~ET-1.0l/VLIAI•Pil\43 I ~2=PIN43/\Ll8 
L3:-RO:NIT••~•vtLk•C~LeE T/VLif. 
El'P4ND=O.Q 

C STCIC~lOMET~IES FO~ SCLIC PHASES I~ POSITIVE ELECl~CCE I'<EACTIOI\5 
C i:::F~,2:~'C.S,~::V,4:::L:2S 

~Sii.ih:ioO; SSI2.tl=-2·0 ~ SSI3.1l=1•0 ~ SS(4.tl::(o0 
SSI1,2l=1.0 t SSI2,2l=e.o '£ SSI3,2h-1.0 ~ SS!!o,2l:::2.0 
Yl:-SSI2,li•VFESIECN:E/F J Y2t=-SSI3,ti•WX/EONS~/F 
Y22=-S~ 13,21~VY/E0f\S:O/F $ Y3h-SS 11,il"'Vf0:/EJNS'l/F ~ Y:!2:::Y31"SS 11. 

12)/SSti.il f IO:FfSO:::L C-Ell\ITE-C.CC" 
Y~2=-SSI4o2l"VLicS/EC~SB/> 

C CHCL:UTION OF EL~CT' CCE CAPACITIES 
Ct< ~X 8:::-'::F ESC"'F"EC t~SB/ \IFf 5 5 r.Mf\E (::: 11. O- Elf'.. IT-ESC f\: l•F "Cll~ET 
E F :,.~A L ":: It: In+ o, :" CM M x e" <A oo 1 + ~ J ""2 1 1i E IN 1::: G • 3 ... 1::: F r N AL + E I t P 3 1 
FPINT 14Q,O~AYE,EFINOL,O~NEG,EI~l 

FRINT i'JO 
C FI~ST GUESS FCR LNKNO~N VA~!ABLES 

E<Of-2:;:f¥P( 23°,5<::'"113/2 .cl ! Ef\H2:EX"!5QS.S1">'1/2oa I 
[0 33 K:::l,NJ ! ClJX,Kl:::XAlNIT ~ CISTIKl::Hl"FLOATIK-11/TCTl 
CIIG,Kl=O.O "~CJLTAI><l=O·O 1> WII\I=O.G 1: '<HTA!Kl=r,o 
CJ2(Kld.O 'f CJ11'<l::::.o 1 G(K):~.C ~ ELI2S(KI=O.C 
EFE!Kl=O.O t ES\c'i(KI:::1.0 '!) [PK(Kl:O.O <t >;:PUK!o:O.O 
liQ!<l=C.Q '!' Z':TA!Kl:CeO 
CETA!KI:::O.O 1 CON,Kl=G.C 'l lF!I\.f-T.f\Jil GO TO ~1 'CCH,IO=EHIT 
C I IJ, K l :::5 09. ?1 "T CD"E i I' 15 09. 'l1"H1""FLCAT (K="JJ :U) 

~Ot;TA!KJ:::RQI~IT I W(l\1=1·~ S P3~1~1K!:R~INIT 
CETAIKhCIIJ,Kl/.:;SH- .2 ~ CIII,Kh:-C!IJ,I>:I/5J9.914'EH;> 
CPOL!2.Kl:::CI!J.KI"O.u2/TCC t: CPClli1,Kh:CI!I,><I""0.02/lCC 
CPCLI3.KI:::CFCli2 1 Kl/1=f6S.2 



!;Hd Kh'<BEH 11<1 
CIIN,KI:DETA!Kl ! GO lC 33 
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31 lFIKoGE.NJZl ~ClO 32 ~ CIIE 9 KI=ESEP ~ (III 9 Kl=TCr. 
CPCbH,KhQ.G2 'l CFOt.IZ,IO:::O.O <: C~"Cll3,1()"'0•!1 

CIST IK h ITCTI"ti42"'Fl0t. T IK e~Ji ll /TCTL 
C(lJ,Kl=CoO ~ CIIt;,I():<Q.O 't GO TC 33 

32 CIIJoKI:::•23e.~0"'TCC"'~·)IF(23t.~9 .. H3"HCnlt-J2-Kll 9 C(IE,Kl=<::H.ITE 
CIE,Kl:-CIIJ,Kl/23&,SI:l"'EE~2 $ OEH.IKI:::.C<IJ,KII4?'l03o0 
C PC L ! 2 , K I" C I I J 9 K I " 0 • 0 21 T C C ~ C PO L I 1 , K h C I II , '< I "' 0 , 0 2/T C D 
CPCLI3,KI:::CFOLI2,Kl/4S~C3.0-CSE°CT 

CISTIKl= iTCTI¥+TCTS+HH'FlC.I\Tl'<-"J2l 1/TCTL $ Ef'"ESIKb:EFESC 
CIIN,Kl=DETIIKI•CSEPCT ~ CJ11KI:::CIIJ,KI 

33 CC~fiNL~ ~ CIIG,~J21=~CVERA 
1 [TE~P:::Q,Q ! CELT:::C.u ~ JSPOT~o 

2 [0 54 K~:::i,~J 

EPKKEP!KVl:::E"KIK\11 $ !:PlKEPIKVl:::EDL!K\11 f )IQKE~P!KVh)([(K\11 

ZfTALDIKVI=ZETI!KVI • CJ!KEPIKVI= CJtiKVl I ND~OFIK~l=O 
IFI(V.LE.NJ11 ~~~KfP!KIIl=RI~(KVl t IFIKV.GE.NJ21CJ2KEPIKVI=CJ2(KVI 
tO -~4 L=1,JP 

34 CKEEP!L,KVl=CIL,~Vl ~ IFIIPOLAk,fr.,QI GC TO 30 ~ DEL1~):::CELT 

JSET=O f DO 27 J=1,~J1 ~ If!CIIJ,Jl.LE.O.Ol GO TO 25 
CEL "R~:TA 1Jl""'3"'PI'<211CIIJ,J)<'.t.C 
IFIDEL.GT.Z.C"CELTMl<l GO TC 27 ~ IF!CEL.lE.OELTMXI ~CI'\CF QJ!=1 
IF!Ot:L.GT.DELH')I,t.I\O.CC:Li.GT.O.S .. CELH'Xl GO TO 26 
IFIDEL,GT.OELil GO TO 27 ' OflT=CEL 
C<IJ.JI=GoO T JSET=J t K~Eh1 ~ GC TO 27 

25 IFlC!IJ,Jl.£:0.0.01 GO TO 27 ~ Oi:L:::-Q!JI/[IIJ.JI"'2.0 
IFIDEL.GT.2.0 .. D£LTI">l l:C TC Z7 t IFIOEL.U:,OELT~X) 1\CI'\CFIJI:::! 
IF!DEL.GT.OELl~Y.A~O.CELToGT.o.S~DELT~Xl GO TO 26 
IF!OEloGT.OElll GO TC 27 ~ fJi::LT:.CEL 
CIIJ,JI=O•C ; JStT~J t K~ET=Z ~ GC TC 27 

2!: t:;:LT:::o,:;~OtLT t JS~T=C 

27 IfiNONC'fiJl.t-~E,Ql f'>?:~T 124• OISTIJI,CEL,Cl!Jl,CKEEP(lJ,Jl,PE!EHIJ) 
1 • f.< INK EF ! J I • to C ~ Cf I J l 

CC l.75 J::NJ2,~J 'l ~F:!':K::::EFES!Jl~'f1"'DEL'~'Ml'"CJi!J) 

IFIEFESK.GE.Q.Q) GO TC 2f:'3 
~01\d f GfL:::-U'FSIJI!Vi/CJ11J)"'2.0 ~ GC 10 278 

2f:9 ELJZSK=~L!ZS!Jlt\'42•0ELT~X•CJZIJI 'IFI~LIZSK,GE.D·DI GC TO 271 
~Ot-."'2 r DEL=-EL!2S 1Jl/Y421CJ2!Jl'"2.0 ~ GC TO ?78 

271 E)IK::E!<IJI+OHH'X"<Y2i"CJ11JHY22"'CJ2!JH t IF'!EXK.GE.Q.QI GO TC275 
IF!EFESK,GT.~.Ql G2 TC 273 1 DEL:e[X(JIIY22/CJ2(J1"'2.0 '§ NON::3 
Go ro zn 

273 CEL=-DIJ)/Y2i/CJ11Jl~2.D $ fi:Ci'i::4 
27e IFIOEL.Lt:.DEL11")l f\Qt,CF(JI:::NCN 

!HOZ".L.GT.DEL!I") .~"lr.. Ot:Ll.GT.O.S"CELT~'~l GO TO 274 
IF!DEL.GT.OEL11 GO TO 27~ ! CELT•CEL • J~ET=J I KSET•-~C~ 

IFINON.EG.1 .CR. NC~.EC.41 CJl!JI=C·D 
1F!NON.c.0.2 .CP. NCN.f:"Qdl CJ2(JI::C.O I GO TO 27'5. 

274 CElT•o.s~OELT ! JSET=C 
275 IFnlONOFIJl.i'i:;:.QI FRII\T 124, DIST!,Jl,CEL,EFESK,CJ1!JI.DK,CJ2(JI• 

HCt-.OF !Jl 
CO 279 J•NJz,~J 1 IFIJ.t:I..JSETI GC TO 27~ 
H IN 0 NCF I J I 0 ~ C .1 l CJ 1 I J h: C Ji KE P! J I" i 1. 0- CELT I i ·F f'"E S C J I l'r UC J 1 KEF 

1!Jl"'2.0H 
H I N 0 N C ~'" ! J I • ~ C • 2 I CJ Z I J l :: C J 2 K E P ! J I " I 1 • 'l - 1: ~ L T I I ·E LI 2 S I J I ~ 2 • 0 1'1' 4 2 

11CJ2KEPIJI l) 
IF l NON OF I J l. E C. 3 I CJ 2 I J h: CJ2 KEPI J l "'I 1. 0-c:t:: l T 11-E )(I J 1/Y 2 2/CJ 21(E PI J I 

1"2.0ll 
lF IN Ot<CF ! J I a E C •* I CJ 1 IJ!: C JiKE PI J I" I i. t1-( El T I I-E X I J I I~~' 21/C J 1~< E PI J I 

i '"2. 0 I I 
27' C) C C H I NV :;: 

[0 24 J=1 1 ~Jl I IFIJ,E~.J5ETI ~0 TC 2~ 
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IF IN 0 N OF I J I • E Cl. 11 C !I J • J h Cl< E E PI lJ • J P'! 1 .. 0- 0!:: LT /I PeE lll I J I"" 111 3 
1 "'PIN2i/CKf:Ef IIJ, J) "'Z• Ill) 

IF I NO NCf I J l • u;. 2 I C I! J • J h CK EE P ( lJ • J l • I 1 • -OEL f /I -Q ( J) I CKH: !> IIJ • J I 
1 "'2 .o l I 

24 COHI Nl'E 
KEVS:::O ~ Dff"H:C!:LT/2C.O $ HIOTt'H.U.0.0051 OTMIN,.Q.CO~ 

C SET ~AIN ITE~~TION LOCP COUNTEP.lNITIALI5E ARRAY ELEME~T~ 

3 JCOUNT"'O ~ CE~T2~0.5"'CELT 
TII"E:::TI~E+OELT ~ T=T+C~LT"'CTEMP ~ IF!CEL1.NE.O.Ol DllNV=1.0ICELi 
x~~L=0.340ec-c.coo4773"'T+o.ooooo137c"'T"'"'2 
)~SK:0.146i~+C.001~117"'T-0.000001~4~•T•""2 
TO:::ALRIIIT 'lCC:::t.L'<C/1 $1'Ci"IIUUIT ~ TCz,ALI<ZIT 

4 JCCUNT:JC0l'I\H1 $ J:::O ~DO 35 I::1.JF 'f DO 35 l(:d.JF! lt!Iol\h!leO 
35 V(I,KI=O.O t JPH.R.F::D l: NTERF<:O 

C CALCULOTE PHYSICAL PFCPEFTIES 
CC 36 1"!::1,~J t CALL FROF~lMI.CI 

H!IPOLAf\.NE.C ,CR, JCCUNT.Nt:.Ol GC TC ~E $ H!MI.GT.NJil GO TC 36 
IF!CIIt-<,M!l.LT.O.Ol W(Mih1.1 $ IFIC!IN,Hl.GE.O.OI W!f"lh!l.'Sl 

36 COHINUt: 
HESP::Q,Q $ EFEF:::Q.Q 't EXPP::(,Q ti ELI2SF"O.O 
CSIG1P::::i,O ~ C~IG2P::G,Q 'I' ~IGit\1/lihO.O 

F3N::O.O t Dlt0\11\=0.0 ~ 8G::::O.O 't F3N!::"O.O t FG:>::::O.O 
!-P:H1 £ Fll')(P::::Q,Q ~ OXCI/I\P:::(I/(1)®CIIX.ii"DIIX(1ll/V(il 11141 2 
F 3 f.. P" C ! E • 1 l " ,. FA CT CR .. C IF U S N I 1 l IV 11 I 
F H<P D::: C I IE • 11 Hf II C TOR"' ( D 0 (1 l -DI f l: ~ 1'.'1 1l "(II)( (11 Ill! 11 I Ill 111 

5 J:::J+1 $ CSIGi:DSlGiP t D~IG2:D~IG2P 
EFESK:::EFESP ~ EXK:EXPF $ ELI~SK:EL12S~ 
co 37 I=i•J~'- t G!Il:o.o ~ eurl:::c.c ~ 921Il:::o.o 
HLL!U::::O.O t IFCI,LC..t.l CCU:!I,Jl::CII.Jl 
CO 37 K=i,JP t A(I,Kl=OoO $ BII.Kl=OoO 

37 CO.Kl::::D.O 
C CHCUL/'.E OEf<IVbiiiiE: !81\SED Of\ ~REIJ!CUS GUESSI 

1--:1"2 $ IF!J.LE,I\Jil 1"=1-'1 ~ IFIJ.CE.NJ21 t"'H3 
IF!J.GT.U e!4,IIl:::1,Q $ IF<J.LT.NJl E!4wiih=i.fJ 
kf.:::'"'llt..O !1 IFIJ.EO.i.CR.J.EO.NJ) WE::WE/2.,0 
H!J,EQ.NJ1) ~E=t-1!8,C $ IF(J.EQ,NJ21 l>;f::::H31S.Q 
E<~+.IJl:::4.C"'WE 1 IF!J.EO.NJ1.0R.J.EG.~:Jl 6!5,III:d .• O 
lF I J, E. C. N J l G ( 5 I" - C I I I • J l t IF ( J. E C. 1'\ J 11 G ( 5):::: T CD-C I II • J l 
IHJ,EQ.NJ1 ,ANC.AES!G!Sll.LE.COEFF"'Ar:!S!C(II,Jiil G!SI:CoO 
TALL 14l:::~8SI~(4 9 1JI'<C: !IJ,J)I 
IF<J,GT,1 .ANC, A3S!CIII,J-1Jl,G1.TALU4ll TI.\LL(t.l:::IIES!C!II,J-1)1 
IFU.LT.NJ .AI\0. AESICIII 9 Jil.GTeTilLL!4ll TALLI4hiiE~!Cili.Jll 
G!4l=-4.0 4 WE"'C!IJ,Jl f IFIJ.Cf.il C!41:::G!4l-CIII.J~11 
HU.LT.NJl Gl4l:::Git.l +CIII.Jl 
!>EP:::H/1;.~ !f IFLJH.E~.t-:J:t.OR.J+l.EG.NJl HP:::'4EP/Z.C 
lF!Jti,:CQ.NJ2l WU'=H318.0 
CYI'JV::::t.Q/1" 1> II'!J,ECJ.~Jil CVIN\I:o:t.Q/1-'2 
IF !J.NE.f\Jl O)YFC::: IXO !J+U~XC!Jll"'CY!N\1 

C KH~ TIC EQL'~TIOt-: FOR t>EGA11\IE. ELE.CTROCE. MOO':L INCLI,;CES 
C 5EICTION IT S/L INTE~FACE AN[ OIFFI,;SICN [F LI IN ~LF~I IL. 

CCCJ:::OEI\T2"1CIIJoJitCKEUIIJ,Jil 1 IFU.lT.NJl SIGII\\I(JtU:::O.O 
IF!J,GT.NJU GO TO !.S t KE.'I:::~i 

EtC,IJI=i•V t IFINCNOHJI.NE.Ol GC TO 4t 
IFIQIJI+IIF'lOJ.LT.J.Cl C:C TC 8 
IF!::l!Jl.LE.LOE"-OS.ANC.CIIN,Jl.U .• C.Ol GC TO 44 
IF!iVoETII!Jl.LE,1,0E-11•AI\CeC!IN,Jl.GE.o.Cl GO TO 44 
l< INK::: RINKE P I J l 
lFIW!JI.LE.i.Cl GO TO 3'?! IFICIH,Jl.LT.O.fll GO TC 38 
~!Jl=o.a $ GO TO 40 

3S FII\5,PI,.5Z '£ FIN2::d'IIi<'2 f CFC,DFC2 
IFhi!Jl.GT.i.~'?l RINK:FOUTA!Jl 
~CK,P<CUTIIJI""'3HDDJIPif\52l"'"PII\1 $ KE'f::::az 
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f'HI3"'R!~K 10 "3aiJODJ/PH2 '! IFIRIN3.LT.C.CI GO TO 6 
RIN!JI=~IN3"'"'PIN1 
TL"'IioOIRINIJl -1 OIRCKl/DFC $ GC TO 41 

39 H'ICII~-<.JI.t:T.O.OI GO TO !oO t W!JI:2.C! GO TO~~ 
40 PI!vS=PINSi! PI\\2"'~'IN21 ~ CFC:::OfCi 

~OK:::(R0CTA!JI""'3+AOOJ/PI~S1l~10 PI~1 ~ KEY~-3 

REETA~"'RBEH !Jl"""3-'-£:C:JIPIN2 ~ 1F<RBETA3.LT.O.Ol GC TC e 
f'EtTAK =ReET~1 10 ~PIN1 i eiNIJI=ReETAK 
TL" H. 0 I PIt; 2 + 1 • 0 /P 1 N 5 I " Hi i J l +A C!) J l I I R 0 I( """2 + R C K 

1 "Fi l "J I J l + R 1 N U l "'" 2 I ! I J F C "F C K" ~HI ( J l l 
41 SAREA:<PIN4"~0~""2 

CR2=EH ITCII"'C !II\ oJ H f CR3: EliP( -HC"'C !IhJ) I 
CR14:CR2-CR~ ! fXC~IA:::SAFFA"'CR1 4 (CIIX.JIIXARl 4 "'GA~ 
EIG!2l=CR2 ~ IFIAI3SICFi2l ,LToti~SICR3ll BH!2l:::Cf<3 
IFIABSICIIN,JII.GT.~.CE-C41 GCTO 42 
Ck1io:::Cl~!1: 9 Jl"' CTCt.+TCC+ITCA"'"'3+TCC"""~l~C!IN,Jl""'21E.Ol 

EIG!2l"CR14 
42 CR15:TL•CR2+1.Q/EXC~~~ ~ CR1E~CR15"'"'2 

EIE,INl:!TCt"'TL"'CP14~CR2-CR1~"'1TCA~CR2+T(C"'CR3!11C~1E 

E IE', , IX I "' - C R 1 4"' Gil I' I CR 1 U D C H A I C I l X • J I 
B 16 • :t: J 1::: 1. 0 +C R 1LJ IC F.16 "Ct: l T /6 • 0 "! CR 210 I'C" 11. 01 PIN 2/ H 1\ ( J I n~o +1. 0 

1/PINS/I<OK "'"'41-2. CIDCHH/ROK U:UPIN5l 
CRS,CR14/CR1S ~ GIF-h-CIIJ,Jl+CR~ 
EIG!ii=C!IJ,Jl t eiG!2l=~lGI21/C~1~ ~ TAIL=O·O ~ CC 43 1<"1•2 
IF!TtiiL.LT.a?SIEIG!Klll TAIL:AI'lSUHf.(Kll 

43 COHINLJL. 5 lF!AESIGU>II.LT.TAIL"'CCEFFl Glol:O.O ! GC TO 4E 
44 t!E.IJl=ioO t G!6l=-CIIJ.Jl ~ GCTO 4E 

C KHETIC !:f'llJtTIOt\S FO" FOSITIIE EltCTRCOIO. ;:> Sif"'JLTAHOl!S ~EACTICt<S 
C t:Lt:CTROCI-Ct-<ICAL ~ESIS'TANCE 01\LV 

&;S IFU.LT.t-J2®11 GC TO ""' t IFIJ.EG.IIJI GC TG 284 
EFt:SP:::EFES (Jti)+Y1"CENT2"(CJ11JHI~CJHEPIJ+1ll 

EFE P:!:: Ff_ IJ +il +Ot NT 2" ( V3 i"' ICJ 1 ( J H) ~CJ 1 KE P ( J +11 ) H ~2" ( 
1CJ2(J~1l~CJ?KEPCJ+1)1) 

EXF~:EX 1Jt1l+CEI\T2"'1V21"'1CJ1(J+11+CJ1K~P(J+11l+Y22"'1 

1CJ2(J+1HCJ2KEPlJ+1)1) 
EL I2SP:::ELI2S (J+il +0' ~T2"'Y42"1CJ2(J+11+CJ2KEPIJ+1ll 

C CALCULATION OF ~LT~IY CO~CUCTiv:1v 

SLJ~'i :(CNAOC '1' SI_'M2=0. C $ ~U"' ~" Oo C 
IF!EFEF.LE.C.Cl GO TO <'81 $ Sl'~hSIGFE"'FfEP""'nCTOR 
SLM2:::SL'"'1/E Fri'"~'~C10c "VF:O ~ SLJ1"3:::St:M2 

21!:1. IF<!:~'ESP.LEoOoCl GC ~c 2d2 
bCCJ::: SIGFES"'EFESF""FAC lCF: '? SlMi=Sl'~<'i+ACC 

!':UMZ:::Sl'"Z-2. D"Al:Cii:F: SD"FACTCP"'VFE:S 
282 IFIEXFP.LEoOoCl GO TG 263 

ACC=SIG~•EXFP•"'FICTO~ f SrM1•SLM1•1CG 
5U~2=SL'~2+AC8/E)FP•F'CTO~•VX! Sl~!=Sl~~-ti~DIEXPP•FICTC~•vx 

283 SIGINVU+ll=1•0ISUt"1 l DSIG!=-SU~2"CEI\TUSUM1"'"UECI\Self' 
CSIG2=-SUM3•~E~T2/~UM1"•2tEO~SR/F 
IF ( J • LT. N J 2 l G C T G 41. 

284 C:!"!2di:O.O t GEI3.:!.l:C•C 
C FI~ST E~LATIC~ 

E!E:.IJI=1.0 ~ GHI::: CJ11JHCJ2!Jl-C!!J,Jl 
TAH.=O·O <~; eiG!ii=CJHJl '!; PIG(zl:CJ2(Jl t 8IGI3l=CIIJ.Jl 
CO 285 1<=1•3 1 !F!TAIL.LT.P.8~(8IC!Kill HIL::di'3S!8IGIIOI 

2/lS CGI\TlNLJ:: ~ IFlAeSIG!Cil.LT.HIL"CCEFFI G!E->1=3.0 
C SECONC ':QUAT!Cfl' 

lFIDELT.EQ.C.Cl GO TC 281 '5 IF(J.t_C.JSETI GO TO 297 
IFINONCF!Jl.NE.Ol GO TO 2'::7' 
IFEFES!Jl,t:O.O.O .Ar-;c. EFESKeLT.Q,Ql EFfSI(:::Q.O 
IF!:CLI2S!Jl.EC.O.O .Ho. ELI2SI<.LT.O.CI ELI2SI<=O.O 
IF E: X I J l • E Q • 0 • 0 • ll NO. EX K. LT • 0. 0 l EX 1\::: 0 • C 
!f1ELI25K.LT.C.al GO TC 286 
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!FIEXK .GE.O.O.ANC.~fESK .GE.O.Ol GC TC 287 
28E KEV~1 t PRI~T 11~,CISTIJI,EFESK,EXK 0 ELI2SK.CJ1!Jl.CJ2!Jl. 

iCJ1KEPIJ l .CJ2t<EF IJ I 
IF!DELT.GE.1Q.Q.OR.Cl IJ.JI~CKEF.PIIJ.Jl.GE.O.OI GO TC ~ 

1\0t-.JF!Jh:S t lFICJUJI.U.O.Ol CJUJh::-Hi:SIJI/OEII:T21'!1=CJ1KEP(JI 
l F I C: J 1 I J l , G T , C , 0 l CJ 1 I J I "=EX ( J II C E ~ T 2 IV 21 = C J 1 K E P l J l 
IFICJ2(Jl.LT.C.Cl CJ21Jh:=f)I(Jl/CEf\1"2/V22=CJ2KEP!Jl 
1 F I C J 2 ! J I , G T • C. 0 I CJ 2 I J l "'=F LIZ S l J II CE n 2 I Y4 2= C J ? K E P I J ) 
C! IJ • J l "CJ 1 (J i ~C JZ !J I 
Gl•d:=I;.G~W~"C!IJ.Jl ~ IFIJ.CToil (!4l:::GII;)<~(II,J=11 

lf(J,LT,NJl G!41::G!4l +CCII.Jl 
GC TO 2'H 

2157 EHS=DETALJl ~ IF!EXK.LE.O.O.AN'JoETAS.r;T.O.Ol GO TO 21H 
IF!::.FE.~K elE.O.O • .:\!'<[. ETAS.LT.C.C! GO 10 2~1 
Cii:EXHTCi~ETASI ; CI2:::f)IP(@TC2 .. EH.SI 
EXPDIF:::CI1-CI2 i Al0A~:::AIC1~C!IX,Jl 

IfiA~SIO:TAS~TCU ,GT,;. ,QE-011 !;OTC 2119 
EX PO IF" ETAS" ( (T C i + TC 2 I~ I 1 • G + 0. 5" !1 C 1 = TC 2l" ETAS l + IT C 1""" 3+ T C? u 3 l" 

1ETASH2/E:, 0) 
zse;: 1"1!IX):s/il01"DPCIF t "l!!Nl,-t.:OIIl"!lCP':IitTC2"Cl2l 

Ge !2, 11 "- ( C J 11 J I +C H X, J l "81 !IX ll 
TAIL:::O.Q ~ EIGUI::CJ1!Jl; BIG12ldiCXA"CI1 
EIGI3lz~IO)a•crz I CC ~90 K=!,3 
H!TAIL.Ll.~e<:l<llG!Kl ll TAILzA8SPHGI•Ol 

290 CO~TINU~! I~IAESIC~I2,11J.LT.TAIL"COEFFI G0 12,1l=G·D 
GO TO zn 

291 G912.1l==CJ1!Jl 
C T~I~O E0UATIO~ 

292 If IELI2SK oLE.O .o .HC. C!If\,JI .n .0 ,Q l (;0 TO 2~6 
IFEXK ,LE.O.O .t.t:D. C!It\,Jl.U.O.Ol GC TC Z?rc 
Cit=DHTCi~C!H,Jll f CI2=E\IP{~H:2~C!I~,JJ l 
EXPQIF::Ii=CI2 f IF!AP~!TCi"C!IN,Jll.GT.~.0~-~31 GCTC 2~~ 
D !OJ IF:: C !IN, J l" ( (T C1 + T C 2 l" I 1. 0 + 0 • ~"' (T C 1-1 C2 I" C I I "l, J I H I" C 1""' 3 + 

1 T C 2"" 3 l" C I I~ , J I""' 2 16, C l 
294 AICX3=~:o?aC!IX,Jl $ 22(I~J=-~I02"'FXPCIF 

E 2 !I "l I " -~I 0 ~ <H rr C 1 "'C I 1 +T C '2 "C I 2 l 
G e ! 3 , 1 l" = ( C J2 ! J l + 9 2 I : X l"' C (Ill , J l l 
TAIL:::O,O 5 f:'!C!1l:::CJ2(Jl ~ 8IGI2h:IIIOX!!~CI1 

EIG!3l=AIOX~ "CIZ * DC 295 K=1•3 
IF!TAIL .LT. ~?SI9IG(Klll TA1L=fi8S!13HIK)) 

2Cl5 CCHINL:': ~ IFIA1?5!GI:l(3,1ll.LT,TAJL"CCEHI C:.'3n,1)=CoC 1 GClTC 2<:7 
2t?6 G213,1l==CJ2!Jl 
2"7 f!f:l:G!6l+G?.!2,11+Gi3!3,1l $ 8(6,:::t.:l::E1!HHI32(INI 

F;Ct:. IXl=~1 !IXlt~'>2( IXl 
C C~~S LAW ~QlbTIC~ 

46 1F!J,EC.NJ1,0R.J,EQ,t.Jl GC TC ~11 

IF!J,GT.NJioA~C.J,LT.~J2l GO TO ~? 

CCNJ:oCCI\(Jl"C!H,Jl""f~CIOR 7 CO~Jf:1"CCI\~J+1l"'C!IE,JHl""F!ICTO~ 
TCt.N:.2zT"OUACIJHl 'f XP.2:1,0-C(!)I,Jt1l 
TDLII!A1d"'DLI\AC!Jl G >B1:1,QaC ID,Jl t IFIJ.GT.I\JZI C:O TO 51 
TER1::1VAL1+VI'.l2"CIIX,J))!)ig:UC !IX,Jl ~ F120=T~~1"Hll\t.i 

CF 12 X Q: T "0 2 L "J ~ C ! J l "T :c "1 + T C LN t11" I II tl.l 2" C ! 1) , J l ""' 2- II A L 1" I 1 • 1-:? • ll"' 
1C (IX, J I I l I { I X e 1-~' C { D, J l l """2) 

1' E Q 2: I \1 t:. l1 + II t. L 2" C I D. , J H I l I'J "2 IC ( ! l< , J t 1 l $ F 1 2S :::: TE I< 2~ T t:l N t. 2 
CF12XS::T"OZLNICIJ+11"lER2•TDLNA2"1VAL2"CI!X,J+il""2=VILl"lloC-2oC" 

1 C IIX • J H II l I! 0' 2 2" C c;: )(, J till""" 2) 
47 CG3::::CIII,Jl"0.5 ~ CG~z!F12C+F12SI~CVII\V"t.S 

E!~,IXI:=CG3"CCOH!JliCO~JICCNUl =CG'H0Ft2llC~tl.5"DllHD 

CI5.IXl::::0.5nOF12~S~OXVFO-CG3 4 0CO~X!Jt1l/(ONJD1/CCI\iJ41ItC~~ 

CSI:>=o.o $ CSIGF=o,o f IF(CJl!Jl.~G.o.rJI GO TO 41.1 
C~IG::::DSIG1 t C~IGP~OSIG1F 

48 1FICJ2(Jl.EC.C.Ol GO TO 1.'3 1> O~IG~>:t;SIG;>f 1> fJSIG:OHG2 
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~9 E15wiEI*$CG!"'f~CTORICC~JICIIE~JI 

CIS.IEig-CG!"'FAC~ORICCNJFliC!If.J+ll 
el5oiJI~o.s~!CIII.JI-TCDI"'CSIG 
CIS.III~o.s~ICIII.Jl-TCOI"'CSIGP~WEP 
e I!: • II h: 0. '5"' lie 0 IC CNJ + 1. OICO ~J P1 ~s IG I !>II l J I+ SIG IN \II J HI I 
EISdNI"'OVIt.\1 $ D!S.li'-'1"'-DVlN\1 
EIGI1l SIG!~IIIJI~o.s~TCD t BIGI21gCVI~V~CETAIJ+il 
EIGIJI•D.s~CIJl,JIICJ~J 'BIGI4I•D.5~F12S•XDIJI~OYINV 
IFICONJPloLT.CDNJI ~IGI31=BIGI31~CCNJICO.JP1 

G I 5 l"' 0 • 5 "'1 C C"' IS I GIN \II J l + S I G I t II I J + 1 I I -13 I 5 • In "'C I II • J I 
1 + L' VI N II ~ I DE H ( J H I - CE T A I J ll +c G 8 "' I X C U ) -XC I J+ 1l I 

EIS.Ill=915•IIIooCIS.IIl 
CO SO K:d .• ll f IFITALLISI.LT.I\BSIF.!IGIKI)) TALUSl=I\E~IEHIKII 

SO CO~TINV~ $ GO TO 311 
C Ot"f"S LAW EOLAiiCI>I• FOS IT! \IE ELECHOCE. 

51 TER1 :I\IAL1e+\IAL213"'CIIX.JII/X!H/CIIX.Jl S Fi2D:::T!:R1 19 TDlt<H 
CF12XO"'T"'02LN~CIJI 4T: ~i+TDlNA1~!VAL2e~cfiX.Jl"'~2-VAL19~11o0-2.0"' 

1CIIX.Jlli1HXE1"'C«<li.Jll"'~2l' 

HR23"' IIIALie+IIAL2B"'CI IlloJHillii921CIU.JHl 
F12S,.TER2B"'TCLN.Il2 
CF12XS:T"'D2L~~CIJ+ii~~E~2~+TCLNA2"'1VIll2~&C(IX.J+il"~2eVALi~"'l1oOe 

12.0"'CIIX.J+ii!L<'IIX82"'CIIX.JHll~"'2l! GC TO 47 
52 EIS.INI:d.D 'i: G!~h-CIIN.Jl 

C EQUATICN lo HITERIAL EILANCE. 
311 IFIDELT.Et;J.Q.CI GO TO ~29 

F3~M.F3N I FL~XM•FLll\F I FJ~.F~NF 
F3NMD"'F3~0 ! F3~Q:f3NFC $ FGM~fGP 
~~·HP ! WM•~a • CXOVN~=DXCVN ' O)C~N=CXC\INP I BGM~BG 
JE = J ll IF !J. NE. N J I G C T 0 3:1. 2 
~M:0.37S~H3 ~ FlUXP=O.C $ fGP=OoC • JE=Jei I GO TC 31S 

312 CXOVNP =IVIJ+1)eC(IX.J+ii~DV~IJ+11liVIJ+1l~~2 

FJI'<P=CI I:.vJH l"'~FACTOR"'OIFUS~IJ+iiiiJIJH I 
F31\D D= C I IE • J +1 l" "'F ~CT CR~ !DOll !J H l e C IH S 1\' IJ H) ~D II X IJ + U IV IJ ~ :1.111'\1 I 

iJHl 
JGP"'J 'l IFIJ.GE.~>J21 JGP=J+i $ IFIJ.EC.11 JE:d+i I JGM:JCP$1 
IFlJ.EC.U wM::0.37'5~11i 

IF I J • E Q. N J2 e 11 F3 N P: F 31' a" IE S E P I C II E • J H I In f !'\C T C R 
IF iJ • E 0 • N J 2 e 1) F 3 N PO= f 3 N PC~ I ESE a I C II E ~ J + 1 I l ~~ FJl. C T 0 R 
IFIJ.NE.I\Jil GO TO 31~ ~ JE=J-1 ~ HP=H2 
ft.~::: 0 • 37 5 "'H 1 ~ R A 1:: IE S t: F I C !IE • J ll ""'FACT 0 R ~ n N"' F 31\'"' f< ~ T 
F3~D,.F3ND"RAT ! GO TO 314 

313 IF!J.NE.NJ2l GC TO 314 ~ F3N=CIIE.JI~~FACTOR~DIFUS~1Jli\IIJI 

F3ND "'C(IE.JlHFACTOP~IOCX!Jl-OifL'SN!Jl"'CIIXIJI/IJIJIIIV(Jl 

JE=JE+i S ~P~~~ t W~:0.375"'k3 ' JGM:J-1 
314 EG"I.l.2S"'!C!IX,J~1HC!IX.Jll ! FGF•CHG,J{;a) 

FLUXP"2QO"'EG"'CIIG,JGPl=O.S 4 1f3NP+F3NI~!XC!J+il-~~~Jili~P 

315 RiK :FLLX~=FLUX~+ /F~ CIIJ.J)'~'~.O 
1'<21< :di::"'CIIE.Jl"! O"'C!IX,Jl/\IIJHCIIX,JElNIJEil 

1+~EIVLICL"4•0~EFLIJI 
F<\11Ko:FGM=FGF+H"' C I IJ. Jl !F"'4e C 
F<\121\ :::WE~C !IE.Jl~ 13. 0/V 1Jl+1, 0/IJ{JE) l 

1 HIE"' 4 • 0"' IE P l I J II \lllC L + E PK I J l 1\IKC U 
IF!J.EO.NJ1l RV2K:::P\12i<+ESEP"'I'218.~13.1\I(Jl+1.1VIJ+1)1 
IF I J. E Q. NJ 21 F< \12 K"' RIJ 2 K +t: SE f~ ~>'2/8 •" 13. IIJ I J I +1. IV I J -11 l +C ( :G ~ J II II I J I 
IFIJ.EQ.NJ11 R2K"R2K~ESEF~k21e.~I3•"'CIIX.JII\11Jl+C!I)•J+1l/VIJ+ill 

IFIJ.EQ.NJ21 R2K "R2K +E~EP"'H218."'(3.~C!I~.Jl/VIJ)tC!I>.J~111VIJ 

1-lll +CIIG,JI"'C ID.JIIVIJI 
I<IJ!"DTllll\1~ (R\12K-RIJ21J II ~ \IOlF:::R\Ilwo.S"' !1<\liK+RIJiiJII 
f<3:DTII\II"'(R2K-R21JII ! RC!F"I<3-!l.5"'1R1K+I<UJll 
IFIJ.GE.~J21 GC TO 31E I e11,IGI•!G I ~12.IGI•D•5 I GC TC !17 

31€: IFIJ.EQsNJI f:C TC 315! Cl1oiGh8G f CI2,IGh:0.5 
317 Cll.IXI: C.2S"CIIG.JGPI-IF3NF+F3N+F31\PD"'IXDIJ+11-XC(JIIIIHP/~. 
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E!i,IXI= Oo25"CIIGoJGFitiF3NPtF!N•F3NC"IXOIJtli•YCIJlllfMP/4o 
lF(J.GE.NJi.A~C.J.LT,I\J?.l GO TO 31/l 
e I 1, IE l = 8 11 ~ IE 1- FACTO I< 14 • • F3 UHP" 0 0 ( J ti l•Y D I J II I C I IE, J I 
CI1,IEl=·D.2S•FDCTOR /~P •F3NP"I)0(Jt1l-XD!Jll/CIIE,Jttl 

311! II' IJ.EQ. NJ 21 F31\ :::F 3N" !ESE PIC liE, J I !••FAC'TOP 
IF!J.EG:.NJ2l F3NC:d3NC"IE~EP /C(IE,Jll""FACTOR 
IF!J.EQ.NJil F:'li\;C:::F3NC"ICOE,Jl/ESEPI""'FI!CTOR 
IFIJ,EQ.NJ1) F31\=f3N"ICIIE,Jl1ESEPI""FAC10"' 
IFIJ.LE.NJ2l GC TO 31~ $ 811,IGl:::·8GM $ 812,IGl=·O.S 'GC TO 32C 

319 IFIJ.t:O.il CC TC 321 '£ 1\(i,ICl=-eGI"' ~ IH2,IGh::-0.5 
3 2 Q E 11, I X I "e 11 , I II I • J , 2'5 "C I I (, J G I"' l t ! F 3 N H t F 3 N + F 3 N 0 • I XC ( J ) • X 1 ( J@ 1 I l l 

i/i"'M/4. 
A ( 1 , IX l ::: ! F 3 !'X ~ C <> I ~ D ! J I -X 0 1J -1 l l -F 31\ I"- F 3 1\; l I H M I'> • - 0 • 2 ~"' C I I G • J G "~I 
1F!J.GT.NJ1.~~D.J.LE.~J2l GO TO 321 
A(1,IEl~0.2~ 4 F~CTOF/~~ "F3NH~(XC!Jl-XC!J·111/CIIE,J-1l 
E! 1, IE l "'"! I 1, H l H ACT 0 I< /4.,. 1'3 ~ /HM 4 I XC ( J I-):) l J-1 II /C! IE, J I 

321 e<i.IXl=B!t,r~l~wM,.CIIE,Jl•crr~v,.c~ov~~ Eli.IJI~-z.o~wE/1 
E! 1, IE l:::!:! I 1 • IE l Hit "'n • o• C I IX • J II VI J l + C ( D, J E I Ill (JE I I"' Li H II 
E ! 2, IE l "WE" ! 3 • 0 I \1 ! J I ~ i • 0 IV IJ E I l • ( T I !'XV '!> E ! 2 • I J l "- 2 • C "'WE IF 
e! 2, IX l: -IH'" DT If\~· C U E, J) "'OV X ! J l IV I J I"' • 2 
IFIJ.NE.ll GO TO 322 f 0!1o!)rl=f1!1,Il\l+Hi113.•C:!IE.il"'DTHV,.OXOVH 
CI2,IlO=-H118,•CTHxV"C!IE,J l"JIIX!Jt11/\IIJ+11""2 $ GC TO 325 

322 If!J.NE.NJl GC TC 323 
A I 1, I X l "~ I i • IX l + 1- 3 I 13 , "C ( IE, N J I "'C 1 I t\ II" C) 0 V NM 
A(2.IXl=~H319,"CT!t--V"C!IE,J I"DIIX(Jeii/\I!J-11""'2 t GC TC 325 

323 IFU,NE.NJil CO TO 32~ ~ PAT>:(ESEP/C!IE,Jil""'F4CTOf.: 
F3~>:F3N"'~AT I F3ND=F~~C"PAT 
~(i,IXl:A(i.IXl+l-ite,•C!IE,J l"C'fl!I;V'"DXCVNM 
!!12,IXh:-DTI~V"0.37'3"f'2"f5:E~'"DIIXIJIIIJ(Jl'""'2 t8!2,IXI 
C I 2, IX l = ~ 0 T I~ \i "I- 2/6," E S !': ~"" 011 X ( J t 1 ) Ill ( J ~ 1 ! •" 2 
1112,IXI:eH11~'<."CTit--\I"CIH,J I"DIIX(J-11/i/(J-11""2 
C!1,IXI:O!i,:~l+l-21e.•~SEP•OTIJ~;V"'r.>CII~P 

Sli.IXI=ei1•Il0+0.37o"'F'2"E~EF"CTII':V"'OXOV~ ~ r;o TO 32~ 
32'< IF!J.NE.NJ2l GO TO 32!0 li l<Ah!CI lt.Jl/E5EPI""'FliCT0" 

F3~:F3N"~AT ~ f3NO:F3~C"'RAT 
E(l,IG!= OTHV"'CIP,JI/\I(Jl <t ~(2,1Gh Cii"<\11\I(Jl 
C!2,IXI:-H31~."CTI~V"C!IE,J l"D\IX(Jtili\J(J+il""2 
~ I 1, I X h: A ( 1 • I v l H· 2 I e , "I:. S E to •o T I ~·11 "'0 )I C II~ I': 
13 ( lo I X I "B I 1 • I X l + C T IN II • G)( 0\1 N" I 0 • 3 7 5" 1'12" ESE P + C ! I G , J l l 
C!i,IXl=O!i,Dl+I-3/S."C!IE,J l"CTIN\I"OX(IJNP 
~ ( 2. I X) "- 0 T I~ v "I- 218 ... f s E "" 0 II)( ( J- 1) Ill ( J G 1 j..,. 2 
E! 2, I X l" ~o T H V"O \1 ll !J l IV! J l """2" ( C ! H .J l H' 2" 0, 37 '5" ESE F l ~ 8 ( 2, I)( l 

325 [.(i),~I<OIF t G!?l:::-V'JIF 
IF!t:PUJl,GT.c,G.Of<,O:FKIJI,GT.o.O GC TC 326 

C C!VOID fRACT!CNI 10 (Tlf'El,I\J. 
E { 3 .I X h: ~ C I IJ , J l " D ZET ~ X LJl I 2 • 0 ~ e (3 , I El : D TI N II 
EI3.IJl=-ZEHUl12.G 'f ~IG!il=OTIN\I"CKI.:EHE,Jl 
EIG!2l:::0,'5"Z£TALC(JI"CKHP(I.J.Jl <t E!IG(3l:8(3,~Jl"C<IJ,Jl 

EIG!'<l:::OTI:-1\I"EPLKEP(J) ~ 131Gl5h:OT1t\II"EPKI(:0P(Jl 
CO 53 K::q,5 'f IF'Tt.LLI3l.LT.IlBS!EIG!Kill TALL!3l:AES!8Hf10l 

53 CO~ T I NIJ E 
C: ( 3 I ::: 0 T I ~ V • ( C K E E F { : ~ , J l + E F l K ~ P ( J l + E P K KE o I J l ·8 ( I E , J I l + E ! G ! 2 I - ':! I C: ( 3 ) 
GC TO 328 

326 El3,IXi:do0 t XAI\S::::)U\~K $ IF!EPLIJI.GT fJ.Ol XANS=XIlSL 
G(31:XANS-C!D,Jl t IF!EPL(Jl.EQ.~.O) GO TO 327 
E ( i, I E) ";3 ( 1 , IE I -;, E /V L I C L • 4, 0" 0 T I ~ V 
E' ( 2, IE l = 8 ( 2 • IE I- wE /VL 1 CL "4 .0 "'OT H V 
E ( 1, I J l::: c ( 1 • I J l HiE /V L I C L ..... 0 "2' (T A ( J 1/2. 0 
E ! 2, I J l = '3 ( 2 , I J l ~WE IV L I C L" 4 • 0 "Z H A ( J l I 2 • 0 
e ( 2, Ill l :::3 ! 2 • IX l f wE /IlL 1 CL "4. 0 •o ZE Ttl X ! J l,. C li J oJ l /2 • ll 
E!1.IX1::::8(1 0 DHwE/VLICL"4.0"07::1tll'!Jl"CIIJ,J)/2.0 $ GC TO 328 

32'1 Ei2,IEI:!'l!2oiEl-wE/Vt<CL "'<•O"OTif\\1 
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!!12,1Jhe z.IJIHlE/VI<Cl, "'t..!:J•ZETIHJI/2.0 
EIZ.IlO=Biz.Il!I+~EIIIKCL •4.0"'0ZE:lU !Jl•CHJ,J liZ o!l 

3Zt! COHINl'E 
e I G! 1 h 0 TIN v•c liE • J)"' C n X • J I Ill !J I"' ~<tE"' :J • 0 
I:IG!2l"!lo2~"'0'fiN\I "'XDIJI"'F3N $ ~IG•!3i"'2•0"'CIIJ.Jllf"'H 
!!IG!Sl"'4•0"'WE•CTINV•EFL!Jl/VliCL 
!!IGI4l"O 2~ "'CI~~.Jl~C!IX,Jl ~ DO 54 K=i•~ 

54 IF!Ti\Llli! .LT.IlESH?IG !KI I l TlilU 1hd~!?SielG!Kl I 
!liGI1h'JT!N\I•WE"'CilE.JI"'3•0/VIJI '¥; I':HG!Zh!l.S"'C!'!G.JI 
EJ:G!31 c•O"'H "'CIIJ.JI/F 
!!IGI41 4.0"'WE"'EPK!Ji CTI~V/VKCl 
E!IG!SI:d••O"'wt."'CIINV"'t PLLJl/VliCL t DC 55 1<=1•5 
IF!iALL!2loLT.A£'S!EIGIKlll TALU2Jo:At:SIPIGIKll 

55 CO~fiNUE I GO TO &C 
329 !!ll.IXh1.0 t B!2.IGh1.0 1J Blh!Ehi.O f !FIIPOLAj;.EQ.CI GO TC EO 

IIAeAR:\J!JlHi.O-CIIl<,Jli"'CIJXIJl i HIJ-~'<J2l ~06, EQ,30!! 
30b E!2.IGl,-O.!:"'!ViJHIIIJHII $ II'!J.Efl.U GO TO 3!!<:! 

~12oiGI:::O.S"'!IIIJl+VIJ-11l $ G!2l:::-A(2,!Gl"'CIIG,J-il ~ GC TO 309 
30!! 8(2,IGl:::Oo5-~'(\liJl+VIJ-1ll 'li IFU.EC.NJl f.O r:J 309 

C I 2 .I G l" -0 • ~"' IV ( J l+\1 I J til l ~ G I 2 1:::- C I 2, I G l "'C ( I G, J + 1 l 
3 0 ~ E ! 2, I J l ::: IV A I" A R If - Z ET c,. I J l l "WE"' 4 • 0 

E12,IEl~C\/Dl!Jl"CfEM~/\I(JI,.WE"'4.0 
G!21:::GI2l-8!2,IJI"'C!~J.Jl-812,I~ l"'CIIE,Jl-6!2,IGI"'CIIG,Jl 
IFIJ.EQ.NJil G!21~GI2l- CTE~f/\I(Jl"'~212.0"'ESEP 10 C\/Oi!Jl 

Ulll2hABS!3!2,IGl"'C!IG,Jll 
!F!TALLl2l.LT.AES!B!Z,IJl"'C!1J,Jlll TALLI21:A~SI812,IJI~C!!J,Jll 

eO IF!!J.GT.NJil~Al\C,IJ.lT.f'-J211 GO TC 6 
C F<Et"OVAL CF TR~f\iSFEF CLRREI'\l 

EINV:i.OIBif,IJi $ G!El ~eiNV"'GI61 $CO 61 MN~1,~ 
61 IFiJ.LT.NJ2l ei6,MNl=~INV 4 8!E.MNl t DC 62 l~i•N 

G!Li:GiLl=G16l '*iHL.IJl 
IF lT A L L ( U • L T • A e ~ ( G (f) l ">8 I L • I J I l l TA L l ( L h: A 8 S ! G I 6 I "'3 ! L • l J l l 
CO 62 f'!N"i•N 

62 EIL,MN),B(l,M~l-e(t,~~l,.BIL,IJ) 1 l\ERR=O 
CO 63 JW:1,N $ IF!~EStG(JWll,LT.TALLIJ~l"'COEFFl G!JWl:C.J 
IF!GLJid.~E.O.Ol N~R~o:I\EF<R+i 

IF!JW.fliE.S.CR.J.~E.NJil GO TO 63 
lF<TCO.t:Q.O.O. liND .GIJWI.NE.O.Ol 1'\ERR,NER'<=i 

t3 CO~TINUE I 1'\TE~F<=NTEh~•NERR 

IF!I~>OLIII<.EC.Q etiNC. JCOLI\T,LT.9l GO TOE 
lFIJCOlJNT.GE.7 .ANC. 1\EPI'<.Nf.Ol PRINT 11€, fJIST!Jl,II!IK),K:1,Nl 

i,C(IN,JI 
6 IH!POUIR.NE.QI GO TO €:4 ~ BH,ih!!I~,III 1> '3!i,2lg!!h,Hl 

!l(1,11:d.!4.IIl ~ A!1,2h:A!4,INI! A!Z,ilo:AIS,III $ A!2,21::A!5,II\l 
Clioih:OI4dil t D!1,2hCI4,INl t Cl2,ii:DI'5.III '!) Cl2,2hl)!Sdl\l 
El2di~'?!S,lil ! 8!2,21"'r:l!S.INl ! G!il=G!td ~ Gl2hGI5l t N:2 

E4 CALL 3AND(Jl ! 1\:::5 '1i lF{J,LT.NJl r;c TC ':3 
CO !:>5 J:i,NJ f lF!IPOLAR.~E.Cl GC TO t:'5! CCII,JhCihJl 
CUN,JI:C!2,Jl $ C(1,JhO.Q '£ C!2,Jh:C.C '1: CI3,Jh:O.C 

e5 COI\T INIJE 
C f<EEIIALL'ATIOt-. CF MAIN \IARIA!?LES. 

CO 67 J:::i,NJ '1i xDIJI:::XO!Jl+CII)(,Jl 1> C!II,Jl:::lC') 
CETAIJI:::OETa!Jlt CII~.Jl '1i 00 f.7 K=1~4 

67 Cli<,JI::: CI~,JHCOLC!K,Jl '!; C!I!,ihO.O 
AIIILIM:::Q.O ! CO 443 J:::t.t.J1 
r::::~1 '1i IF!J.EC.i .OR. J.EQ.NJ11 r:~/2.0 

IFU.GT.il C!U,Jh:C!I:::,J-11 
IF INONCf" IJ l ,NE .Q) GO TO 445 
lF!Q(Jl.LE.t.CEeC5,A'<C.C!IN~Jl.U.C.Ol GC TO 444 
IF(~8EH(Jl.LE,:!..Ot.-11.HC.C(IN.Jl.GE.O.CI GO TO 444 
CO 442 K5=i•4 $ AOCJ=CENT2~(C{IJ9Jl+CKEEF(IJ,JII 

F<INK::RINKEP(J) 
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IFUHJI.LE.t.Ol GO TO ~J'l!; !F!CCH.Jl.U.O.OI GO TC4H! 
~IJI~o.o S GO TC 440 

431! FII\5::::PIN5Z f PIN2"'FIN22 '! t:FC"'DFC2 
IF !W IJ I. GT .1.1?91 RINK :ROUTAIJI 
I'< OK"' I ROUTA ( J l n3 +A COJ !PH !321 "'"' PH>1 
f<IN3.RINK ~"'!•llCDJIDIN2 I IFIRIN!oLT.D.£1 GO TO 444 
~~~IJI•RIN3•"'PJ~1 
TL:li.OIRINIJI @1.0/~0KIIDFC $ GC TO 441 

430: lFIClit..JI.t:r.C.Ol GO TO 440 $ W!Jh2.0 I GO TO 43e 
440 FIN5,PINS1 $ FIN2::PIN21 1 CFC,.DFC1 

f;OK" I ROUT A IJ I """3 +A DDJ I PIp; H "'"'PI t-.1 
I"E!ETAJ,RE!EH IJI"""3·ACDJIPIN2 '!: IFIRBETil3.LT.O.fll GC TC 444 
RE!EJilK =R8ET13••PIN1 I RINIJI•R!ETilK 
TL" li.O/PINZ+i.(/PIN51"'1Q(JI+IlCDJliiROK"'"'2tROK 

t•F<IN I J I tR IN ( J I""' 21 /10 FC"' !<OK"' r; IN l J l l 
441 ~~REI~FIN4"'~0K"'"'2 

CR2=EXF«TCA• C!I~.Jil t CR3~EY.PI-TCC~CII~.Jll 
CR14:oCRZ-CR3 '!: IF!t.8~!CCH..:.Jll.Gl.C.0005l GO TO 437 
CR14"CIIN,Jl"'!TCil+TCC+ITCA"'•3+TCC•~JI"'Cil~.JI"'~21&.QI 

437 EXC~IIl,SARE~~CR1 4 !CII~.JIIXARI•~Gil~ 
CR15~TL•CR2+1.0/EXCHIA $ CR1c:CR1~"'"'2 

81e.IJl"1•0+CR141CR16•CELT/&.o~!CR2/DFC"'I1oOfDIN21R!~IJI•"'4 +ieO 
i/PIN5/ROUTA!JlH41-Z. !!/EXCHIA/POl:Til!Jl"'•31PIN51 

C ( IJ • J l "C I IJ • Jl- !C IIJ 0 J l -CR 1 ~/ Ck' 15 liE I 6 ,IJ I 
442 IFIA8SIC!IJ,Jl-CR14/C~1Sl.lE.COEFF•ABSIC~141CR151"'•01l CC TO 44~ 

Go ro 445 
444 C IIJ.Jl=O• 0 
445 IF!TL.LT.i.OE-191 AVIllM:::2.0•TCD '!! IF!H.LT.t.OE·i~l GC TO 443 

~VlLIM:::aVIliM+~/TL 

~~3 CIII,Jl=CI!I,Jl~H"'C!:J,Jl 
IFIAVIliM.li.TCC.Il.f\D.lPOUlR.EQ.OI GO TO fi!l 
CIII,NJI=D·C ! DO 295 JB="J2oNJ I J•NJ-JEtNJ2 I ~=H3 
IF<J.EQ.NJ2 .CR. J.[f.l.t\Jl H:l-12. 0 ~ IF!t>.ONOF'!Jl.NE.Ol GC TO 2"?3 
ETAS=DETA!Jl t CJ1(Jl::Oo0 » CJ21JI=O·C 
lF!::FES!Jl.EQ.O.U .ilNC. ETAS.LT.o.tn GO TO 280 
IFIEX!,JI.EO.O.O .I~D. EHS.GT.().QI GO TO 280 
EXPDIF=ETAS•IITC1tTC21•11.0+0.S•ITCl-T~21"'ETISltiTC1~•3tTC!"'•31~ 

1EHS"""21E. Ol 
IFtA'3S!TCi•EHSI.GT.O .Q(]I;I DPDIF><EXPUC1"'ETASI-EXPioTC2"'ETASI 
CJ1(Jl=EXPD!f"'AIC1•CI1X.Jl 

280 ETilS=CIH,Jl t IFID!Jl.EGl.O.O .IINC. ET!l.!:.LT.O.Ol GC TC 293 
IFIELI2S!Jl.EC,o.o .11"0• ETAS.GT.a.OI GC TO 295 
EXFDIF=ETA~•IITC1+TCZi•lt.G+0.5"'1TC1-TC21"'ETASI+ITC1•"'3+TCZ"'•Jl• 

1ETilS""'21E. 01 
IF lA !'!SIT C 1 "'ET II S I • G T. 0 , 0 0 £.I D P[)If: Eli PUC 1"' ETil S I -Ell PI a 'fCZ"' E US I 
CJ2€JI:EXPOIF•AICZ"C!I~.JI 

293 CIIJ,JI::::CJ11JI+CJ21Jl 
29! CIII,J·il:::CIII,Jl-I""'C IIJ.JI 

C CAlCUlllTE TCTH Ctll \HLTAGE 
F~Il:o.o ' co ~e J=1.~J1~1 

66 FI"Ii:::P~I1<~-Q.5•i~IGIN\IIJI+SIGIN\HJ+111"'1CI!IoJI-TCDI"'H 
I<G:::G.O ~ CC t9Jb:NJ1P1.1\J2M1 
I<G=~G+CIII 9 J~IICONIJqiiESEFP~+!\IIlli+VAL2"'C!IXoJBli"'T•CL~~CIJ:I• 

11C!IX.J3+1l-CII~.Je-1li~0.5/~2/!1.C-CIIX~JP!IICII~.Jel 
69 COHINIJE 

F~ 12= -~2"' I RG + • 5"' !C !I~ • 1-<J 11 IC CN INJ il/E SE PF N+ 1\1 A li4- II Al:Z"' C I !X • N J 111• 
1T"'OLNAC«~Jil•t4.D"'CIIX,NJ1+11-3.0"'CIIXoi\J1l-CIIX.NJ1+21l•0.5/H21 
111oO•CIIX~NJ1lll 

1C !IX. ~Jl HC I II .~J2 IIC Cl\ HJ211E SE PH+ 1\IAL H\IAL2"'C I D ot\J 211"'T"' 
ii:LNA C O.J21 "'1-4. il "'C Ill< • I'!J 2-11 +3. D "'CCI X .NJ 21 +C U X • fiiJ 2-21 l • le $/H 21 
1H·!l-CIIX.NJ21liC!D<.t-J21ll '!' I>HB=o.o ~DO 70 J:i\'JZ.i'\JI'i 

70 FHI3~P~I3+0.5"'1SIGINVIJI~SlC.N\IIJ+1)1"'!CIII.JI-TCDl"'H3 
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PHI~~ooTCO~WICTHICON(NJZI 

TCV~PHI1+PHIZ+P~Il+Pkl4 4UJO+CtiN~NJl I~IIN9NJ1Joo~G~ID~TCD 
IF«IPOLAR.EQoOI GO TO 1 IFIOELT.ECoO®DI 

tDTEMP~ITCO~IUJOooTINIT 1-CHT•(TqTAHBIIICP~A 

CO 74 M~l9~J! lFIMoo~JZI 71o7Zo73 
71 VSTARI~I~Ow5~1V(~I+V!~+iii•ICIIGoMI=D051F~CIIIoMII I GCTO 74 
72 VSUR!i"I"CUG 0 i"l I GO TO 74 
73 VSTAR(~I"005~1VtMI+V!~=111~1CIIGoMI=Oe~IF~CIIloM=1)1 
14 CO\IITHIIJE 

C CALCUlATE NEW RESE~VOIR VCLUME ICM3/C~Z ~EPARATORl 

\10\I!::IU"'C UG 0 NJZl 
C CONSIDER PRECIFITATIO~ OF liCL 0~ KCl 

co 333 J:::1 ~l'lJ 
QE FS"'E P!I:KE P IJ hE FU<E P (J i +CKEEP UE, J i =C HE 0 J H llo S&~OEl T ~ UET A IJ i 

i&~CIIJ~Jt+ZETALCIJi&~CKEEPIIJ~Jii $ IFIEPLIJI.LEoOoOl GO TC 330 
EPUJhd)EPS! IFIEPLIJid:;T,OoCll GC TO 333 
FI<INT 307,J,EPUJI ~cl lX~Jl 
CUX,JI= IC nE~JI~C HX 0 JI +EPUJ U IICCU::,JhEPUJII 
~C!Ji.,C(!XwJl~XAINIT 

CO:l:.JhCUE.JhEPUJI « EPUJI,Il.ll S GO TO 333 
307 FOI<MAT ti5.2F12oEI 
330 IFIEPKIJI.LE.C.Ol GO TO 331 f EPK(JI.,CEP~ 

IF!l:PKIJI.GT.D.Ol GO TO 333 ! PRINT 307.J.EPKIJI.CIIX 9 Jl 
CIIX.JI~CIIE,Jl~C(IX.JIIICIIE.JI+EPK(JII 
XDIJI.,CIIX?Jl=XAINIT 
CIIE.Jl.,CIIE.Jl+EPK(Jl S EPKIJI"'OoO S GC TO 333 

331 IFICIIXwJI.LT.XASLl GC TO 33; S IFIJCCUNTeNE.!I GC TC 33! 
PRINT 307. J,EPLIJlwCIIX.Jl I JPTERR~t 
EPUJl,.CIIE~Jl<liOIASL-CUX.JI UO(IISLstoOI S XlHJhUSlsUINIT 
CIIE.Jl:CHE.Jl-EPUJI S Cnl!.Jl2XASL 'I 1:0 TCI 333 

332 IFICIIX~Jl.GT.XASKl GC TC 333 $ IFIJCCUNl.MEoll GC TO 333 
PRINT 307• J.EPKIJI 9 CIIX.JI $ JPTERR:1 
EPKIJhCUE.Jl"'O(ASK-CU.X,JIIIUSK !i XOIJhXASK-XAU.:IT 
CIIE,Jl:CIIE,JI-EPKIJI S CIIX,JI~XASK 

333 CO~TIN~E S KEY:~ 
CO 75 H4:1oNJ! IFICIIEoH~I.GT.D.OI GOTC 75 
PRINT Ut.DISTH!~l ,CIIE.M41,CIIJoH41•JCOLNT I GO TC 6 

75 COHINUE 
C CONVERGENCE TEST. 

7 CO 76 K:i.NJ 
IFIABSICIINoKI-C:ClDI!~oKll.ll.t.CE-29.ANC.TCO.EQ.O.Dl GC TO 76 
IFUBSIC(IN,IO-CClOIH.KI»oGl.COtV~ABSIOETIHKHI GC TO 77 
IF UBS u: IIN 9 Kl-CCUlU N.to loG le CO ~~~~ABS IC UNo!( n I GO'I'O 71 

76 CO~TINUE ! GCTO 10 
77 IFIJCOUNT.GE.71PRINT 127o KoCISTIKioCII~oKI.CIIE.KioYSTAFI~I. 

iCIIIoKI~CIIJoKiwCIIN.KI.CJiiKI 
IFIJCOt!I'H.LT.~OlTSl GCTC 4 
IFIIPOLARoNE.OI GO TO 59 S Ifi1COoEQ.O.OoAND.JCCIUNToLT.2:1GOTO 4 

59 P~INT 13SoTl~E ! PRINT 105 
FR IN T H 8 o I C I S Tl J I o C I I X o J I o C n E • J I ,. \1 S U R I J I • C U I • J I • C U J • J I • 

iCIINoJI~CJ11JioJ: 1oNJ I 
KE'I"fl 

C ~ALVE TIME STEP 
8 PRINT 134 0 KEY 'I JSEhD Tit'E"TIHE-OEL T 

T"T-DELT~DTE~f S OELT"'0•5~CE S IFIKEY.EQoioAND.CELT.GEoOoOOSI 
1GO TO 9 

JS.FOhJSPOTH 
9 CO 78 l'l2"19NJ S XDIM21"'~DKHPIMZI S OEUIM21"'CKEEP«1Nol'!€l 

NONOFI~!I:O S E~LIM21:EFlKEPI~21 S EPKIH21"'EPKKEPif2) 
IFIMZ.GE.NJZlCETAIMZ»~CKEEPIINoM()+OSEPOT S CJ11M2l~CJ1KEP{M2l 
IFIM2olEoNJil RINIHZlg~I~KEPIMZI S IFIM2eGEoNJ2iCJ21~2l~CJZKEPI~Zl 
CO 78 IH.g119J~" 



c 
itl 

c 

c 
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78 CI~1 9 MZI~CKEEFI~1t~21 ~ IF!IPCLA~.EQ.Ql ~0 TO 3 
IFIOELT LT.CT~I~) CO TC 1~ 
IFIKfV.::O.E,) KEV6=KEYH1! IF!KEYf:.EQ.91 GO TO 14 
JC00NT~o $ GO TO 2 
COhVERGEC ~CLLTICN - FRI~T RESLLTS 
IFiJPTERR.NE.Ol GO TO<.~ IF!!POUIR.EC.Ol GO TO 12 
FRINT 103 ! FRI~T 10~ 1 ~1,P2 1 H3 1 hJ~JCCUN1,CC~V,TI~E I PR]NT 105 
JFRINT:<i $ r;o 80 J"i,fi:J 
GiJI:::Q IJiiOEI\TZ"'(CIIJ.JI~CKEEPO:J 1 Jll 
IFU.EO.JPP!I'.T.CF.J.":(;,NJI GC T:J 7'!: 
IFiJ.EG.NJ1oO~.J.EQ.NJ2l GO TO 71:; 
lFEPL(Jl.EQ.C.o,;.NQ,fPK(Jl.tQ.O.Ol GC TC 80 

79 Ff<INT U8,D!STIJl 1 CI:)!.Jl 1 CIIE,Jl,IISTAR!Jl,CIIr,Jl,C(IJ,Jl,C!II\,J) 
1,CJ1tJ)! J~OII\T::eJtL. 

80 COHINL'E ~ IFiiCC.Lt:.C.Ol GO TO 83 
Cf'ECK R:OSUL iS 
CO 52 '<:NJ2 tNJ 
IFICIIJ.KI.LC.O.O) GC TO e2 ~ K'::'l:<; 
KE'f5=KEY5+i f IFIKEV5.C:E,z.OR.DElT.LE.i2C,Ql GO TO 82 
F"!NT H8,!CI~T!I'J,ctiX,t-l,CIIE,i"l,C!IG,I'l,CIII."I•C(IJ•~'l• 

iC!IN,MloCJil'll.f":::K-1oK+1) £GO TC e 
82 CCH INUE 

CALCULATE Pt~~i"ETE~S ~EECEC IT NEXT TiuE STEP 
83 IFIDELT.EQ.Ol GO TC 11 

IFII\SE:T,LT.Cl KSET=-KSET 
CO 54 J=i.NJ1 'f AOCJ= !C(IJ,Jl+C'<EE!:!IJoJil"'DENT2 ~ HJ~;fi:PIN51 
CFC:DFCi f !>!CIIJ,Jl.GT.O.() GO TO 81 
CFC=DFC2 <!; F:~5=PH62 

81 ~OLTIIJI=IRCUTIIJ)••3•ADCJ/PI~5l••FIN1 
IFICCIJ,Jl,Gt:,C.Ol P:OETAIJ):PINIJ) 
ESLMIJl=CIIE,Jl+~IN43••0LT.IliJI••3+EP~IJl~Eol(Jl+ECC~ 

V.!Jl:1.~-C!IJ,Jl"!1.~1RII\(Jl -1.0/POL:TiliJli/OFC 
1FIW!J),LT.O,Cl w(Jl:C,O 
IF!J,NE.JSETl GC TC i'~ 'E If!KSET.EC:.zl C:IJl=OoO 
IF !~SET .EQ.1l REET n! Jl=O .o 

8~ COTINU':: ~ CO 2SS J:tiJ2 ,1\J 
CACDi=CJi!Jl•CJiKEPIJ I ~ CADC2::::CJ21Jl4CJ~K~P(Jl 

EFES!Jl=EFE~ (Jl+i1 "CACC1"CE~>-T2 

E.FE!JI=:JE !Jl ~(Y31"CACCi+Y32"'CACf;21•CENT2 
tl12S(Jl:::~L!?~ (-!) ·~·•2'"DEt><Tz•CA0(2 

EX !Jl=EJi (JHIY21"'C~CD1H22"'CAC1;2l"'CEI\12 
IFU,NE.JSE1l GC TC 2SS 
IF!~SET.E0,1) EF~SUl=O.o $ H!KSEi,EC,zl ELT2S!JI::::G.O 
IFP<SET.E!l.~ .ok. KSoT.Er:.L;l EX(Jl:::Q.C 
IF!KSET.t=Q.t,l !'F~(JhC.O 

2 ~ 9 ES l'"1 ( J h: C (IE, J I H o L( J l •::: P K ( J l HL 12 S (J) +ff ~S (J) +EX I J l +E FE ! J l +E CC F 
FRINT t"CI<E R[ ~L'L TS c 

11 
il5 

CO 87 J:NJZ,NJI"i 'I> I~' ICJitJl ,NE, CoCoO~.CJiiJ+1),EQ.Q,Ql (Cl TC I!E: 
FRINT U7 '1: Pf<If':T 11',(0IS1(Kl,C!D,Kl 1 CIIE,'<l,\IST,!1~(Kl,((II,tO,CI 

1IJ,KI,CliN,KI,CJ1(KI,K::J,J+1) 'I; GU TO 87 
86 IFICJ2Ul,hE,c.o,Of',CJ2(Jql.EO.CoGl GO TO 87 ~ t;C TC e~ 

87 COHINlcc_ 
FI<INT 132 ~ JFRI~i =1 1 CC 91 J=l.~J 
IF!J.EQ.JPRIC~:T.C'<.J,:::C.NJl GC TO et> 
IFIJ.EQ.~J1.0~.J.EQ.~J2l GC TC qe 
l F IE P L ( J I , S: C , C • 0 , A 1'10 • E P K ( J l • E Q • 0 , 0 l G C T C 9 1 

813 IFIJ.GT.!NJiHJCI/21 GO TC !!ct 
FfiiNT 118 9 C'lS11Jl,C!:C:,Jl,Q!Jl,:CSL'f"IJI,RlN!Jl ,S:PL(Jl,HUTA!Jl, 

1~(J) ~ GO TC t?O 
8 9 F I< IN T 11 t! , D IS T ! J I , C I I G • J l , Q I J J • E ~I~ f" I J l , EF K ! J l , S: FE I J I • E )I I J l • E FE 5 ( J I 
c:!O J~RINT::Jt4 

91 cor I'IL'E 



CO 94 J:NJZ~NJt-'1 'li IFICJHJl.i\I:..O.OeCI<.CJUJ+U.EC!.C.Ol f.O TC 1?3 
92 FRitH 137 $ "RHT u~. ICISHI\l.CliG.KioCIKloESU"~!KhHK{I\l~EFE!I() 

1oEX!IO ofi'ES ItO .v: •J .J+ il ! GO TO 134 
q3 lFICJ21JI.NE.C.O.OR.CJ21J+1l.EQ.O.Cl GO 10 9~ ~ GC ~C 92 
94 COH INU': 

C ~ESET DARAf<'ETENS AI JlC liME 
C lEST OF ~LECTRCL'T~ M.TE~IAL BALANCE 

~"'~1 $ FLUXP~C.O ! F~P=o.o ! RS~M=C•L ~ VSU~=O.O 
F31\P::CIIE.1l'""F~CTOI<"'CIFL:Stdil/11(11! OHKCL::O.O 
C!FLCL:::J.~ 

CO 300 J•1o~J ' FLU~,"'FLL)P I F3~•F3NP ' FGM•FGP 
IFIDELT.EQ.O,Cl GO TO ~01 

fi1K:;:P ::Ri(JI 1: R2K: ~ o:R2 !J)t R\11KEP.,J;V1(Jlt '<112KEI=•f'V2(Jl 
301 JE•J t WE•~I4.Q $ IFIJ.NE.NJI GC 1C 302 

~E:::WE/2.:; ~ FGP:::CoO; FLLl<P:::CoC $ .;(:::J®i ~ GJ TO 3!JS 
J02 F3~P:::CII~ 1 J+1P••FACT~R•OIFUS~IJ+11/V(Jt11 

JGP"J 'f IF(J,(E,I\J2l JCP=J~1 f. IFIJ.Er..il JE:::J+i 
IFIJ.H.U ~;:=I'E/2.C 
IF I J , E Q. N J 2 =1 I F 3 N P:: F 3 ~ P • I C I !E. , J I I C I ! E • J Hl I"'"' FA C T 0 f.. 
IFIJ,NE,NJll GC !O 3~3 I Jf::J-1 I ~E"'~ll!oD I H•HZ 
F3N:::F3N"'ICliE.J+111CIIEoJII""'FACTCR 'f GC TO 304 

303 IF!J,Nt:.f\JZI GO lO 304 t Jb:Jt+l! Wb~3/8,0 t H::.l43 
F3 ~"' F 3~"' I C IE 9J I IC IE 1 J=il I """F AC 1 ::ll< 

304 FL,L)(P:::Q.S'"'IC!IYoJ+U+C(D',JI I'~'C! lG,JGFl=(.5"'1F3NPH3f\l 
t•tADlJt11-~CIJli/H ~ FGP:::CIIG,JGPl 

305 ~11Jl:::FLLX~®FlUY~+wEIF"'4.~"'CIIJ,Jl 
1<2 IJ 1:: ~<: "C IE: , J l"' I 3, 0 "C I IX ,J l IV I J I t C IIX • J':: l 1\1 I JE ) I 

i+wE/VLlCL"'l!•'"EPLIJI 
><V1l Jl:::FGM-FGF+WE/F"<4 .O"C UJ,J) 
!< \12 ( J I::: WE:" C (! E ,J I " I 3 • 0 I II ( J )+ 1. 0 IV ! J!:: l l 

i+lt<E"4•0"1EPL(Jl/\ILICLtEPK(Jl /VKCll 
lFIJ.t.Cl.NJil RV2 IJh:>' \121JI+fSfP"'I-2/B."'n.I\I!Jit1.1\IIJ•ill 
IF I J • E Q • N J 2 I I< \12 t J l:::"' 112 ! J l + E ~ E P"' 1- 211:1 •"' I 3 .I \1 !J I + 1 • I II I J- 1 I l t '; I I G, J II 

1 II I J) 
IF !J. E Q, ld 1 l I< 2 I J I :1-- 2 ! J l +E. SE. ~"I'! 21 P.."' I:'!. 0" '::I IX • J I I \1 I J I+ C I 2 X • J + 1 I /II I 

1 J+ 11 ) 
IF IJ. E C.~~ J 2 l '< 2! J l ::: R 2 ! J) +E ~E P'~'t-'2 I fl • "' (!. "'C I I X, J I I \II J l fC I I) • J -1 I I \1 I J 

1-111 +C<IGoJl"'C II"oJII\IUI 
IFIDELT,EC.~.C l GO TC 300 r R3•1f<21JI-~2KEgl/DElT 
I<CIF:R3-C.S"'!~UJHR1KEP I 
1'\13" IR\12 IJ I -~<\/?K': P 1/:;EL T ~ IJCIF• ~~~~-0. S'~'IR.V i!J I +P\11K2:P) 
l F I A ~ S I ;;> C IF I • 0 • 1 • 0 E - 11 • C I< , II !:S I \1 C IF l • r; T • 1 • 0 E- 11 l P f<I ~ T 111:1 , D I S l I J I 

i.RCIFoll:'l~F 

f;Sl'M:;:I<SU t'+ I'C!F 
\ISl'M:VSl'~+\ICIF I IFIJ.EQ.t--JI PRif\T 13!,R5UM 1 ifSUH 
IFIDELT.[fl.C,Ol r,o TO 300 
!F!J,GT.NJ1) GC TO 31C 
IF!A'!S!l':Pl!JleEPLKEPIJil.LT.i.OE-1~1 GC 1C 3QO 
lil}:o1.0 ~ !FIJ.EG'.i.O.;.J.E(:.NJil RL::ofl.~ 

C I Fl. C L" '< U"' I ~ P ll J I - t P L K E .P I J l I t 0 IF l C L 
31C IF!J.LT.~J21 CC TO 3CC 

1 F I A B S It: P K I J l - E F K K P ( J l l • l T • 1. Of: - H l r, C 1 0 ~ 0 0 '!: R N • 1. 0 
!FIJ.EC.NJ2.0~.J.EG',~J) ~~=0•~ I ClFKCl=fN•(EPK!Jl•EFKKE~!JIIt 

HIF<CL 
300 CC~TINl'E ~ 5L~=O.O f CAPN.r.c I CAFP:O.O 

!F!OELT.NE.OoCl CIFKCl=D!eKCL"'~3"'~FL:SEKI~KCL/JELT 
IF I Cl E L T • NE • 0 , 0 I C I f l C L "'0 IF L C L "'" 1 "'fJ F l! SEll \ LI CL I DE L T 
~TLOSS=:~T•!T•TI~3l S ~TGAIN~IL:JC-lCV-TI~IT•CJOGCPT)•lCC 
CTEMP=I~TG~I~+CIFKCl+CIFLCl-~TlOS5liCF~A 
FRINT 12S.T.~TlCSS.~T~AI~.CIFKCL,CIFLCl 

C C~ECK TOT~L NC. CF MOL~ LI A~D ~. ELECTRCLYTE A~O SCliC ~w~sES. 
ll~TLI::::O.O i Ai"'TK::::Q.O ; ~OLICL:O.O ~ ')0 ~? M,d.t--J 



c 

c 
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1-=1"2 1i IF(I".LEoi<Jil """'f'1 T> IFO•.GE.NJZI h::'"l3 
kM:.K~CIIE.i"'l f IF(M.~G.1 .CR. M.EG.NJI W~=0.375~WM 
lF!~.EQ.NJi-1 .CR. M.EC.NJ-1) WM=Wi"'+D.12~~H~CII~,M+1) 
IFIM.EQ.NJZ-1 .Ct:, M,EQ.I\Ji+ll WM:.1o12~~~"1 

IF I M • E () • 2 • C R • t' • E Q • N J 2 + 11 W '-'" W M + 0 • 12 o; "'11" C liE • M -1 ) 
H (M. EO-NJi) wM,. 0 .37'5 "!111 "C! IE •"l l <-t-'2 11 ESH l 
!FIM.Et:.NJ2) ~M::0.373"!H3"CIIE.Miti-2~ESEFl+C!IG.Ml 
IF!M,EQ.NJ1 .CR, M.EQ.NJ2l H:::H/2.0 
IFIM,EO.l .CR, M,EQ.NJI r~H/2,0 

IF!~oGE.NJ21 CAF~"CADF+~"GIMI 
1F!11.Gl.NJ2) SCLlOL:SCUCL+Z."'i-1" IEU2S!I"I/VU2S+EX Un/IJ'Al 
ilt'H I"' A I'TL I Hli""'C ! D • '1 IIV I I" l + E P Ll I" l "'~-'I II L ICL 
IFIM.GT.~J11 GO TO 95 f CAPN:CAP~+~"'Q(Ml 

~ l ""' S l ~Hi "(U 1 "'PEE TA ( ~" l " 111 ~ tU 2"' ROl: T A I~<' I"":'! +U 3) 
95 ~"'TK=A,.TK+W,. .. (1,Q-Cl:X,M)I/V!Ml+EPK(Ml"'~IVKCL 

!FITIME.GT.O.Ql GO TO 96 
SLI-O:oSL\\ ~ SLPC::SOL!JL ~ llt'TLIC=AI'HI i) llMTKOdr'lTK 
PRINT 136 , SLNC 9 SLPO,AMTL!O,AMfKC 

96 FHTLhJ\MTLIIH'TUC-1.C ~ FAI'TK:dMTK/tMiit0-1.0 
FSl:: ISLl\+SCUCll/ISLNCtSLPOl -1.0 
FRINT 12E,JCOL'IIT,FilMTLI.FAt'TK,SOliCL, 

1CAPN,C~PP 

FRINT 117 
F R IN T 116 , l C 0 • 1' C II • PI'- I 2 , PH 3 • C I IN • N J 1) • C I I N • NJ 2 I • II C \1 ERA 
IFITCIJ.LT.CtTCFF,OR.TCVoGT.1.65l GC TC 15 
IFITIME.LT.TG~FtlLAST l GC TO 13 
!F!TCII,LToio2CoCkeTCIIoc:Toio4el TGAP=3CO•C"Oo0416/TCC 
Ct\LClJUTION OF PCLADHATICI'\ Cl'RVE 
H'CLAR=O! 1CChiCD >. TCC:::-TCAOD ~ TLAST:TUSTHGAF ~ CELTSV:::OEL'T 
CELT=o.n $ IF!AES(TC0i=O.C2),GTo1eE-7'l GC TO 2 

29 CO '37 J·d,NJ i CFOL(1,Jl:::C!II,Jl II; CPCL!Z.JI=C(IJ,J) 
CFCL(3,Jl:::CCH.Jl ":F!TCC.GE.O.Ol GC TO 30 ~GO TC 2 
F I' IN T 1 2 4 , 'f C 0 , 'f C V • PI- : 2 , P 1- I3 , C ( IN • ~ J il , C ( IN , N J 21 , J C C U 1\T 
IF IA8S<TCD=Q,C2l ,L T.l.':-71 GC TO 21? $ IFITCO.~rl. ry.Ol GC 'TO 435 

30 TCC:::TCD+TCI.\(1) $ IF(I.\=SC'TCC=TCOU.U.1.0E=7l TCD=TCC4TCACI 
HITCD.GE.Co12l GO TO 98 ~ IF!AB~('TCC-TCCU.LE.Q,Q21 GC TO g 
lFtTCO.GT.O.Ot;U GC TC 3 t CO ze J:d,•U li C!IJ:,Jl:CeCL(1,Jl 
C!IN,Jl:::CPCU3,Jl '! ::ETA!Jl=CPOL (3.Jl ~ 1\0NOF(J):::Q 
IFIJ.GE.I<J21 CETO!JhCETI\lJI+DSEPCT 

28 CIIJ,JI:::CPOL(2,J) li GC TO~ 
98 TCC=TCCl t CELT=CELT5U ' PRINT 128,RES 

gg 
13 

lPCL A R:d. 
CO 99 K=i,~J t CEH.!Kl:CKEt:"><IN.Kl 5 ~J1!Kl:CJ1KEP(K) 
IF!'<.LE.NJl ,01'\[, Ct:TD(Kl.GE,Q,Ql I\!Kl:C.9 
IF!I(.LE.NJ1 .~N[, CEill!Kl.LT.O.Ol 1\(Kld.i 
IF!K,LE.NJ1l FiH(I<l=~H!KE:P(Kl ~ lF(K,(E,t\J21 CJ2!KhCJ2K!;:P(K) 
IFIK,G!::,NJ2l CUA!Kl"CETACKHOSt:~rr t CO 09 I=4 9 5 
C!I,Kl<:CKE!:HI.Kl 
IFITI'1E.GE.TSlOFl GO TC 14 
~ESET T It<E ~TEP, 

IFIDELT.Ef).C.Cl DELT= 2.0"D!:L 12 
IF (riME, GE • T 1J rt L h F 1 
IF!fiME,GE.T2l CELT=F2 
IF!TIME.GE.T3l CELhF3 
IF!TI~E.GE.i4l ULT:f'4 
IFITIME.GE,iSl CELT=F~ 
IF(TIM~.GE.Tol CELT=FE 
l F IT I I'[ • GE • i7 I C ~ L h F 7 
IF!TIMc,GE,T~l CELT=Fe 
IF IT I ME , G E , 12 C • C l CE L h 1 2 0 • 0 
IF ! J S PC T • E Q , 0 ! G 0 T C <' t DE l T" 0 H T I 2 • 0 H J S PCJT 
IF!QELT,GT.CT~I~l GO TO 2 



C COR~ENT lNTER~UfTION ~NO C~A~GING 

14 COH lNUE 
STOP 
GC TO 1!!3 
IFtTCD.LE.O.Ill GO TO 143 
CC 142 J"i~i\J $PUNCH 141,!CII\tJij)K"'i'6l 
PUC.CH 14i.EPKIJI ,EPLIJI.I<SETil!JI ,RCUH!Jl.RINIJI.OIJI 
PU 1\JC H 14 i •!: H S I J l • El<l J h E FE I J I • E li 2 S I J I • C J 1 I J I • C J 2 I J I 
PU IIIC H 14 :1.9 W !J l • D E T A I J l • ZETA I J l • I C PC U K , J I • K "1 • 3 l 

:1.42 COI\TINU!:: 
141 fCRMAT!6Ei3.7l 

fl' i'IC H 14 1• 'TC II • T • II 0 liE R !J • X fl H. IT • C H I" F • T I I' E 
143 CC!ITINl'::: 

~<EY&:::O $ IF!'TCO.LT.O.Cl STOP fi IFUCC.EtoOoOI TCD"®C.CH 
IFHCD.GT.O.OI TSTOP:0.251fTH'E ! IFITCQ.,GT.!l.!U TCC,!l.O 
IFITCD.lT.O.OI GC TO 449 

C CALCULIHION Of ~HERRLFH~ ~E;SISTAI'iCE 
436 ~ES"OoO ~DC ~4€ J~2.~Ji~1 
44e RES"RES•~i~SIGI~~~JI/ li.O+CO~IJI'fCIIE,JI~IfFACTOR~SlGI~V(Jll 

(0 ~47 J~NJ1Pi.NJ2~i 
447 RES.,RESHi21COI'dJl/CIH.Jl~~FACTOR ! OC 448 J.,NJ2P1.1\JI'i 
448 RE5~RES•~3•SIGII\~IJI/IioO•CO~IJI~CIIE,JI~•FACTOR~SIGINVIJll 

RES"'RES+Q.S'fl~1'fiSIGI~VI111!1sO+COI\I1l'fCIIE.11~•FACTDR~SlGINV!1ll 
1 +S IG IN \1 HJJ 1 I I I 1 .. 0 +CON lf\:J 11•c !IE~ 1\J 11 HF ll CTO R• S IG I Nil H'J 11)) Hl2• I 1. 0 
i/CCNINJil/CIIE.~Jil•~FAClOR+ioOICCI\INJ211C!IE.NJ2l•'fFACT«RI+ 
1~3~!SIGINVII'iJ2lll1.o•CDNINJ2J•C! lE.NJ21~~FACTO~•SIGI~VII\J211• 
1SIGINVINJlll1oO+CONI~JI•CIIE.NJl~lfFACTOR~SIGIN\IINJIIIl 

IF!IPOL.AR.EC.QI GO TO 30 
FR INT iZ!l. RES 

~49 TSTOP:TSTOP•TII"E ; T1:T10+TI~E t lGAP:6CO•O 
IFITCD.LT.O.Ill lSTCP,TSTCHTIME 
12,f20+TI~E f T3~T30+1I~E $ T4=T40•TI~E f T5=T50+Tl~E 
le:T60+TIME ~ T7:T70+TlME $ T8%TeD+TI~E ' GO TO 1 

15 PRINT 102 ~ GO TC 14 $ END 
S~eROUTihE FRCPSIJ,CI 

C PROGRAM TO CALC~LATE FHYSICIL PRCPERTIES FOR MATQI) 
C COEFFICIENTS Il'i ~AIN F~DGRI~ •BATRY• 

CII't:NSIOI<. 11!4Cii•DVXI4011 1 CIIDTt40U~ OIFLSt-.14011• 
1CDX!4011,CJll4011, SIGI~III4011.CJ2!4C11 .CON!401l~CCC")(40il, 
H L Nil C ! 40 11 , C 2 UA C 14 01 ) , ZETA ( It ll 11 , C ZETA X I 4 0 1 J , C « 6, 4 0 11 
1 ,o I 4 !)11,!:: H 3 i 40 11 ,E !" E I 41li1 0 ~A FI \1: ( ~ 01 I 

CCMHONiliii,C\I),DVDT ,OIF~S~,COX ,SIGINV~Co~. 
1CCONX,DLNIC,02L"AC,Z~ li,CZETAX .FACTOR,T,IX.~J1,~J2 

1•EX,!FES,EFE.~IG).SIGFES.SIGFE,~IN~3 
CCI"HONI51S,IOI'i•ICPl,ACP2,CJl,CJ2,E~PINC 
)l S Q::J C 1.:: )( o J) H 2 

C ~CLAR \IOLUME CF ELECTROLH~ IINC CERI\IIlTI\IES WRT XA. I'C H G/CM3 
ROCIS~:2.1e23194-0.00C73E~4•T $ llACA5~"0o001473&e•T-O.~E253409 
RO~~OOASH+S•IC(lXoJI-ll~OASHI 

CIIDT !Jl:O.(l 
VIJl:::IH.?S5-32.io1•C !IX,JiliRO 
(\I)IJI~-132.1E1~S•v!JIIIRO 

C CIFFUSICN CCEFFICIE~T OF ELECTROL.Vl~ A~C OERI\IITIVES WRT XA. 
C C IN C~!ISEC 

ICT"'EXPI-1425.7Eill 
COlliJI•Q.DOC24~!•ACT I DIFUSI'iiJI•CCXIJ!•ICIIX,JitQ.4l 

C ELECTRICAL CCI<OtCT IVI H H MHOICI' 
C 0 N I J I • A CT • 11 e • 9 !l !l 3"' I 5 C 0-!; • 0 17 ll>C II X • J I +g., 0 9 03 I 
CCONX(JI~Acl~!37.9E06'fC(IX~Jla?.Ci71 

C ACTIVITY COEFfiCIENT FCR ELECTROLYTE 
l!8"'i~O-CHX.Ji li GA?,.1.0+2.1l"'CCIX.JI $ llf33,l(B••3 
T 1-' AN" TA .. I' ( ll • €: ~ 8 H • X8 3 I C (I)( • J l I 
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EI~=1023.84~!TPA~~~z~1.0l/T/C!IX,J! 

CL~AC!JI:l.D-!IN•GAB~xe~•z 

Cz LN I C! J I= e I N~JIE! "! 4 • 0 •)I SOC tC CI X • J It 1 • 0•1• 31 67 4 111 T H liN"' (A!: n z~ XI!! 31 
1C!IX,Jli1CIIY,JI ~ IFIJ.GE.NJ2l GCTO 1 

C ~EGATIVE ELECTROCE 
C SCUD f'OLAR VCLL'1'ES H G t-'ClEICM3 

lETAIJl::::ION+EltPANO I) C:ZETAX!J),Q.O 
IFIJ.GT.NJ:I.l H'fll!JI:::(l.!l I) GCTO 2 

C ~OSITIV~ ELECTROCE 
1 cor INtJC: 

C SOLID ~>'OLAR lfCLUt-ES U· G ~CLEIC'13 
CZETAXIJI"ll•O 
ICFo::AOPl ~ IF!A!.!S(CJ2(JIJ.GT.A6S(CJ1!Jll) A0°:::A0"2 
ZETA IJl:::AOP 

2 kETURN f ENC 
!:!JB~OUTINE I"'ATif\'ICN,'1,CETERMl. 
C C 14M 0 N A ! 6 • E ) 9 '! { £: •!: l • C! 6 • 4 01 I 9 0 ( E • 13) 
C I "'E N S I 0 N I C ( S I 
CEERMd.O ! CO 1 :,1,1\ 

1 ICHII=O $ DC 18 f\.N=1•"- $ !MA)=i•O f DC E I"i•~ 
IFIIO!II.NE.OI GCTO 6 l t:NEXhO.C f EliRV"O.O! 00 S J"1t~ 
IF!E)(JI.NE.Ol GOTC t: '1' IFtA8SU.li! 9 Jll.lE.9NEXil GCTO S 
I?NEXT::A'lS!B!I,J! l t ~F!BI\OT.lE.eTRn GC10 5 i SNOT:f:!rr:\'1 
ETRY:::AI?S!S(I,Jll ~ JC:J 

5 COf\.TINL':: $ IF!ENEXT.GE,Bt-A)110 1'.'HY l GOTC 6 
eMIIX::::81\£XT/EH'f ~ II<OI<::I "' JCOL:::JC 

6 COI\TINUC: ~ IF«IC!JCl.EQ.Ol \.CTO B f OETEI'M:::O.O ~ RETlil<N 
8 ICIJCOLI=l t IF!JCOL,EC,IROWl GO,O 12 $ CO 10 J"1tl\ 

SaVt:B!IROW.Jl f BII~Cw,JI:e!JCOL,Jl 
10 eCJCOL.Jl:::SAVE t DO 11 K::1,M' SAVE,CII~CW,Kl 

C!IROW,KI=O!JCCltKl 
11 CIJCOl,Kl=S~VE 
12 F:::1.0/8!JCCL.JCCll t CC U Jd,N 
13 8iJ:OL.JI=8!JCCL,Jl"'F t CO 1~ K=i•~ 
14 C!JCOL.~):C!JCCL,KI"'F t CO 1R I::i,~ ~ IFII.EQ.JCOll GC TC 18 

F::SII.JCOLI ~ OC 16 J:i.N 
!6 EII,Jl=~<I.Jl•F•E!JC8l,Jl ~ CO 17 K=i•~ 
17 CII.Kl~O(!,Kl~F"OCJCJL,Ki 

18 CC~T!NU~ ~ ktTURN ! ~~C 

~l'E!.:<O!JT INE 81!~ Cl Jl 
C !!":: N S I 0 ~ A I h 61 • 8 ! 6 • E I • C ! E • ;,() 11 •• ') I 6 • 13! 9G ! 61 • X C 6 • E) • Y ! E: ,61 • E ! S • E • 

!loll 11 
CCMHON A.s.c.r.G,X,Y,II.NJ 

101 FORMAT 115HOOETERM::O AT J:o:,It.l 
IF (Jc21 1.~.1! 

1 IIP1~ N + 1 
CC 2 I:::itN 
CII.2 10 N+1): GIIl 
CO 2 l::t,N 
LPt\:: l + N 

2 C!I,LPt-<1: Xl:!:tll 
CALL MATINIJ II\•2,.NH. CEHRHl 
IF IOETFRHI ~.~.4 

3 f-i<INT 1:U,J 
~ CO 5 K:1.N 

EIK.NP1.1l: Q(K•2,.N+11 
res L"'t•"~ 
EIKol.ll: - CIK,U 
lFN:o L + N 

5 )!K,LI= - DIK.tPI\l 
RETURN 

6 CO 7 h 1, N 



CO 7 K"itM 
CO 7 L=loN 
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1 C:lltKh !HI 0 10 + A!IoU•X!LoKl 
8 IF (JeNJI u.,q.~ 

9 CO 10 h1 0 N 
CO 1 0 L: 1o N 
GIII:• G!Il - YU 0 Ll'"::I!. 0 "'P1.9J-21 
CO 10 P1:1oN 

10 Allolh Al!oll + Vl!ol"l'"EII"'oloJ=2l 
:1.1 CO 12 I=1oN 

CU.NP1h - G!II 
00 12 1..: 1, N 
!HI,NPU: !HI 9 ~>;F1) + AIIoll 111 EHofliDt 0 J-il 
CO 12 !<:ioN 

12 E!Iol<h B!I 0 1<1 + AIIoll"'tlloKoJ=il 
CALL 1>4LITIN'I (~ 9 1-Pi oi:EHRMI 
IF IDET~R~l 1~o13o1~ 

1.3 FI<INT 101,J 
14 CO 15 K=ioN 

CO 15 M:1 0 NPt 
15 E!KoMoJI: = Q(I( 0 M) 

IF !J•NJI 20oit:d.t 
16 CO 17 K: 1, N 
17 CIKoJl: E!K 0 ND1 0 Jl 

CO 18 JJ=2of><J 
""' f>.JJ - JJ + 1 
CO 1.!! K:::i 0 N 
CIK.Ml: E(K,NP1ol'l 
CO 18 L=ioN 

18 C!KoMI: CIK 0 MI + E!KoloMI"C(l,M+il, 
CO 19 I.. doN 
CO 19 K:ioN 

19 C!Ktil" CH<wil + X!K,U"CH.,JI 
2fi f:iETJRN 

ENQ 
66 us t~ot: 1"4co.o o.oa4 lhtll4 c.oa4 o.u 

a.ee7o o.Z49 c.s o.rs 123.1! o.o o.a 
o.os o.s o.s z.ao eoo.o z.1 t.is 

HI O.!l!0001 liotlfi1 
0.041~ 1.3074 -o.OO!l1~S 0.03 1.5 O.Q 1.!5 
-1.0 !!.0 1.0 -2ell !l .. O z.o D.l!JOIJOilOio 

lloO iel!i;J 2C:S.1S Os000004125 
uosz~.t;:fio. .aooooocooj, a.s c o. ~e o.~oso eo.o 
-o.o3ze zooo.a 2ooo.o 1.0 1.0 2o.s H.sa 
?.iOS& 18.55 4Eo227 21.&77 823COoC 19DOoO !GC.D 




